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Section 1. General Introduction
William C. McGaghie, PhD

The term evaluation frequently has a negative connotation, especially for medical learners engaged in a program of study. Medical students and residents rarely view their evaluations as opportunities for improvement even though better performance and public accountability are the principal aims of medical education and the evaluation of its outcomes. Instead, evaluations are seen by learners as hurdles grounded in threat. Evaluations are barriers that channel learner thinking and behavior, frequently motivated by fear of failure, with adverse consequences for those who fall short. Such learner perceptions contrast with faculty intent where evaluation is considered a tool needed to boost student competence and protect the public. Nonetheless, learners perceive the stakes to be high and so is their anxiety. Evaluation is a process to which most medical learners grudgingly submit. It is rarely a process they seek and enjoy.

But evaluation in medical education has an upside, especially as learners and teachers acknowledge the goal is to produce superb clinicians. When educational evaluation data are seen and used as a tool, not as a weapon, the outlook becomes improvement and mastery rather than enforcement. This outlook also changes the psychological climate toward constructive progress instead of apprehension. An illustration is when internal medicine residents express enthusiasm about the acquisition and mastery demonstration of ACLS skills in an educational program featuring deliberate practice and rigorous outcome evaluation.1,2

This section provides an overview about evaluation in medical education and sets a point of departure for 14 sections that follow. The section has four parts that lay a foundation for subsequent chapter writings: (a) purposes of learner evaluation, (b) evaluation goals, (c) matching evaluation goals and tools, (d) evaluation and learner motivation. Much of this contextual writing amplifies work published elsewhere nearly two decades ago.3 There are many similarities with the earlier work although the material has been updated to capture new developments.

Purposes of Learner Evaluation

There are at least eight purposes for learner evaluation in medical education. Each of these purposes is addressed in many ways throughout the remaining chapter sections. They are all important but for different reasons. So except for the first, all of the other purposes for learner evaluation should be assigned equal weight.

Accreditation requirement
A program of undergraduate or postgraduate medical education simply cannot operate, or stay in operation, without being accredited. In the U.S., undergraduate medical accreditation is managed by the Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME), jointly sponsored by the American Medical Association (AMA) and the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC). U.S. graduate medical education is accredited by the Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Education (ACGME). (See also Chapter 15: The Clerkship Director and the Accreditation Process) Each of the medical accreditation agencies imposes detailed requirements for learner evaluation that medical education programs must fulfill just to stay in business. Cyclic accreditation reviews assure that once met, a medical education program’s learner evaluation criteria and standards do not erode.
Assess competence

Assessment of medical student competence is a basic responsibility for all programs of clinical medical education. Such assessments represent accomplishment benchmarks, tangible signs of medical student progress along the educational continuum. They depend, of course, on a priori statements of cognitive, procedural, or affective learning goals; high performance standards; and measurement methods that yield reliable data about student achievement. Clerkship directors realize that sound competence assessments provide focused feedback to students and feedback about educational program effectiveness for faculty and administration (see Chapter 6, Section 3). Competence assessment is a cornerstone of quality medical clerkship education.

Competence assessments external to a clerkship are also imposed in the form of board examinations. With very few exceptions, clerkship medical students have successfully passed USMLE Step 1 and are beginning preparation for Step 2, especially its clinical skills component (2 CS) involving standardized patients (SPs). Students need to be aware that the best way to prepare for these high stakes competence assessments is active engagement with the clinical curriculum.4

Document learner experience

Most clerkship directors struggle to exercise control over the type or variety of cases seen by medical students in the clinic or hospital. Patients arrive for clinic visits or are admitted to an inpatient service due to concerns about their health, not because the patients want to advance medical education. Individual cases, and the health problems they represent, often present on an uncontrolled, seemingly random basis. Unless patients having different problems are selectively distributed among clinical learners in a controlled way, clinical medical education can be an uneven experience.

Documenting and managing student exposure to a variety of clinical problems is difficult to fulfill. Hand held computers and wireless data entry and manipulation may simplify the task. The growing use of standardized patients (see Chapter 6, Section 8) and other forms of medical simulation (See Chapter 6, Section 7) can complement contact with real patients. This increases the odds that the clinical curriculum can be uniform.

Gauge academic progress

Similar to competence assessment at important clinical milestones, educational evaluations are also used to gauge and monitor student academic progress more frequently. Medical students are expected to advance through the clinical curriculum on a “critical path” achieving successive program goals both within individual clerkships and across the clerkship year. Wide deviations from that path are a source of concern for clerkship directors. Similar to monitoring infant development using the Denver II development chart, medical student academic progress should be gauged frequently to insure it is within normal limits.

Predict performance

Today’s educational evaluations are often used to forecast performance on future assessments. The success of educational forecasts usually stems from the similarity of the skills being assessed, congruence of measurement methods, and the time span between the measurements (shorter is better). The conventional wisdom that “the best way to predict future behavior is to rely on one’s current and past overt behavior” is correct.5 Rigorous evaluations that produce reliable data give teachers and medical learners a snapshot of each student’s performance status and a window to future student performance.
Feedback for improvement
A common complaint among medical students is that they rarely receive concrete information about “how they are doing” clinically or educationally. Medical learners are usually eager to discuss their experiences and are anxious to discuss ways in which they can boost their fund of knowledge or improve their clinical skill. Performance feedback is a term that is widely used to describe information that gives learners knowledge of the results of their study and clinical work. Given specific feedback about their progress or deficits, medical students can either move to new areas of clinical practice or take steps to improve marginal performance (see Chapter 6, Section 15).

An educational program needs to have three basic features before useful feedback can be given to learners. First, the program needs to have clear goals that represent a graduated set of milestones for medical students. Second, the program needs to have a means to collect, store, and routinely retrieve data that learners and their teachers can use for educational feedback. Third, the program needs faculty who are willing to take time to candidly review the evaluative data with students, tied to clerkship goals. Effective feedback about educational progress cannot occur unless a plan is in place that identifies goals to be accomplished, routinely collects data about student progress, and provides frequent opportunities for trainees and faculty to discuss clinical learning.

Assign grades
Clerkships operate inside a clinical department, within an undergraduate medical curriculum, usually wrapped in a university environment. Clerkships are one of many threads in a broad academic fabric. Academic tradition holds that variation in student achievement is acknowledged by the assignment of low and high grades. One of the toughest everyday responsibilities that clerkship directors face is translating data about student performance into medical school grades (see Chapter 6, Section 13). This is a medical school and university requirement, a practical reality that comes with the clerkship director's job, which cannot be avoided.

Grades assign value to medical student work. Grades can be given in a normative way (“on the curve”) to compare students against their peers or in ways that compare all students against a fixed achievement standard. The bottom line is that assigning grades to medical students as a sign of their achievement is part of every clerkship director's job. Fair and impartial grade assignment is a necessary condition of clerkship education.

Judge program effectiveness
Learner evaluation data including board examination scores, results of OSCEs and SP-based clinical exams, conative measures, and tests using medical simulations can be employed in a variety of ways to judge the effectiveness of a medical education program. The clerkship works to the degree that medical students meet or exceed a priori expectations about their acquisition of the knowledge, skill, and affective outcomes stated in the program plan. Achievement of clerkship goals is documented by medical student performance data. A clerkship is successful if a high proportion of its medical students measure up to expectations based on tough but fair assessments of their learning. [See Chapter 7: Evaluation of the Clerkship: Clinical Teachers and Program]

Quality Improvement (QI) is another outcome when medical student performance data are used to judge clerkship effectiveness. The clerkship matures and prospers as student performance data accumulate, are studied, and used for program improvement. Medical student
performance data not only tell a story about individual learners but also about the quality of clerkships and curricula that shape student learning.

**Evaluation Goals**

Medical student evaluation has at least five goals to amplify the eight purposes already stated. The five goals are evaluation of: (a) professional knowledge, (b) technical and procedural skills, (c) professionalism, (d) professional relationships, and (e) physician-patient relationships. Each evaluation goal is addressed by different measures of medical student achievement.

**Professional knowledge**

Evaluation of professional knowledge has been the mainstay of medical competence evaluation since the formation of the National Board of Medical Examiners in 1915. Today, medical knowledge assessment is done via internal (e.g., course, clerkship) and external (e.g., USMLE Step 1 and 2) evaluations that rely mainly on multiple-choice questions (see Chapter 6: Section 10 [Clerkship Examinations], Section 11 [Use of In-house Examinations] and Section 12 [Writing Multiple Choice Questions]). These evaluations, by intent and format, propel the idea that the acquisition and maintenance of a broad and deep fund of knowledge is essential for medical practice. The primacy of these tests asserts that knowledge acquisition is a basic goal of medical education.

**Technical and procedural skill**

Assessment of medical student technical and procedural proficiency has grown in frequency and sophistication over the past decade. Measures are now available that permit objective evaluation of such skills as cardiac auscultation, ACLS maneuvers, and the female pelvic examination. Most of these measures rely on simulation technology embodied in SPs or medical simulators that vary in human fidelity. These technologies are covered elsewhere in this chapter (see Chapter 6: Section 6 [Procedural skills], Section 7 [Simulators], and Section 8 [Standardized patients]).

**Professionalism**

Professionalism is expressed in each young physician's character, reliability, honesty, ability to keep confidences, and other nonacademic qualities that embody "the good doctor." Professionalism is more than maturity and less than sainthood; it connotes promises of expertise and duty. In medical circles professionalism is usually conspicuous by its absence and taken for granted when present. Measurement and evaluation of medical professionalism has recently been expressed as a key outcome of medical education witnessed by the Medical School Objectives Project of the AAMC and the subsequent Outcomes Project of the ACGME.

Teaching and evaluating student professionalism has become one of the highest priorities of U.S. medical schools. Teaching is done via customary methods including reading, case discussions, study of professional codes of conduct, and especially by faculty example in clinical settings. Assessing professionalism is difficult to do with precision. However, such assessments are essential because, "Unprofessional behavior in medical school is associated with subsequent disciplinary action by a state medical board." Chapter 6, Section 9 [Evaluating Professionalism] presents a detailed discussion about evaluating professionalism.
Professional relationships
A fourth evaluation goal is professional relationships. This goal goes beyond personal integrity to embrace respect for other members of the health care team, administrative staff, and other colleagues. Professional relationships are addressed infrequently in undergraduate medical education while its profile is rising in graduate and continuing medical education (GME, CME). Received clinical wisdom in addition to recent writing about patient safety\textsuperscript{15,16} teach that clinical patient care is rarely a solitary activity. Instead, nearly all patient care is now delivered by teams of individual clinicians having different credentials and skills. The emerging educational goal is [how to] turn a team of experts into an expert team.

Professional relationships, individual and team skill acquisition, team member interchangeability, and team cognition are several of the many variables involved in the preparation of expert teams. Another key variable in team effectiveness is dissolution of traditional professional hierarchies that have existed in clinical medical settings. A growing literature on team training and new professional relationships in medical practice is now beginning to affect medical curricula\textsuperscript{17,18}

Physician-patient relationships
The doctor-patient relationship has been a hallmark of effective clinical practice from antiquity through Osler and Halsted to the present day. Fostering these interpersonal skills and sentiments has been a key feature of medical education and sound clinical practice though always threatened by lapses in honesty by either doctor or patient. More recent threats to doctor-patient relationships include time pressures due to the managed care environment, social class differences, ethnic differences, and many others. Holmboe (Chapter 6, Section 4) addresses direct observation of physician-patient relationships in depth.

Matching Evaluation Goals and Tools
A persistent problem in evaluation and grading of students on medical clerkships is matching evaluation goals with the right evaluation tools. Many different tools are available ranging from long aptitude tests such as the MCAT to simulations, OSCEs, and short bedside encounters. Some evaluative tools such as board certification examinations like USMLE Steps 1 to 3 are highly quantitative and objective whereas others such as letters of recommendation are qualitative, subjective. Each type of measure has a place in medical learner evaluation. However, the decision to use one of the tools should be based on a clear understanding of one’s evaluative purpose and context.

Table 6.1.1 describes 16 common evaluation methods in medical education. The table also contains a short comment about the advantages of each method and a statement about potential problems associated with using each procedure. At least one citation is given for each method to encourage further reading by those who seek more detailed information.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Descriptive evaluation by teachers\textsuperscript{19-21}</td>
<td>Gives a clear portrait of student status and achievements. Highly individualized; underscores the uniqueness of each medical learner in light of clerkship goals</td>
<td>Requires in-depth faculty knowledge of each student. A qualitative, clinical snapshot of student performance on the clerkship. Works best with faculty group consensus.</td>
<td>Reliability is a concern without rater training and checks for rater bias. Are results consistent and reproducible?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Records of clinical encounters\textsuperscript{22-24}</td>
<td>Case-by-case documentation of (a) clinical problems seen, and (b) decisions made about each problem</td>
<td>Long-run formulation of learner practice profile. Helps identify clinical problems where more experience is needed. Best managed using computer database. Useful for gaining hospital privileges after training.</td>
<td>Requires high degree of learner compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Formal (external) examinations\textsuperscript{25,26}</td>
<td>Long, standardized examinations covering large bodies of medical content; often composed of separate disciplinary subtests.</td>
<td>Usually high quality exams that give a general portrait of an examinee’s fund of knowledge</td>
<td>Test content may not match local educational objectives exactly. Not useful to pinpoint specific learning deficits. High monetary costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Local (internal) examinations\textsuperscript{27}</td>
<td>Examinations written by local faculty for use in courses or clerkships</td>
<td>Can be created to closely match local teaching emphases; exams unite instruction and evaluation</td>
<td>Quality can suffer if faculty are disinterested or unschooled in test development. Major cost is faculty time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Simulations\textsuperscript{1,2,10,28,29}</td>
<td>Static models, mannequins, computer-based, and virtual reality approximations of clinical encounters with patients. May be used for individual or team evaluation.</td>
<td>Lifelike approach to evaluating learner skills and clinical reasoning. Enjoyed by clinicians; also excellent for instruction</td>
<td>Simulations vary greatly in fidelity to genuine patient care problems. Scoring rules to capture clinical performance are difficult to derive. Generalization of performance across cases needs to be better established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Objective structured clinical examination\textsuperscript{30}</td>
<td>Examinees rotate through a series of stations where, in about 5 minutes each, they are questioned, asked to interpret clinical data, perform a procedure, or otherwise show proficiency with clinical materials.</td>
<td>Concrete, realistic approach to evaluating discrete clinical skills among learners. Requires prompt responses to real clinical material. Bluffing is unlikely.</td>
<td>Faculty involvement and cooperation is essential; tight management is needed to operate effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Advantages</td>
<td>Problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Checklists(^{31,32})</td>
<td>Step-by-step “yes-no” or “right-wrong” protocols used to assess either skill at a clinical procedure (e.g., ACLS) or at preparing a clinical product (e.g., a sterile tray)</td>
<td>Useful to evaluate specific procedures and products. Little guesswork once checklist items and their order are agreed on.</td>
<td>Can appear simplistic unless procedures and products are critical. Use may require much faculty time. Rater training is essential.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Rating scales(^{33})</td>
<td>General assessments, often of learner character or noncognitive professional qualities, based on the rater’s memory rather than direct observation of specific events.</td>
<td>Allows evaluators to quantify important qualitative factors that underlie good clinical care.</td>
<td>Frequent “halo” effect (leniency) meaning low ratings are rare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Oral examinations(^{34})</td>
<td>Face-to-face learner-evaluator encounters where learners are questioned about clinical subjects; sometimes used to gauge if learners can withstand stress.</td>
<td>Historically grounded, have been used for medical learner evaluation for over 3,000 years. Encourage student-faculty interaction.</td>
<td>Notoriously unreliable approach to learner evaluation. Unstandardized; subject to capricious evaluator behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Anecdotal records(^{35,36})</td>
<td>Dean’s letters, faculty letters of recommendation</td>
<td>Highly personalized approach to description of learner achievement and frequently, learner readiness to pursue more advanced training.</td>
<td>“Halo” effect is common. Frequently difficult to interpret as recipients try to “read between the lines.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Chart (record) reviews(^{37,38})</td>
<td>Faculty-learner case discussions based on data contained in patient charts and recent progress notes.</td>
<td>High relevance due to grounding in real clinical work. No or low cost; straightforward, immediate feedback about patient management.</td>
<td>Cases selected should be representative of the learner’s experience or practice, not chosen because they are unusual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Standardized patients (SPs)(^{30,39})</td>
<td>Laypersons are trained and calibrated to present patient health problems uniformly. SPs frequently record data about learner performance.</td>
<td>Very high realism. SPs can record reliable data and give learners excellent feedback. Especially useful to evaluate skills in physical diagnosis and interviewing.</td>
<td>SP training and calibration takes time. Careful management of the evaluation plan is needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. A-V reviews(^{40,41})</td>
<td>Learner-faculty review and critique of taped encounters involving the learner and patients.</td>
<td>Very high realism; allows mutual assessment of patient management and learner’s interpersonal skill and professional qualities.</td>
<td>Can be “highly charged.” Some learners need time to “desensitize” from seeing or hearing themselves on tape.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.1.1. Evaluation methods commonly used in medical education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14. Educational prescription contracts&lt;sup&gt;42&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Written agreement between learner and evaluator about learner’s educational goals for a specified period of time</td>
<td>Clear specification of learner’s educational intentions and outcome measures. States educational criteria and standards. Notes what support faculty will provide.</td>
<td>Some learners and faculty are reluctant to express expectations for one another.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Portfolios&lt;sup&gt;43-45&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Maintenance of a tangible cumulative record of clinical, scholarly, or professional accomplishments. May contain products like publications, records of sites visited, data on teaching skill, and other material. Should not duplicate educational transcript.</td>
<td>Detailed accounting of student’s nonacademic accomplishments using hard evidence from material products.</td>
<td>Requires high degree of learner compliance. Must specify inclusion and exclusion criteria for eligible entries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. 360° evaluation&lt;sup&gt;46,47&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Evaluation of a medical learner using rating data from a variety of sources, e.g., self, peers, supervisors, nursing staff, patients</td>
<td>Broad array of data sources presents a rich portrait of the learner’s perceived competence. Allows normative comparisons using different data sets.</td>
<td>Cumbersome and difficult to manage without a computer or web-based system. Requires high compliance from different data sources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No single evaluation method is valid for all purposes. Academic physicians need to think hard about their reason for wanting to assess a student’s knowledge, procedural skill, self-confidence, dependability, honesty, or any other clinically relevant characteristic. Only after identifying the purpose of the evaluation (e.g., educational diagnosis, technical proficiency, overall performance on a rotation) should the clerkship director select a measurement tool that will produce meaningful data to inform the needed decision.

**Evaluation and Learner Motivation**

Seasoned medical educators know that examinations shape and drive student behavior. Today’s medical students live from test to test, usually viewing each evaluation experience as a sentence rather than an opportunity. For medical students, the evaluations they encounter are an operational definition of the curriculum because no matter what is presented, read, practiced, or discussed passing tests defines life in medical school. This issue was raised 44 years ago in 1961 by George Miller in his famous book, *Teaching and Learning in Medical School*.<sup>48</sup> Not cited by Miller, the identical point was made about British medical education in the 19th century including much faculty grousing about “test driven” students.<sup>49</sup>

Recent research confirms that even small changes in the emphasis or format of evaluation procedures prompt revisions in the way that students prepare for and approach examinations. This holds for learners in general<sup>50</sup> and medical students in particular.<sup>51</sup>
The origins of this behavior are not hard to detect as discussed by Good.\textsuperscript{52} She astutely describes the widespread and high-level culture of “evaluation apprehension” in the medical profession. Left unchecked this apprehension can have bad effects like needless competition; reduced student cooperation; defensiveness; attempts at one-upmanship; and reliance on expensive, extracurricular commercial test preparation courses that have no tangible benefits.\textsuperscript{4} The challenge to medical educators is to craft and use evaluation and grading methods that truly are tools for student improvement not weapons that intimidate. The following sections of this chapter provide blueprints to fulfill that goal.

Section 2. A Primer of Evaluation: Definition and Important Distinctions in Evaluation

Louis N. Pangaro, M.D.

This section provides a lexicon for key issues in evaluation and assessment through a series of definitions and distinctions. The purpose is to provide clerkship directors with a quick reference to key terms that guide the practical decisions to be made in clerkships. Since terms are sometimes used differently in different contexts, and by different authors, etymologies are provided to root meaning in the embryology of the term. (Etymologies are based principally on The Compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, Oxford University, Press, 1971.)

The following definitions and distinctions are included:

- Evaluation vs. Grading vs. Assessment
- Formative vs. Summative Evaluation
- Process versus Product Measurements
- Dichotomous vs. Scalar Grading
- Normative vs. Fixed standard Criterion-based
- Compensatory vs. “Weakest-Link” Models
- Descriptive vs. Quantitative Methods (“Subjective” and “Objective”)
- Analytic vs. Synthetic Approaches; Developmental Approaches
- Competence vs. Performance
- Reliability and Validity; Feasibility
- Curriculum vs. Syllabus

Evaluation vs. Grading vs. Assessment

Evaluation, rooted in “value” and derived from the Latin valeo, (to be strong), indicates a judgment of how well a student strengths correspond with the “values” of the concerned communities, including the department, school, and the profession. Grading implies assignment of a label to the level of performance achieved, and derives from the Latin word gradus, or step. Grading within a medical schools is, effectively, an administrative action classifying the level of performance achieved. While evaluation implies a description in words of how a student is performing, grade implies a concise label that can be expressed with letters, labels or even numbers (A, B, C, D, etc.; Honors, High Pass, Pass, Low Pass, Fail, Incomplete, Withdrawal; 96%, 76%) of the level achieved. Assessment is sometimes used to embrace the entire process of evaluation and grading. It comes from a Latin term meaning to set a tax. (The term assessor would mean someone who “sat at” a judge’s bench). However, it is can also be used to refer to the process of measuring something (a radio-immuno-“assay”), or of acquiring direct observations about a learner (“sitting next to” the student). The term assessment, then, combines something of the quantitative and qualitative aspects of gathering data for evaluation.
While there is some flexibility, perhaps even disagreement, on which terms are used for which part of the process, it can be useful to construct a sequence in which, together, the terms establish a rhythm (assessment-evaluation-grading), and constitute three-phase process that corresponds to the familiar rhythm of clinical medicine that, in turn, reflects the classical sequence of observation-reflection-action. In this sequence, grading and administrative action, and feedback would be an educational action. (Cf. Table 6.2.1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational process</th>
<th>Aristotle</th>
<th>Clinical process (S.O.A.P.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessment = making observations about learners</td>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>History and Physical (S.O.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation = determining learner’s</td>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td>Diagnosis (A.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grading/Feedback = taking an action</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Therapy (P.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• administrative/societal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• educational intervention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Practically, decisions about who is asked to evaluate a student, and who gets to “grade”, have to be decided in each setting, and teachers’ responses often depend on how they see the consequences of their role in this process. Grades are often submitted to the registrar’s office as terse summative letters (A, B, C, etc.) or steps (Honors, High, Pass, etc); and, these reductions of performance into a single letter can be seen by teachers and students as categorical judgments on the student as a person. Hence, the grading framework used dictates a choice of terms that can affect what teachers are willing to contribute to grading.53

**Formative vs. Summative Evaluation**

*Formative* evaluation is done to “form” or shape the subsequent performance of a learner, specifically by generating and providing feedback. It is done during an experience, and can be done by teachers as frequently as time will allow, but it should also be done formally at specified times, for instance, halfway through an experience. *Summative* evaluation is done at the end of a unit of time, typically at the end of the clerkship, and “sums” up the student’s performance. Whereas formative evaluation is done primarily for the sake of the student, summative evaluation fulfills our responsibility to society, pronouncing the student ready for the next level of training. Summative evaluation often includes a *grade* as well as narrative description of performance and recommendations for improvement. A grade without comment would provide only minimal guidance to a student and would not help the student improve subsequent performance. Therefore, it is recommended that a grade (label) always be accompanied by and evaluation (description in words).

**Process versus Product Measurements; Baseline measurements**

This distinction is meant to capture the difference between the curriculum that students experience (process) and their achievements (product, outcomes). The concept is often described as the process-product paradigm.54 Process measurements could include documentation that students have actually completed clerkship tasks (number of patients seen, number of procedures done), while product measurements include typical, end-of-clerkship assessments (e.g., NBME subject exams). Often, our research tries to document the
relationships between what we "do" to students, and how they are changed by the experience. Since research shows that much of what individual students actually achieve depends as much on their personal characteristics as much as on the formal curriculum, it is useful to document to their "baseline" status, that is, what they bring to the clerkship, by having pre-clerkship measurements such as pre-clerkship GPA, or USMLE step 1 scores.55

**Dichotomous vs. Scalar Grading**

*Dichotomous* grading (etymologically from Greek, “cuts into two”) divides a group of students into those who pass and those who fail. *Polytomous* (“cutting into many parts”) or *Scalar* (scala = steps in Italian) grading recognizes a broader spectrum of student performance by providing for a series of steps for assigning grades, such as Honors, High Pass, Pass, Low Pass, Fail, or the equivalent letter grades, A, B, C, D, F. Continuous grading would refer to a series of numbers which have small intervals, such as 88%, 87%, 86%, etc. Generally speaking, dichotomous grading fulfills our responsibility to society by determining whether a learner is competent or not. Scalar and continuous grading helps faculty and students compare performances among students, and may also help graduate program directors rank their applicants. For quantitative assessments (such as multiple choice examinations or OSCEs) the conversion from an exam score to a final grade can be straightforward, even if the cut points are arbitrary. However, students and teachers have had an ongoing concern about the lack of clarity in how descriptive assessments from teachers are converted into a step-wise grading system (such as Honors, High Pass, etc.). One simple method of addressing this problem is to categorize teachers’ observations about a student's performance into a step-wise, such as, second-year level, third-year level, fourth-year level, internship level; or, reporter, interpreter, manager/educator.20, 53 (see Chapter 6, Section 13 [Converting Evaluation into Grades])

**Normative vs. Fixed standards (Criterion-based)**

*Normative* grading is “relative” and it assigns grades to students’ performance by comparing them with another group, the “norm”, such as a contemporary peer group. This comparison group could be a national reference such as all students taking a certifying examination, or a local group of students taking a clerkship at the same time of year. Normative grading can be done in a mathematical way, generating a “curve”, with grade rankings based on distance above or below the mean score. Normative grading is often done less formally, with half students in the middle (for example, a grade of High Pass), a quarter receiving Pass, and a quarter receiving Honors. In any case, the essence of normative grading is to compare students to each other.

What is often called *criterion-based* grading sets mastery standards for each grading level (pass, high pass, etc) and is more “absolute”, less relative, than norm-referenced methods. Basically, "criterion-based" grading is really *fixed-standard grading*, in which experts first decide what the tested domain will be (the criterion, the "what") and then what will be expected standards of proficiency (fixed standards, the “how much?”). This approach depends upon a prior judgment of what has “content validity” (see below). For example, in the domain of manual skill in suturing, the fixed-standard is the degree of proficiency that must be achieved – adequacy of would closure, the number of sutures used, and the time taken to close the wound. The examiner then decides whether the standard has been met, and how well (*cri tes* means a “judge” in Greek).
Choice of a criterion-based or fixed-standard system is one of the most difficult choices made in a clerkship, and has powerful consequences upon grading decisions. In a fixed or absolute standard system, a group of three students working with a single teacher could all receive grades of Pass or all grades of Honors, depending on the criteria they met. In a normative system, they are competing against each other.

Another consequence of a fixed-standard grading system is that it would typically yield more grades at the upper end of the grading spectrum at the end of an academic year, when students would typically perform better; whereas, a normative grading system would try to assign the same number of Honors grades at the start as at the end of the year. This highlights the difference between evaluation and grading. At the start of the year, performance as a strong “interpreter” might lead to a grade of Honors, but at the end of the year only to a grade of High Pass.

In practice, most clerkship directors agree that the dichotomous pass-fail decision should be based on criteria, rather than an arbitrary failing of a certain percentage of students in each clerkship for each year. It is the distinction between Honors, High Pass, Pass, etc. that is more problematic. Each institution, or perhaps each clerkship, has to decide which is fairer to patients and society (ranking students based on mastery of certain criteria) or fairer to students (assuring equal distribution of grades, irrespective of the time of year a student takes the clerkship.)

Compensatory vs. “Weakest-Link” Models

A compensatory grading system averages aspects of a student’s performance using various parameters to yield a final grade. For instance, a high score on a multiple-choice final examination plus a failing clinical evaluation might calculate to a grade of Pass. A non-compensatory (“weakest link”) approach would conclude that the student is not better than his/her lowest level of competence in a core area of evaluation. For instance, an excellent examination score would not compensate for poor professionalism, or vice versa. Therefore, a student with unacceptable performance in any domain of evaluation could not receive a passing final grade. Generally speaking, clerkships must determine which aspects of performance are so important that deficiencies in any cannot be compensated for by proficiency in others.

Descriptive vs. Quantitative Methods (“Subjective” and “Objective”)

Descriptive methods of evaluation describe a student’s performance using words. Quantitative methods try to measure performance and yield a numerical score. Most summative grades are a combination of the two methods with some consistency in weighting descriptive methods more than quantitative ones. A survey of internal medicine clerkship directors reported that, average, 25% of the clerkship grade was derived from the NBME subject examination, this figure was 33% for surgical clerkships, and 31% for Psychiatry Clerkships.

There is a tendency to refer to quantified examinations as “objective” and narrative evaluations as “subjective”. However, these terms can be misleading. In comparison to descriptive evaluations, a multiple-choice examination is dispassionate (not caring, for instance, about how confidently a student speaks), has a single “grader” (the scoring device) and its precision and reliability are more easily calculated. However, we should not confuse objectivity with reliability;
and “objectification”\textsuperscript{59} may be a better term for MCQs or OSCEs. In any case, objectivity (or objectification) does not mean that in assessment itself has validity. Each step in creating a multiple choice question, decisions about what to test and wording of the item, involves judgments that reflect the opinions of teachers.\textsuperscript{25}

Unspoken assumptions in the process of converting teachers’ evaluations into grades often lead students to regard teachers’ evaluations as subjective and arbitrary. Many students protest a lower-than-desired grade by arguing that a high score on a multiple choice test is “objective” (and therefore, valid) and that the narrative evaluation describing unprofessional behavior is “subjective” (and therefore not valid). Yet, descriptive methods can achieve a level of reliability (see below) and validity that is sufficient for high stakes decisions.\textsuperscript{21, 60} Both assessment methods have a role in determining summative grades and one is not inherently more valuable than the other, so the terms “subjective” and “objective” – which undervalue the former - should be avoided if possible.

\textbf{Analytic vs. Synthetic Approaches; Developmental Approaches}

Traditional evaluation theory “analyzes”, or “breaks up” a student’s performance (to analyze in Greek is to “loosen up” or “take apart”) into several components, knowledge, skills and attitudes (or, attitudes, skills, and knowledge, “ASK”). Each component can be assessed by tools appropriate for each domain. For instance, multiple choice tests might be used to assess knowledge, and standardized patients can assess history-taking skills.

A “synthetic” approach “puts things together”, and asks how the student’s abilities in several domains come together to achieve a level of proficiency. The RIME Scheme\textsuperscript{20} introduces a vocabulary for synthetic evaluation of students’ clinical skills. This describes development in clinical skills from “Reporter” to “Interpreter” to “Manager/Educator” (RIME) in which each task requires \textit{all three} facets of the analytic model. For instance, a reliable “reporter” must combine skill in physical examination technique with the knowledge of what to look for in the patient at hand, and also with respect for the patient’s privacy; the ability to honestly and accurately communicate findings must be combined with a sense of duty to fulfill responsibilities each day.

The rhythm of RIME corresponds to the same sequence as observation-reflection-action and S.O.-A. – P. While there is a developmental aspect to this, it does not imply that all students go sequentially through stages of development. Rather, the RIME scheme is intended as a “razor” defining a level of performance below which the learner should not fall.

Recently, there has been initiative to apply the ACGME approach of the "six competencies" to medical students. Three of the "competencies" fit the analytic model: professionalism, interpersonal skill, knowledge) and three are synthetic: patient care, system based practice, and practice-based learning an improvement.

Analytic and synthetic approaches are complimentary. For instance, the RIME synthetic vocabulary offers an initial assessment framework for organizing observations about a learner’s development toward independence. A teacher who recognizes that a student is an effective reporter, but not yet an interpreter, should switch to an analytic approach in order to determine what will help the student take the “next step”. For example, if there is a problem moving from reporter to interpreter, does the student need to acquire more knowledge, to practice the skill of
differential diagnosis, or to become more confident? Analytic and synthetic approaches reinforce each other.

The ACGME approach is intended to reach a dichotomous decision about competence at the point when a resident leaves training, and moves into unsupervised practice; therefore, it minimizes the developmental approach. Clerkship students are in the transition from pre-clinical status to internship, and some developmental aspect is usually required in framing the evaluation system.

Progressive refinement of cognitive skills has an ancient pedigree. Plato described the progress from observing facts to observing and identifying the abstractions below them; in other words, the progress from reporter to interpreter. Aristotle was even more explicit in defining the fundamental rhythm of cognitive processes: observation-reflection-action, with further reflection based upon action. This developmental approach has been captured educationally in Bloom's taxonomy for cognitive progress in which, simply, there is progress from the possession of facts, to being able to explain the facts, to apply them to new situations, to synthesize intermediate conclusions, and to reach value judgments. The Dreyfus brothers described six stages of progress from novice, to advanced beginner, to competent, to proficient, too intuitive expert and finally to mastery. While these are generalizations, and difficult for every day teachers to apply to specific students, they do capture the expectation that a student will be able to accept progressively higher levels of responsibility. We have to recognize that students can be more advanced in their level of performance on some patients, that on others. This is the principle of content-based expertise. Nevertheless, clerkships often have to decide what is acceptable performance at the end of each clerkship rotation, and whether there should be different at different times of the year, or if a student is returning to the clerkship in the fourth year in remediation for prior substandard performance.

Competence vs. Performance

These terms have complementary meanings, but their meanings are sometimes used interchangeably, and educators should pay careful attention to how the terms are being used in a specific context. In the more common use of the terms, “competence” is what a student has the ability to do at certain times or under test conditions (in this sense, related to the etymology of the word, to strive with, or to “compete”) and “performance” is what a student does consistently on a daily basis, even when not being watched. This distinction is best reflected in the “Know-Can-Do” description of a levels of accomplishment described in Miller's triangle; that is, the student “knows what to do”, “can apply it”, “can do it successfully under test conditions”, and “does do it” regularly. Alternatively phrased, the student “knows how”, “shows how” and “does”. So, the distinction between competence and performance also highlights two differences, one in the setting - in vitro (a simulation center) and in vivo (actual practice), and another in process (whether the person is being observed, or is aware of being observed).

However, these terms can also be used in exactly the reverse senses, in which “performance” refers to a display while being observed (i.e., performing for an audience), as in being “on-stage”, in test conditions, and “competence” denotes all the attributes to function independently. In this less conventional use of the terms, competence can actually never be demonstrated until it is actually achieved in a sustained, independent way in practice.
In practice competence is defined in many ways and embodies many frameworks. In the analytic model, competence is proficiency in tasks in each of the contributing domains (knowledge, skills and attitudes). In a developmental model, competence can be described in relation to the steps above it (intuitive expertise), and below it (proficiency).

In the synthetic model, competence is putting all the necessary characteristics and qualities together for each patient in a sustained way. The definition of competence in a profession, in this model is the ability to give to every situation that a professional might face all that properly belongs to that situation, and no more. This means that a competent person first has to make the decision about what a situation requires. Since the efficiency and judgment needed to exclude unnecessary effort implies a level that is beyond most students, it may not be appropriate to use the term “competence” for students at all. Practically, our concrete expectations for students or interns should require that they consistently do all the important things for their patients (for instance, accurately report all important findings) but reward their having the ability to leave out less important with a higher grade.

Do clerkship directors judge that a learner is “competent” (or has “competence”) when proficiency is achieved in each of several “competencies”, or must they all be brought to bear, consistently, in the care of individual patients? Actual practice situations are truly in vivo, and have the complexity of authentic decision-making. In vitro tests, such as clinical skills examinations, focus on clinical “performance” and have often narrowed down the task for the learner. While use of the analytic method to create an assessment method for some single aspect of competence is quite useful at the undergraduate level, it can never be entirely successful for a resident about to begin unsupervised practice.

Clerkship directors therefore will typically use a variety of quantitative methods to assess aspects of competence (written examinations, direct observations of interviewing skill, etc. See sections 6 through 12 of this chapter) and rely on summary observations of teachers to see whether they can put things together (see Chapter 6, Section 3 [Descriptive Methods])

“Competencies”

This term has become popular since the introduction by the ACGME of the six “general competencies” which are to guide the teaching and assessment of those in graduate education. The six items do not together equal “competence”, but all are part of the characteristics and detailed skills sets expected to be present in a resident ready for independent practice. In a sense the “competencies” do not describe competence, but are a framework with which program directors can assess competence, competency by competency with a toolbox of methods for each. This fits quite well with the intention to facilitate the ACGME’s Outcomes Project, which will link process in training to product (outcomes) at the end of training or in subsequent practice. This is a very exciting development which should foster educational measurement and research. The framework of competencies will be seen as a combination the “analytic” model noted above in the first three items, and three “synthetic” items that describe tasks to be mastered.

The “competencies” are intended to benchmark the final level of proficiency achieved by each resident, so they do not contain an explicitly developmental aspect. Clerkship directors have therefore debated their utility for medical students. The question has largely been rendered
moot by the influence strong forces of regulation of the ACGME and the endorsement of the AAMC (see Chapter13: Understanding, Navigating and Leveraging American Medicine). Therefore, clerkship directors must articulate what would be expected of a starting and finishing third-year student, and finishing fourth year students. Similarly, program directors must make expectations clear for interns and PGY2 residents.

There are assessment methods appropriate for each of the competencies (please see detailed Table 6.1.1 in Chapter 6, Section 1). Although this chapter is not organized by the “competencies”, there are discussions appropriate to each in the following section in this chapter:

- Medical knowledge: Chapter 6: Section 10; Section 11; Section 13
- Interpersonal and communication skills: Chapter 6: Section 3; Section 4; Section 8; Section 9
- Professionalism: Chapter 6: Section 1, Table 6.1.1.(360° evaluation); Section 3; Section 8; Section 9
- Patient care: Chapter 6: Section 3; Section 4; Section 6; Section 7; Section 8
- Systems-based practice: Chapter 6: Section 3; Section 4
- Practice-based learning and improvement: Chapter 6: Section 1, Table 6.1.1 (Portfolios); Section 10

Reliability and Validity; Feasibility; Impact

Reliability is the consistency, replicability, stability, or reproducibility of results (in Latin, to rely on - religare - is to trust). Reliability is the amount of the observed variance that is due to the student (true score variance) rather than the test and everything else (error variance), and is usually expressed as a decimal figure between zero and 1.0. High reliability suggests that the “signal” (what we want to measure) is sufficiently greater than the “noise” (problems inherent in the assessment method), so that we can consider the results reproducible, or at least representative. For high stakes decisions, at least 80% of the variance should be true score variance (a reliability figure of 0.8). Reliability is the consistency, replicability, stability, or reproducibility of results (in Latin, to rely on - religare - is to trust). Reliability is the amount of the observed variance that is due to the student (true score variance) rather than the test and everything else (error variance), and is usually expressed as a decimal figure between zero and 1.0. High reliability suggests that the “signal” (what we want to measure) is sufficiently greater than the “noise” (problems inherent in the assessment method), so that we can consider the results reproducible, or at least representative. For high stakes decisions, at least 80% of the variance should be true score variance (a reliability figure of 0.8).64 (for discussion of reliability statistics see Chapter 6, Section 12.)

Validity is confidence that you are measuring what you want to measure, what you “value” (similar in etymology to “evaluation”). There are several terms dealing with validity with which clerkship directors should be familiar.65 Content validity reflects whether assessment reflects enough of the domain you want to assess, and this can be made as a judgment of experts, or by comparison with some external standard, such as from the core curricula available from clerkship groups (CDIM, STFM, etc.). Face validity judges whether the assessment method seems to experts to be appropriate for competency in question. For instance, use of a multiple-choice test to assess interpersonal skills would not have face validity. Construct validity means that results are consistent with reasonable theory (e.g., experts perform better than novices). Criterion/concurrent validity is more numerical, and determines whether the results of your assessment method agree with other appropriate measures of students’ performance. Predictive validity refers to whether results of one assessment measure are verified by subsequent performance, and this, too, is best demonstrated with mathematical methods, such as correlations and linear regression. Consequential validity is the term applied to a judgment about whether the effects of an evaluation system, typically social effects, are desirable. For
students, and perhaps for clerkship directors, one consequence of grades might be a student’s choice of what GME specialty to apply to. Clerkship directors are referred to the excellent articles by Downing\(^{66-68}\) on these subjects.

*Feasibility* deals with whether an evaluation can actually be conducted in your own clerkship setting (from the French, *faire*, “to do”). Time to prepare and conduct the assessment, money to support the development, and space all contributes to feasibility. Feasibility is often the rate-limiting step in deciding how we evaluate our clerkship students. To some extent, *acceptability* to students and faculty is another aspect of feasibility. For students, their acceptance may be contingent upon perceived fairness, or upon cost in time and money. For faculty, simplicity of use and perhaps being distanced from legal implications would be\(^{69}\) the priorities. Nonetheless, it is preferable to develop reliable and valid tools; then try to make them work. Another factor of assessment has been called the “educational impact” on students, how they change their strategies of studying to match not only the content but the format of assessment.\(^{87}\)

**Curriculum vs. Syllabus**
To some extent, what we measure and reward will determine what students learn; in other words, “assessment drives the curriculum”. The list of topics or skills that we wish students to master is the syllabus (the term, etymologically, means "list"), and the methods we use to help students master the list, collectively, are "curriculum" (that is, the "horse race" we put students through, from “currere”, "to run", as in the word "current"). This distinction has implications for evaluation. If each of a school’s third year clerkships has a different list of topics to master, these are typically knowledge-based, and will require an emphasis on multiple-choice tests to establish content mastery. On the other hand, if schools wish to have common goals across clerkships, then these must be process-based, such as skills in interviewing and physical examination, in differential diagnosis, and in rapid mastery of the necessary knowledge to go beyond collecting facts to interpret them. In this approach, "curriculum" for third-year students might be seen as an expectation to move from reporter to interpreter; the basic strategy for clinical teachers would be to have a clear expectation that a student will offer a reasonable opinion.

Most clerkships accept a responsibility to be both discipline-specific (proficiency in the unique syllabus of subjects not taught elsewhere) and interdisciplinary (emphasizing common expectations which will lead to a successful performance in residency). As a consequence, the clerkship’s blueprint for evaluation might identify, explicitly, the methods to assess both the discipline-specific and the inter-departmental goals.

**Section 3: Descriptive Evaluation**
*David Carnahan, MD and Paul A. Hemmer, MD, MPH*

**Introduction**

The focus of this section will be the descriptive evaluation of medical students by teachers during clinical clerkships. We will discuss the purpose of descriptive evaluation, its characteristics, strengths and potential deficiencies, as well as offer suggestions on how to improve the quality and credibility of descriptive evaluation. We will complete our discussion with a look at a synthetic
framework for evaluating the performance of students using descriptive evaluation known as R-I-M-E.

The purpose of descriptive evaluations

What is descriptive evaluation? Descriptive evaluation is the term applied to the words instructors use in their assessment of students’ demonstrated competency across the domains of knowledge, skills and attitudes, and it is usually based on their observations of students over a given period of time. (see also Chapter 6, Section 2) Their words should provide evidence of students’ strengths and weaknesses, give examples of achievement or deficiencies, and serve as the basis for direct, meaningful feedback to the student and for recommending advancement or remediation. Some have described this as “clinical performance appraisal.”

Characteristics of descriptive evaluation

Unfortunately, descriptive evaluation is often referred to as “subjective” evaluation. This may have been “encouraged by psychometricians and behavioral scientists who have labeled narrative judgments as unreliable and ‘soft’, and have urged faculty to focus on methods that yield ‘objective’ assessments” and reflects the bias toward believing that which is expressed in numbers rather than in words. However, Eisner has asserted that expert judgment is likely the superior approach to evaluating competence in fields in which science and art are mixed. We believe that use of the term “subjective” is detrimental to the evaluation process in that students and faculty often infer that a “subjective” assessment method is inferior to an “objective” method, such as multiple choice examinations. One counterpoint made to this notion by Norman et al. states that “objectivity does not necessarily result from the strategies of objectification (a set of strategies to reduce measurement error), and the application of these strategies may have undesirable consequences.” “Descriptive” more accurately defines this type of evaluation—conveying one’s ideas, thoughts, observations, and a synthesized judgment with words.

Descriptive evaluation is a component of an overall system of evaluation that also frequently incorporates quantifiable examinations of knowledge and/or skills evaluation. Descriptive evaluation is unique because it involves all aspects of the evaluation system, including evaluators, students, content of evaluation, and learning environment. Additionally, it assesses competencies not easily measured by knowledge or skills examinations, such as responsibility, integrity, compassion, maturity, and the application of knowledge in the clinical problem-solving of direct patient care.

Clerkship directors place great emphasis on instructors’ comments in determining grades. Studies of required clerkships in the United States and Canada demonstrated that clinical instructors’ evaluations account for 40 to 60% (range, 0-100%) of students’ final clerkship grade. Given the reliance on descriptive evaluations in the grading process, clerkship directors must strive for reliable and valid descriptions. The evaluations should be based on as many direct clinical observations of the students as feasible, describe students’ performance based on uniform criteria established by the clerkship faculty, and cite specific examples of behavior and performance. Evaluators should make specific, behaviorally based comments that cite strengths and weaknesses, thereby providing meaningful feedback to the students. As a result, the evaluations would help clerkship directors and faculty teaching in the clerkship discern and tailor interventions for those students who are superior, average or marginal, as well as those who are failing.
Studies of instructors’ ratings of medical students have shown a remarkable similarity in the elements instructors emphasize. Typically, instructors have emphasized the students’ interpersonal skills in dealing with colleagues and patients, their professional attitudes and behaviors, as well as their ability to apply knowledge and solve clinical problems. However, instructors at various levels of training and experience may place greater emphasis on different factors. Residents are likely to value a student’s procedural skills, work ethic, and motivation to help the team, while attending physicians are likely to place greater value on a student’s knowledge and reasoning skills.

These studies are based primarily on instructors’ annotations on an evaluation form rating scale and not on their narrative comments. These rating scales, which usually address a student’s knowledge, skills, and professionalism, are used by most clerkships; although, some clerkships may now be adapting their ratings’ form to reflect the ACGME core competencies. Regardless of the domains assessed, instructors mark or circle the point on the scale they believe corresponds to the observed level of student performance. The scales are usually numerical (from three to nine options per rated domain) and may be either simply numbers or may contain more detailed written descriptors of student performance (Appendix 1). Ideally, instructors should be trained in the proper use of the forms, understand how their evaluation contributes to grading, and understand the criteria for specific levels of student achievement for each rated category, as well as overall performance (e.g., failing, marginal, satisfactory, outstanding). Further issues concerning rating scales will be discussed in the next sections on Problems with descriptive evaluation and improving descriptive evaluation.

We believe that that most important role that evaluation forms can play is to clearly and concisely communicate goals to teachers. The forms can be one way to communicate expectations for what teachers should assess, and provide guidance and a common language to create a frame of reference from which to evaluate students.

Despite their limitations, these studies demonstrate that instructors’ evaluations of students assess the breadth of competency: knowledge and its application, problem-solving skills, and professional qualities. Many faculty believe that assessing qualities of professionalism may be the most important aspect of evaluating medical students. There may be no better evaluation method to assess professional qualities than faculty and residents who observe performance on a daily basis. In fact, recent studies demonstrate that faculty ratings and comments form the centerpiece of an evaluation process focusing on professionalism, and that such comments made by teachers about students may identify those individuals at risk of future unprofessional conduct.

**Problems with Descriptive Evaluation**

Despite the acknowledged importance of descriptive evaluation, there are problems with this type of evaluation. The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) conducted a survey in 1983 as part of the Clinical Evaluation Program (CEP) to determine faculty perceptions of clinical evaluation systems. Faculty respondents from 136 U.S. and Canadian medical schools cited concerns related to the evaluation process and quality of evaluations, specifically the reliability, objectivity, uniformity, validity and feasibility of evaluating specific content areas. Subsequently, clerkship directors and instructors at 10 U.S. medical schools were asked to comment on the seriousness of problems with the evaluation of medical students. The results are summarized in Table 6.3.1. There was remarkable overlap between the instructors’ and clerkship directors’ perceptions of the most serious problems: inadequate guidelines or lack of information regarding how to handle students with problems; unwillingness to document poor performance; lack of training as evaluators; unclear definition of the role of evaluators; and insufficient definition of the
criteria of evaluation. Unfortunately, despite the fact that this study was conducted nearly two decades ago, the problems cited are still likely to ring true to clerkship directors.

Instructors’ unwillingness to record negative comments in evaluations does not necessarily mean that instructors are not able or willing to identify “marginal” or failing students. Instructors are often willing to verbally discuss their concerns, but are reluctant to document, on either a rating scale or in written comments, these same concerns. Reasons for reluctance include fear legal action, lack of administrative support for unpopular decisions, an unwillingness to be involved in follow through on difficult cases, or “passing the buck” to other evaluators. Also, instructors may feel their role as teacher and mentor may be in conflict with that as an evaluator, or they may have difficulty with delivering “bad news”. A national survey regarding grade inflation showed that 82% of respondents believed that faculty were reluctant to give low grades because of students’ expectations of higher grades, fear of legal action or student “hassle”, belief that students with strong work ethic should not fail, and that assigning higher grades may entice students to their specialty. Of further concern, forty-three percent of the clerkship directors surveyed felt that we are unable to identify incompetent students. These findings are disappointing for several reasons. First, the courts have consistently upheld the judgment of faculty in cases in which students have not met academic or professional standards (See Chapter 6, Section 14 [Legal Aspects of Failing Grades]). Second, it would also appear that the “halo effect” continues to strongly influence an instructor’s evaluation, and finally, students’ expectations, sense of entitlement, or tenacity in challenging grades appears to have undue influence on instructors. Even if only one instructor states or records a negative comment, it likely has substantial merit.

Reliability

Studies of instructors’ ratings of students’ written case reports, as well as ratings of videotaped encounters of trainees interviewing, examining, or presenting a patient have shown low intra-rater and inter-rater reliability. Although some of the low reliability may be due to instructors focusing on different aspects of student performance, standardized rating scales only modestly improved reliability. 

Other studies suggest that instructors’ clinical evaluations can achieve sufficient reliability for “high stakes” academic decisions (usually considered to be a reliability coefficient > 0.8). Carline and colleagues analyzed individual instructors’ ratings from a standardized, descriptive clerkship evaluation form and achieved a reliability of 0.8 for assigning clerkship grades when at least 7 observations of student performance were available. More recently, Williams et al. found a reliability of 0.8 was possible when evaluating surgical residents at least 8 times with no improvement in the reliability when more rating scales were added to the evaluation form. Time during the academic year, clerkship site, and academic level of the rater had little effect on the ratings. A study of reliability yielded slightly lower coefficients across clerkships when 8 raters evaluated each student. In this study, the student’s score did seem to depend on the instructor to whom they were assigned and the clinical context in which the rating was performed. Use of global rating scales yielded inter-rater reliability of 0.83-0.91 in one study. The authors attributed this high inter-rater reliability to definition of the parameters rated, instructors who had direct, prolonged and close observation of relatively few students, ratings which were assigned after consensus among all supervisors, and training the raters to use the evaluation forms. Another study by MacRae et al. compared physician ratings of 120 videotaped medical student encounters using four cases, they noted similar inter-rater reliability with an average reliability coefficient of 0.85. They also attributed the high level of agreement due to collaboration on the rating scales that were used in the study.
While high reliability coefficients are desirable, lack of agreement among instructors’ evaluations is not necessarily undesirable. Different instructors may focus on different aspects of student’s performance, but in aggregate, the ratings may provide a more comprehensive picture of a student’s performance. Limited variability in instructors’ ratings may be detrimental if it leads to overemphasis on other measures of student performance, such as written examinations. Ultimately, the clerkship director must decide whether areas of disagreement among instructors are desirable or undesirable.

Validity

The validity of descriptive evaluations has been questioned in studies that have centered on the predictive, concurrent, content, and face validity of descriptive evaluations. (See definitions earlier in Chapter 6, Section 2). One study examining the predictive validity of clerkship evaluations found that overall competence could be predicted better than professional behavior during residency. Students with good communication skills were more likely to receive higher overall competence ratings. Students who had either cognitive or non-cognitive deficiencies identified during an internal medicine clerkship were 13 times more likely to receive low ratings or comments from internship directors than those without deficiencies. As previously noted, a case control study suggests that comments and ratings that identify unprofessional behavior of medical students likely highlight individuals that are at risk of continued unprofessional behavior.

Studies have also raised concern about the concurrent validity of instructors’ evaluations, as evidenced by low correlation between instructors’ end-of-clerkship evaluations and students’ performance on end-of-clerkship knowledge and/or skills examinations and licensing exams. However, this low correlation may not be unexpected. In addition to assessment of student’s knowledge, instructors’ evaluations assess clinical skills and attitudes, thereby, assessing characteristics beyond the scope of knowledge or skills examinations. The different types of evaluations may be measuring different characteristics, reinforcing the need for multiple methods of evaluation.

Content and face validity of instructor evaluations have also been questioned. For example, instructors’ ratings of videotaped case presentations seemed to depend on the “likeability” of the student and judgments about competency reflected students’ communication skills. Assessment of one trait (e.g., knowledge) on an evaluation form correlated with assessment of other traits (clinical skills, personal characteristics) in another study. Several studies have also shown that residents tend to give higher ratings to students than faculty. This may be due to a greater amount of time spent with the students, leniency in grading, or the “halo effect”. Resident evaluations have shown better internal consistency than faculty evaluations of students and adding resident evaluations to those of faculty improves the dependability of the evaluations. Nevertheless, Holmboe demonstrated that rating forms tailored to a specific task, such as the mini-CEX for observation of resident’s clinical skills, do have content validity and that faculty can be trained to observe and record accurately their observations of a trainee.

Many other factors may affect the reliability and validity of instructors’ evaluations. These include a sense of personal failure if a student does not improve; a desire to be liked; evaluations that lack specific, behaviorally based comments; substitution of a grade for comments; differing expectations among instructors; limited student-instructor encounter time; lack of a trusting relationship between teacher and learner; failure to directly observe student performance; the interest of raters in the process of evaluation; the types of interactions (such as attending rounds vs. work rounds); and
differences in the training environment. Reliability and validity of evaluations may also be affected by instructors’ failure to use the full rating scale and impatience with completing evaluation forms. Perceived lack of rewards for teaching may also impact instructors’ willingness to participate effectively in the evaluation process.

Most studies of reliability and validity have focused on the evaluation form rating scale or instructors’ final ratings, not on the instructors’ comments. However, the most important aspect of descriptive evaluation is the narrative comment, not the box checked on an evaluation form. It is not clear whether the findings of the studies that used rating scales would apply to the comments which instructors make.

**Improving descriptive evaluation**

General interventions to improve instructors’ evaluations include developing and reinforcing clear performance guidelines, improving communication among faculty members, and faculty development regarding evaluation skills. Reliability may be improved by using additional raters or investigating the sources of disagreement among evaluators. Using a computerized evaluation form may improve the timeliness of evaluations as well as the number and quality of comments. Relying on instructors for evaluation but not grading may improve the quality of the instructors’ comments. Feedback to instructors on their evaluation or grading patterns may help improve future evaluations.

Many efforts have focused on the evaluation form itself. Adding items to the evaluation form does not improve reliability. However, adding behaviorally based descriptors in each evaluation category for each level of performance enhances the reliability of instructors’ evaluations, a benefit that was lost when the descriptors were subsequently withdrawn. Behavioral descriptors on an evaluation form may contribute to instructors making more detailed written comments.

However, trying to improve evaluation by continually refining a form is misplaced effort. Once the fundamentals of the evaluation form are set (see below), one must focus efforts elsewhere. Instructors’ training and sense of ownership of the process are more important than the evaluation form in developing a reliable and valid evaluation system. Including items related to knowledge, skills, and attitudes on a rating scale and asking faculty to assign a number rating does not make evaluation easier or the results more valid. In fact, evaluation form rating scales are less sensitive than instructors’ comments for detecting deficiencies in competency. A study by Battistone et al demonstrated that using a descriptive vocabulary to assess students created a more normal distribution and a greater range of ratings than did the use of a global numeric method. Evaluation forms with written descriptors of student performance serve two purposes: (a) communicate clerkship and performance goals, and (b) facilitate evaluation. (See Appendix 1)

A recent review by Williams et al explores the sources of bias and limitations in clinical performance ratings, which we have referred to as descriptive evaluation. This is an excellent review, one that clerkship directors should read. The authors propose sixteen recommendations to improve clinical performance ratings and these are summarized in Table 6.3.2. These recommendations highlight that descriptive evaluation should not be viewed as simply the distribution and collection of rating forms. For the process of descriptive evaluation to be effective, it takes time and it needs to be an interactive process between the clerkship director (or site director) and the teachers—both housestaff and faculty. In the final sections, we will discuss an evaluation process that provides all teachers with a common frame of reference from which to evaluate clerkship student performance that is combined with regular, face to face meetings with teachers that serve as protected time for evaluation, feedback, and faculty development.
The R-I-M-E Framework

The third year internal medicine clerkship at the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences (USUHS) uses an evaluation framework designed to assess and foster a student’s progression from “Reporter” to “Interpreter” to “Manager/Educator” (RIME).21, 55

**Reporter:** Students must: (1) accurately gather information about their patients, through an independent history and physical examination, chart review, and from other sources such as family or referring physicians; (2) use appropriate terminology to clearly communicate their findings, both orally and in writing; (3) interact professionally with patients and staff, and (4) consistently and reliably carry out their responsibilities. This stage requires that students have an adequate knowledge base, the basic skills to perform fundamental tasks, and core attributes of honesty, reliability, and commitment. Students who are Reporters can answer the "What" questions about their patients.

**Interpreter:** Students must: (1) demonstrate ability to identify and prioritize problems independently, (2) offer three reasonable explanations for new problems, and (3) generate and defend a differential diagnosis. This step requires a greater knowledge base, increased confidence and skill in selecting and applying clinical facts to a specific patient, and the ability to begin to pose clinical questions. Interpreters organize, prioritize, synthesize, and interpret problems. Students who are Interpreters can answer the "Why" questions about their patients.

**Manager:** Students must be more “proactive”, suggesting diagnostic and therapeutic plans that include reasonable diagnostic options and possible therapies. This step takes even greater knowledge, more confidence, and the skill to select interventions for an individual patient. Managers understand their patients’ needs and desires and can enter into "or relationship-centered care".

**Educator:** Becoming a Manager is intricately tied to being an Educator. Students must identify questions related to their patients that cannot be answered from textbooks, cite evidence that new or alternative therapies or tests are worthwhile, and share their acquired knowledge with other members of the health care team. Desire and ability to educate oneself and others is intrinsic to being a “manager” and reflects a desire not only to teach colleagues but also, and most importantly, to help the patient. A Manager/Educator answers the "How" questions, for themselves, and their patients. It is not simply a matter of "bringing in articles to the team."

In our third-year clerkship, “passing” requires mastery of “reporter” skills and evidence of some transition toward “interpreter”. Acquisition of skills as a consistent, reasonable “interpreter” constitutes a higher level of performance. Consistently demonstrating skills at the “Manager/Educator” level reflects performance beyond expectations for a third-year clerk (what might be expected of a fourth year student). RIME is "synthetic"—each level encompasses the traditional analytic framework of knowledge, skills and attitudes. It is a criterion-based framework for evaluating the performance of students.

Importantly, there is a Rhythm to RIME that cuts across medical specialties (see also Chapter 6, Section 2). It is a readily understood frame of reference from which all teachers can evaluate student performance.20, 86 RIME captures what clinicians do when they interact with patients: Observation (Reporter), Reflection (Interpreter), Action (Manager/Educator) and what they write: "Subjective/Symptoms" and "Objective/Observations" (Reporter), "Assessment" (Interpreter), "Plan" (Manager/Educator). Furthermore, RIME also helps teachers understand the minimal level of performance below which a trainee cannot fall. For example, it would be unacceptable for a
student to be able to Interpret data that they are given if they cannot demonstrate that they are able to reliably obtain the information themselves from the patient.

R-I-M-E is readily “portable” and applicable in ambulatory care or inpatient ward settings. It can be incorporated into the student's clerkship evaluation form (see Appendix 1), into the student's clerkship handbook, onto "encounter cards" used in ambulatory or ward settings, during orientations to ward teams and ambulatory attendings, and readily becomes part of the terminology that teachers use. In a study looking at the feasibility and acceptability of R-I-M-E, Battistone et al.53 found that residents and faculty believed that the new descriptive system was “more valid” than the prior evaluation method and that 80% of students found RIME to be “helpful” to “very helpful” with overall student satisfaction. Battistone also noted that more than half of the students noted they heard the RIME terminology in the feedback from their teachers within the first year of implementation.

**Formal Evaluation Sessions**

Importantly, we evaluate clerkship students using the RIME framework during formal evaluation sessions.21, 53, 98, 107 The evaluation sessions are formal, planned meetings that are held every 3 to 4 weeks at each clerkship site. The clerkship director, or the on-site coordinator for the clerkship, moderates each session during which 15 minutes is devoted to discussing each medical student currently on the clerkship. All instructors, including residents and faculty, who are working with the student are asked to attend. Each evaluator is asked to describe and assess the student's strengths and/or weaknesses and is allowed to speak uninterrupted. The moderator may ask for clarifications about, or specific examples of, demonstrated knowledge, skills, and attitudes. The most junior evaluator speaks first, with the attending physician adding comments last in an effort to encourage the house staff to voice their observations uninfluenced by the comments of the attending physician. At the end of the evaluator's comments, the facilitator asks for a recommended grade based on the student's performance and the "next steps" for the student to progress along the R-I-M-E framework. The clerkship director or site directors can also provide feedback to the teachers on their comments. The clerkship director or on-site coordinator meets with each student the following day to provide feedback.

In addition to serving as a forum to evaluate students, the evaluation sessions fulfill other needs including: (1) defining clerkship objectives and how they can be assessed; (2) defining expectations of instructors; (3) facilitating communication among faculty members; and (4) providing faculty development to improve the evaluation of students.78, 97, 99, 100, 121 Faculty development is accomplished in a non-threatening, interactive, “workshop” format. The evaluation sessions are "protected time" for these activities. They provide a regular, recurring time to provide frame of reference training and performance dimension training to teachers, one that is immediately applicable because the teachers are still working with the students. In addition, the evaluation sessions not only meet clerkship directors’ need for timely summative evaluation, but also the students' need for formative evaluation and feedback by identifying and discussing strengths and weaknesses during the clerkship.

Perhaps most significantly, the evaluation sessions facilitate the identification of marginally performing students by capitalizing on instructors’ willingness to verbally discuss concerns regarding students that they may not be willing to document in writing.77, 98, 105 We have demonstrated the enhanced predictive validity of the evaluation sessions over traditional evaluation methods for identifying students with marginal funds of knowledge, as well as identifying those students who are likely to have problems during their first-postgraduate year of training.21, 98 Evaluation sessions enhance the quality of behavior-based description of a student’s professional
demeanor\textsuperscript{135} and significantly improve the detection and description of unprofessional behavior.\textsuperscript{105} Finally, the use of the R-I-M-E framework in conjunction with the formal evaluation sessions has achieved an internal consistency of descriptive evaluation of student performance similar to that of quantifiable examinations.\textsuperscript{136}

Evaluation sessions (or similar activities) have been implemented at other institutions, and on clerkships other than medicine.\textsuperscript{53, 127-139} Residency program directors and local leadership have supported these sessions by providing residency lecture time for the sessions, a clear signal as to the importance of trainee evaluation and also teachers' professional development.\textsuperscript{53, 137} Teachers will come to the meetings—in the first year of implementation, Battistone et al.\textsuperscript{53} found that 79\% of residents and 72\% of faculty attended the sessions; Ogburn noted near 100\% attendance.\textsuperscript{137} We recognize that some clerkships may have students at such a large number of teaching sites that face to face meetings may not be feasible. We believe that what is most important is the interaction that takes place between the clerkship director and the teachers. There is a terrific opportunity for research to address other ways of interacting (email, phone, video teleconferencing) that prove valuable.

The 45 to 60 minutes invested per student during a 12-week clerkship to complete this evaluation process is similar to the time invested in evaluation by clerkship directors who use other evaluation and grading methods. The time and resources to administer the evaluation sessions is commensurate with expectations of clerkship directors.\textsuperscript{140-141} Finally, the time requirement for the evaluation sessions pales in comparison to our educational and societal obligations to evaluate the competency of medical students.

**Conclusion**

Two broad conclusions are apparent. First, credible descriptive evaluation of medical students takes time, both for the clerkship director and for the teachers. Second, improving descriptive evaluation also means clerkship directors need to talk to teachers on a regular basis. Both of these can be addressed but certainly require the support of the medical school department and local teaching site leadership. While it is important to convey clerkship goals and expectations in a variety of ways, including using a concise evaluation form with behavioral descriptors, it is unreasonable to assume that, without training, instructors will be able to improve their evaluation skills or feel the needed support to identify concerns regarding student performance. RIME is a readily understood and applicable common frame of reference. RIME encourages formal evaluation sessions using a planned, longitudinal format for student evaluation and feedback that addresses many of the recommendations for improving this type of evaluation.\textsuperscript{33}
### Table 6.3.1. Problems Encountered in the Evaluation of Medical Students During the Clinical Years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clerkship Directors</th>
<th>%*</th>
<th>Instructors</th>
<th>%*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Faculty members’ unwillingness to record negative evaluations</td>
<td>40.4</td>
<td>1. Inadequate guidelines for handling problem students</td>
<td>36.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Lack of early warning system regarding problem students</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>2. Lack of information about problems students bring with them into the rotation</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Breakdown in transmission of information across rotations and clerkships</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>3. Faculty members’ unwillingness to record negative evaluations</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Lack of training of evaluators</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>4. Failure to act on negative evaluations</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Tardy submission of required evaluations</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>5. Lack of training of evaluators</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Criteria of evaluation insufficiently defined</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>6. Reversal or dilution of negative evaluations</td>
<td>25.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Inadequate guidelines regarding repeaters</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>7. Criteria of evaluation insufficiently defined</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Reversal or dilution of negative evaluations</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>8. Delays in feedback to students</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. No follow-up of effectiveness of remediation</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>9. Role as evaluator not clearly defined</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Lack of agreement among evaluators</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>10. Insufficient communication with clerkship or site coordinator</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Failure to act on negative evaluations</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>11. Tardy submission of required evaluations</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Lack of integration of information about the student from various sources</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12. Insufficient opportunity to observe students directly</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Inadequate guidelines regarding temporary or conditional grades</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Lack of correspondence between grades and narrative evaluation</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Inadequate evaluation form</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Inappropriateness of remedy applied to problems identified in students</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Underutilization of existing counseling system</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Excessive reliance on residents for information about students</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Paucity of counseling options</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Insufficient support from administration for the evaluative process</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*% of those surveyed who rated problem as “serious”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broad, Systematic Sampling</td>
<td>Plan multiple observations (may be brief), multiple settings, includes simulations; ideally, 7-10 ratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation by Multiple Raters</td>
<td>Addresses &quot;idiosyncrasies&quot; of single raters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep Rating Instruments Short</td>
<td>For progress decisions (grades): 5-10 items plus global rating; when feedback is goal, make form specific to event rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate Appraisal for Teaching, Learning, and Feedback from Appraisal for Promotion</td>
<td>Feedback should be immediate, not saved for written comments on end of rotation rating form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage Prompt Recording</td>
<td>Record observations during the clerkship, as they occur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplement Formal Observation with Unobtrusive Observation</td>
<td>Using nurse and patient observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider Making Promotion and Grading Decisions via Group Review</td>
<td>Broadens base of knowledge, perspectives; more likely to make &quot;tough&quot; decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplement Traditional Clinical Performance Ratings with Standardized Clinical Encounters and Skills Training and Assessment Protocols</td>
<td>Allows all members of group to have clinical skills assessed in standard manner; comparisons to peers and gold standards possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educate Raters</td>
<td>Familiarize raters with forms; Provide frame of reference training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide Time for Rating</td>
<td>Gather raters together to accomplish ratings (e.g., Evaluation Sessions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage Raters to Observe and Rate Specific Performances</td>
<td>Use of mini-CEX form (from American Board of Internal Medicine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use No More than Seven Quality Rating Categories</td>
<td>Discourage two-level rating (e.g., 1-3 unsatisfactory, 4-6 satisfactory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish the Meaning of Ratings</td>
<td>Use consistent rating form; did forms help identify excellent or poor performers (e.g., those asked to leave program); provide descriptors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give Raters Feedback about Stringency and Leniency</td>
<td>Let them know how they compare to others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn from Other Professions</td>
<td>Aviation, clergy, military; team performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledge the Limits of Ratings</td>
<td>Insufficient by themselves to assess clinical competence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MEDICINE CLERKSHIP EVALUATION FORM

Student Name: ____________________  Dates: From ____________ To: ____________

Site: ____________________________________________________________________

For each area of evaluation, please check the appropriate level of ability. Qualities should be cumulative as rating increases, e.g. an outstanding rating for physical exam skills assumes that major findings are identified in an organized, focused manner AND that subtle findings are elicited. Indicate the level at which the student is consistent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUTSTANDING</th>
<th>ABOVE AVERAGE</th>
<th>ACCEPTABLE</th>
<th>NEEDS IMPROVEMENT</th>
<th>UNACCEPTABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**DATA GATHERING**
- Initial History/Interviewing Skill
  - If Not Observed, Check Here o
  - o Resourceful, efficient, appreciates subtleties, insightful
  - o Precise, detailed, appropriate to setting (ward or clinic)
  - o Obtains basic history, accurate. Identifies new problems
  - o Incomplete or unfocused
  - o Inaccurate, major omissions, inappropriate

- Physical Examination Skill
  - If Not Observed, Check Here o
  - o Elicits subtle findings
  - o Organized, focused, relevant
  - o Major findings identified
  - o Incomplete or insensitive to patient comfort
  - o Unreliable

**DATA RECORDING/REPORTING**
- Written Histories & Physicals
  - If Not Observed, Check Here o
  - o Concise, reflects thorough understanding of disease process & patient situation
  - o Documents key information, focused, comprehensive
  - o Accurate, complete; timely
  - o Often late; poor flow in HPI, lacks supporting detail, labs, or incomplete problem lists
  - o Inaccurate data or major omissions

- Progress Notes/Clinic Notes
  - If Not Observed, Check Here o
  - o Analytical in assessment and plan
  - o Precise, concise, organized
  - o Identify on-going problems & documents plan
  - o Needs organization, omits relevant data
  - o Not core or inaccurate data

- Oral Presentations
  - If Not Observed, Check Here o
  - o Tailored to situation (type of rounds); emphasis and selection of facts teaches others key points
  - o Fluent, focused; good eye contact; selection of facts shows understanding
  - o Maintains format, includes all basic information; minimal use of notes
  - o Major omissions, often includes irrelevant facts, rambling
  - o Consistently ill-prepared

**KNOWLEDGE**
- In General
  - If Not Observed, Check Here o
  - o Understands therapeutic interventions, broad-based
  - o Thorough understanding of diagnostic approach
  - o Demonstrates understanding of basic pathophysiology
  - o Marginal understanding of basic concepts
  - o Major deficiencies in knowledge base

- Relating To Own Patients
  - If Not Observed, Check Here o
  - o Broad textbook mastery
  - o Directed literature search
  - o Educates others
  - o Expanded differential diagnoses, can discuss minor problems
  - o Knows basic differential diagnoses of active problems in patients
  - o Inconsistent understanding of patient problems
  - o Lacks knowledge to understand patient problems

**DATA INTERPRETATION**
- Analysis
  - o Understands complex issues, interrelates patient problems
  - o Consistently offers reasonable interpretation of data
  - o Constructs problem list, applies reasonable differential diagnosis
  - o Frequently reports data without analysis; problem lists need improvement
  - o Cannot interpret basic data

**Judgment/Management**
- o Insightful approach to management plans
  - o Diagnostic decisions are consistently reasonable
  - o Appropriate patient care, aware of own limitations
  - o Inconsistent prioritization of clinical issues
  - o Poor judgment, actions affect patient adversely

**MANAGEMENT SKILLS**
- Patient Care Activities
  - If Not Observed, Check Here o
  - o Functions at senior level, involves and coordinates health care team
  - o Efficient & effective, often takes initiative in follow-up (clinic or ward)
  - o Monitors active problems, maintains patient records
  - o Needs prodding to complete tasks; follow-up is inconsistent
  - o Unwilling to do expected patient care activities; unreliable

- Procedures
  - If Not Observed, Check Here o
  - o Unusually proficient and skillful
  - o Careful, confident, compassionate
  - o Shows reasonable skill in preparing for and doing procedures
  - o Awkward, reluctant to try even basic procedures
  - o No improvement even with coaching, insensitive
## PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDES

### Reliability/Commitment
- Unusual dedication to education & patient care
- Seeks responsibility
- Fulfills responsibility
- Often unprepared, lackadaisical
- Unexplained absences, unreliable
- Seeks responsibility
- Fulfills responsibility
- Often unprepared, lackadaisical
- Unexplained absences, unreliable

### Response to Instruction
- Continued self-assessment leads to further growth
- Seeks and consistently improves with feedback
- Generally improves with feedback
- Inconsistent improvement
- Lack of improvement
- Seeks and consistently improves with feedback
- Generally improves with feedback
- Inconsistent improvement
- Lack of improvement

### Self-Directed Learning (knowledge and skills)
- Outstanding initiative, consistently educates others
- Sets own goals; reads, prepares in advance when possible
- Reads appropriately
- Frequent prompting required
- Unwilling, lack of introspection
- Sets own goals; reads, prepares in advance when possible
- Reads appropriately
- Frequent prompting required
- Unwilling, lack of introspection

## PROFESSIONAL DEMEANOR

### Patient Interactions
- Preferred provider
- Gains confidence & trust
- Sympathetic, develops rapport
- Occasionally insensitive, inattentive
- Avoids personal contact, tactless
- Preferred provider
- Gains confidence & trust
- Sympathetic, develops rapport
- Occasionally insensitive, inattentive
- Avoids personal contact, tactless

### Response to Stress
- Outstanding poise, constructive solutions
- Flexible, supportive
- Appropriate adjustment
- Inflexible or loses composure easily
- Inappropriate coping
- Outstanding poise, constructive solutions
- Flexible, supportive
- Appropriate adjustment
- Inflexible or loses composure easily
- Inappropriate coping

### Working Relationships
- Establishes tone of mutual respect & dignity
- Good rapport with other hospital staff
- Cooperative, productive member of own team
- Lack of consideration for others
- Antagonistic or disruptive
- Establishes tone of mutual respect & dignity
- Good rapport with other hospital staff
- Cooperative, productive member of own team
- Lack of consideration for others
- Antagonistic or disruptive

## COMMENTS:
(Written comments are also required. What's the "next step" for this student? Thanks.)

Please check each step the student has consistently reached:
- o Reporter
- o Interpreter
- o Manager
- o Educator

Recommended Grade: ____

Have you discussed this report with the student? ____

Printed Name ___________________

Attending Signature Preceptor Date

Intern Resident

Our System is Based on Performance Criteria Rather Than Percentages. Please Use These to Describe Current Level of Student Work

**PASS:**
(Reporter) Satisfactory performance. Obtains and reports basic information accurately; is beginning to interpret; professional qualities are solid. Distinctive personal qualities should be recognized in descriptive comments.

**HIGH PASS:**
(Interpreter) Clearly more than typical work in most areas of evaluation. Proceeds consistently to interpreting data; good working fund of knowledge; an active participant in care. Consistent preparation for clinics.

**HONORS**
(Manager/Educator): Outstanding ratings in most major areas of evaluation. Fourth-year level of patient care, actively suggesting management options; excellent general fund of knowledge, outstanding (broad/deep) knowledge on own patients. Strong qualities of leadership and excellence in interpersonal relationships.

**LOW PASS:**
Performs acceptably in some areas but clearly needs improvement in others. Has shown evidence of steady progress and should be able to perform satisfactorily as a physician with additional experience in Medicine during Fourth Year without having to repeat the third year clerkship.

**FAIL:**
Overall inadequate performance or unacceptable performance in any major area of evaluation. Little improvement with guidance. A grade of Fail will require repeating the clerkship.
Section 4. Direct Observation of Student’s Clinical Skills

Eric Holmboe, MD

Background and Importance

Despite tremendous advances in medical technology, the basic clinical skills of interviewing, physical examination, and counseling remain essential to the successful care of patients. The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) strongly endorses the evaluation of students in these clinical skills. The Institute of Medicine has placed patient-centered care at the heart of its five core competencies for all physicians. Faculty observation of students performing a medical interview, physical examination, or counseling is still essential for the reliable and valid assessment of these skills. The development of standardized patients to evaluate clinical skills has been a major advance in the assessment of students. However, standardized patients are optimally applied in clinical skills teaching and assessment as a supplement to similar activities in the real clinical setting; they cannot replace the observation of students by physicians on an ongoing basis with actual patients.

Therefore, despite the growing availability and acceptance of standardized patients and other simulation technologies, teaching faculty will continue to shoulder the primary responsibility for evaluating student skills through direct observation in real clinical settings. Unfortunately many faculty are not sufficiently prepared to accurately observe and provide effective corrective feedback about these clinical skills. In this chapter we will first explore problems in students’ clinical skills and the challenges faced by faculty performing direct observation. We will then outline some practical methods to improve faculty observation skills along with useful tools faculty can use when performing observations.

Reasons for and Challenges of Direct Observation

Numerous studies have documented serious deficiencies in medical interviewing and counseling that have persisted over time and in the views of some, history taking skills may have actually declined. More importantly, research has demonstrated positive associations between good communication skills and improved patient outcomes. Errors are also common in physical examination skills. For example, deficiencies in auscultatory skills among trainees were noted over forty years ago and poor cardiac and pulmonary physical exam skills continue to plague U.S. students and residents today.

These findings are relevant because we know that despite advances in technology, accurate data collection during the medical interview and the physical exam remains the most potent diagnostic tool available to physicians. Two important studies showed that the medical interview alone produced the correct diagnosis in nearly 80% of patients presenting to an ambulatory care clinic with a previously undiagnosed condition. Bordage recently noted that errors in data collection are one of the principle factors in diagnostic errors committed by physicians. As a result, there has been a significant push to re-emphasize both the training and evaluation of clinical skills. Without accurate evaluation of clinical skills, which must be accomplished by direct observation, improvement in the clinical skills of physicians is unlikely.
Lack of Direct Observation by Faculty

Perhaps the biggest problem in the evaluation of clinical skills is simply getting faculty to observe students. One of the most prominent physician-scientists and educators of the twentieth century, the late George Engel, strongly advocated direct observation of the history and physical examination skills of trainees over 30 years ago.\textsuperscript{172-173} Dr. George Engel commented in a 1976 editorial,

"Evidently it is not deemed necessary to assay students' (and residents) clinical performance once they have entered the clinical years. Nor do clinical instructors more than occasionally show how they themselves elicit and check the reliability of clinical data. To a degree that is often at variance with their own professed scientific standards, attending staff all too often accept and use as the basis for discussion, if not recommendations, findings reported by students and housestaff without ever evaluating the reporter's mastery of the clinical methods utilized or the reliability of the data obtained.\textsuperscript{173}"

The AAMC found that among 97 medical schools it visited between 1993 and 1998, faculty rarely observed student interactions with patients, noting that the majority of a student's evaluation was based on faculty and resident recollections of student presentation skills and knowledge.\textsuperscript{174}

Quality of faculty observation

Although several studies show that four to seven observations produces sufficient reliability in the evaluation of clinical skills for "pass-fail" determinations, little is known about the validity and accuracy of faculty rating. Noel and Herbers, in two important studies of the American Board of Internal Medicine's (ABIM) traditional "long case" clinical evaluation exercise (CEX), found substantial deficiencies in the accuracy of faculty ratings.\textsuperscript{175-176} They demonstrated that faculty failed to detect up to 68% of errors committed by a resident scripted to depict marginal performance on a training videotape. Use of specific checklists prompting faculty to look for certain skills increased accuracy of error detection nearly twofold, but the checklist did not produce more accurate overall ratings of competence. Nearly 70% of faculty still rated a resident depicting marginal performance as satisfactory or superior overall.

Kalet examined the reliability and validity of faculty observation skills using videotapes of student performance on an objective structured clinical examination (OSCE) designed to evaluate interviewing skills.\textsuperscript{177} She found that faculty were inconsistent in identifying the use of open-ended questions and empathy, and that the positive predictive value of faculty ratings for "adequate" interviewing skills was only 12%. Another study found that faculty could not reliably evaluate 32% of the physical exam skills assessed, and had the most difficulty with examination of the head, neck and abdomen.\textsuperscript{178}

Practical Approaches to Training Faculty

Given the essential role of faculty observation in the evaluation of basic clinical skills, medical schools and residency programs must better prepare faculty for this important task. Recent research in medical education has demonstrated that effective training approaches can improve observation skills. A brief description of each approach and how it applies to faculty development for competency evaluation of medical students is described below.
Behavioral Observation Training (BOT)

Behavioral observation training is focused on improving the detection, perception, and recall of actual performance. There are two main strategies emphasized in BOT. The first is simply to increase the number of observations, or increased sampling of actual performance. This helps to improve recall of performance and provides multiple opportunities for skill practice in observation by the rater, the “practice makes perfect” principle. The second strategy is to provide some form of observational aide that raters can then use to record observations, sometimes referred to as “behavioral diaries.” Studies show that even something as simple as a 3 X 5 inch index card used to record observation notes improves the quality of information provided on evaluation forms. As described below, the mini-CEX form and checklists can serve as an immediate “behavioral diary” to record a rating of an observation.

Observation of clinical skills also requires that faculty “prepare” for the observation. First, faculty should determine what are the objectives and/or goals of the observation before entering the patient’s room with the student. For example, if you plan to perform an observation of student’s physical examination skills, what would be the appropriate components of a physical exam for the patient’s chief complaint or medical condition? Positioning is also very important because as faculty you want to minimize interference with the student-patient interaction whenever possible. Figure 1 demonstrates the principle of triangulation that maximizes the ability of the faculty to observe while minimizing interference. Table 6.4.1 lists some important yet simple rules for performing student observation.

Performance Dimension Training (PDT)

This type of training is designed to teach and familiarize the faculty with the appropriate performance dimensions used in their own evaluation system. PDT simply starts with a review of the definitions and criteria for each dimension of performance or competency. The goal should be to define all those criteria and student behaviors that constitute a superior performance from the perspective of patient outcomes. The next step in PDT is to give faculty the opportunity to "interact" with the definitions using videotapes or actual evaluation examples to improve their understanding of the definitions and criteria. The overarching goal of PDT is to ensure faculty first understands the definitions and criteria for the competency of interest as a group so that some degree of consensus is shared among faculty. Appendix 1 provides a very straightforward and useful proactive PDT exercise that can be done with faculty to facilitate interaction with competency in clinical skills. We recommend performing PDT exercises in small groups and then have the small groups share their results. Inevitably differences occur between the groups. These differences, however, lead to productive discussions on what constitute the core elements and criteria of competency in counseling, or other clinical skills. This type of PDT exercise can be done for two clinical skills over approximately one hour of time. Another approach to PDT is reactive: using actual evaluations or videotapes of clinical skills that faculty can react to when performing the PDT exercise.

Frame of Reference Training (FoRT)

This type of training specifically targets accuracy in rating. Table 6.4.2 describes the complete FoRT process. As you can see, FoRT is really an extension of PDT; the main goal of FoRT is establishing the different performance criteria that distinguish levels of performance. The main focus of FoRT should be to define four levels of performance: unsatisfactory, marginal, satisfactory and superior. The PDT exercise should first define the criteria and definitions for a superior performance from the perspective of optimal patient outcomes. The second step of the exercise, as shown in the Appendix, is to define the minimal criteria for a satisfactory performance. These criteria for a satisfactory performance serve as an important anchoring
point to define marginal and unsatisfactory performance in step 3. Once the group defines marginal criteria, by default any other type of performance is unsatisfactory.

**Direct Observation of Competence (DOC) Training**

Direct observation of competence training uses the methods of BOT, PDT, FoRT, and standardized patient training methods to train faculty in observation. There are two versions of DOC training. The “short course” form involves BOT, PDT, and FoRT exercises using small group discussion and videotape encounters. The long course version includes a half day of skill practice with standardized residents and patients.\(^{184}\) An evaluation course that includes DOC training is available through the American Board of Internal Medicine (www.abim.org).

**Useful Tools to Guide Observation**

*The Mini Clinical Evaluation Exercise (miniCEX)*

The mini-CEX was originally designed to evaluate residents in a setting reflective of day-to-day practice. Faculty observe a resident performing a focused history, physical, or counseling session during routine care experiences on the inpatient wards, intensive care units, outpatient clinics and the emergency department. However, the miniCEX has also been used in student clerkships.\(^{185}\) The mini-CEX facilitates multiple observations over time by different faculty members. This improves both the reliability and validity of the evaluations. This longitudinal nature of the mini-CEX is one of its most important strengths as an evaluation tool and method.

In the first large study of the mini-CEX, Norcini et al.\(^{186}\) reported on the results of 388 miniCEX evaluations for 88 residents at 5 different residency programs. Over half of the encounters occurred in the inpatient setting. In this initial study, most of the participating residents were in the PGY-1 year, and each resident underwent a mean of 4.4 observations (range 2-10). The authors noted that the standard error for just 4 miniCEXs per resident was acceptable enough for pass-fail determinations. Trainees reported high satisfaction ratings for the miniCEX format, and interestingly there was a modest correlation between faculty satisfaction ratings and resident performance. In a study of the miniCEX with students, Kogan and colleagues found that nearly 90% of students on a 12 week medicine clerkship were able to obtain at least 9 miniCEX observations.\(^{185}\) The reliability coefficient for 8 miniCEXs was 0.77 and the miniCEX was used in both the inpatient and outpatient clerkship settings.\(^{185}\) Holmboe and colleagues, using scripted videotapes, found that the mini-CEX evaluation form does possess construct validity.\(^{187}\)

**Feedback and the MiniCEX**

An essential component of the mini-CEX, as with any evaluation, is feedback. A recent study investigated the feedback generated from the miniCEX observation by audio taping the attending – resident feedback session, with a particular focus on interactive feedback.\(^{188}\) Interactive feedback was defined as any feedback that provided a recommendation plus self-assessment, allowing the learner to react to the feedback, and development of an action plan. The study showed that 80% of the feedback sessions included at least one recommendation for improvement for the resident, and on average each feedback session contained 2 recommendations. The majority of recommendations, as might be expected, involved the clinical skills of medical interviewing, physical examination, and counseling. However, despite the large number of recommendations, only 8 sessions concluded with a specific action plan from the faculty member on how to carry out the recommendation or improve.\(^{187}\) This is a very important aspect of feedback – including an action plan to enable the learner to act on the recommendations provided.
Checklists and Structured Clinical Observation

Checklists targeting specific skills are another tool that can improve the quality of faculty observation. However, since the purpose of faculty direct observation is to assess performance of actual clinical practice, it is not feasible to develop highly detailed checklists for every patient encounter. Some degree of faculty interpretation of behavior and skills will be required when working in actual clinical settings. A number of checklists for assessment of interviewing skills have been developed and tested for reliability. Both the SEGUE and Calgary-Cambridge checklists are useful tools to guide the evaluation of process and general content of medical interviewing. Structured clinical observation is another observation technique that uses guidelines and observations sheets to systematically assess skills in history-taking, physical examination, and information-giving.

Creating an Observation system

There are three simple steps in creating a faculty observation system. First, determine what your faculty are doing in regards to observation. If no observation is occurring, you will probably have to create a “need” for observation. Highlighting the substantial deficiencies in clinical skills among students provide ample evidence you can use to demonstrate the need to perform observation. Second, start small and get the faculty to perform some form of observation. Usually what happens is that faculty will observe these deficiencies. Once that happens, it becomes very difficult for your faculty to argue they no longer need to observe students, especially from a patient-centered perspective.

The next step is to improve faculty skill in observation, and depending on your educational climate, can be done concurrently with creating the need for observation. We recommend you start with performance dimension and behavioral observation training. This is can be done in a series of brief workshops, evaluation sessions, or at faculty meetings. Once your group feels comfortable with the definitions and criteria for the clinical skills competencies, you can then move on to frame of reference training and direct observation of competence training to improve faculty accuracy and ability to distinguish between levels of competence.

Conclusions

The successful practice of medicine requires the effective application of medical interviewing, physical examination, and counseling skills. Studies continue to document significant deficiencies in all three of these clinical skills areas among students. Direct observation by medical faculty remains an essential method to assess core basic clinical skills with actual patients. Furthermore, faculty are in the best position to assess student’s acquisition and refinement of clinical skills longitudinally over time.
### Table 6.4.1 Five Simple Rules for Observation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct Positioning</td>
<td>As the rater, try to avoid being in the line of sight of either the patient or trainee, especially when they are communicating. Use the principle of triangulation. However, during physical examinations be sure you can view the trainee’s techniques accurately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimize external interruptions</td>
<td>Let your staff know you will be with the resident for 5-10 minutes, avoid taking routine calls, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid intrusions</td>
<td>Don’t interject or interrupt if at all possible. Once you interject yourself into the trainee-patient interaction, the visit is permanently altered. However, there will be many times at some point in the visit where you need to interject yourself in order to correct misinformation, etc. from the resident.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be prepared</td>
<td>1. Know before you enter the room what your goals are for the observation session. For example, if a physical exam, have the trainee present the history first; then you will know what the key elements of the PE should be.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare the trainee and the patient</td>
<td>1. Let the trainee know what you plan to do during the observation, including your interaction with the patient. You also need to let the patient know what your role will be and your relationship with the trainee.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6.4.2. Steps for Frame of Reference Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description of task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Performance dimensions training (PDT). Faculty are given descriptions for each dimension of competence followed by a discussion of what they believe the qualifications are for each dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Faculty define what constitutes superior (the most effective criteria and behaviors) performance from the perspective of optimal patient outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Next, faculty define and reach consensus on the minimal criteria for satisfactory performance. Once the satisfactory criteria are set, marginal criteria are defined. Everything else by default is unsatisfactory performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Participants are given clinical vignettes describing critical incidents of performance from unsatisfactory to average to outstanding. (Frame of reference). For clinical skills, videotaped encounters are the best method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Participants use the vignettes to provide ratings on a behaviorally anchored rating scale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Session trainer/facilitator provides feedback on what the “true” ratings should be along with an explanation for each rating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Training session wraps up with an important discussion on the discrepancies between the participants’ ratings and the “true” ratings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix

Sample Performance Dimension Training and Frame of Reference Exercise

The purpose of this group exercise is to develop specific criteria for a dimension of clinical competency.

Situation: A student is seeing a patient who has been diagnosed with hypertension and failed a trial of diet and weight loss. The student now needs to start a new medication for this patient. What are the criteria for a superior, highly effective counseling and patient education session? In other words, what criteria will you use to judge the counseling and patient education performance of this student? Once you have defined all the criteria, check off those criteria a student would have to perform in order to receive a satisfactory rating.

With your group:
Define the components/criteria of effective patient counseling and education, based on the Knowledge, Skills, Attitudes (KSA) model. Be sure your criteria are “behavioral” -remember you are developing these elements in the context of faculty observation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>What questions and “content” should the student ask the patient?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skills</td>
<td>How should the interview be conducted? How should questions be asked?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>Define behaviors that would signal to an attending a student was displaying a compassionate, interested, professional attitude.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section 5. Using pre-clerkship variables to identify high-risk students

John A. Poremba, MD and Gerald D. Denton, MD

Introduction

Pre-clerkship information that may be used to identify students who are at risk for poor clerkship outcome includes pre-matriculation data, basic science performance, incidents of unprofessional behavior, standardized test results (e.g., USMLE Step 1 and NBME subject examination scores), and in-house clerkship pre-tests. This section will briefly review the predictive power of some commonly available measurements, and then discuss the ways this information might be used to identify and help students. It is a truism that “test performance predicts test performance”, and prior measures of knowledge may readily predict a student's ability to acquire factual knowledge during clerkships. However, competency in clinical skills, professionalism, data analysis and problem solving are also critical to successful clerkship outcomes, but there is much less data supporting the ability of pre-clerkship variables to predict deficits in the skill and attitudinal domains. Therefore, while most of the advice in this chapter is informed by published educational literature, some recommendations rely on the experience and judgment of the authors.

Use of pre-matriculation data

Undergraduate Grade Point Average: A strong positive correlation between undergraduate GPA and subsequent measures of knowledge has consistently been reported by multiple authors. Undergraduate GPA, as a measure of knowledge and test taking skills, predicts performance on knowledge assessments in medical school. However, the relationship between undergraduate GPA and clinical skills or professional attitudes has not been well described. Clinical skills deficits and unprofessional behavior do not always track consistently with knowledge deficits. A strong knowledge base does not necessarily “protect” a student from deficits in other areas. Further research exploring this association is needed.

MCAT: Much like undergraduate GPA, performance on the MCAT correlates well with subsequent standardized tests, including licensure examinations and NBME subject examinations. In 1991, the MCAT introduced a writing sample component, as a measure of a student’s ability to synthesize and communicate information. The writing sample does not add value to other measurements in predicting USMLE Step 1 or Step 2 performance, but may help predict other clerkship outcomes, such as global clinical competence, data gathering and communication skills, and this correlation persists into residency.

Admissions committee interviews: Narrative comments from medical school admissions interviews are another pre-clerkship source of information. Although the process is hardly standardized, and of low-yield admission committee narratives may predict clinical performance – perhaps even better than undergraduate GPA. Thus, as the earliest form of observation-based evaluation done by a school’s own faculty, these narrative remarks have a potential role in identifying students who may subsequently have difficulty in clinical skills and non-cognitive domains. Of course, candidates with adverse comments are less likely to be admitted to a school, and observations about successful applicants are not regularly provided to or used by clerkship directors. It is not at all clear that interventions based on comments from admission committee interviews would be capable of yielding improved clinical performance. This is also a rich area for future research and collaboration.
Use of first and second year (pre-clinical) performance

Basic science GPA: Pre-clinical GPA predicts performance on the end of clerkship examinations, especially if grades are reported on a numerical scale, rather than in letter-graded or pass/fail formats. Non-numerical grading formats may not be as meaningful to clerkship directors because of a lack of predictive validity caused principally by the small breadth of the scales, i.e., 4-point (A-B-C-D) vs. 100-point scales.

USMLE Step I: Several reports have correlated USMLE Step One scores with various clerkship examination scores. Failure on the first attempt at USMLE Step One predicts students at risk for poor scores on clerkship final examinations. However, GPA and USMLE measures are not available to approximately 80% of clerkship directors (personal communication, Clerkship Directors in Internal Medicine, October 2003) and are not used by all medical schools. In addition, the NBME does not currently provide a separate score for Step One clinical skills questions, which would be potentially valuable to clerkship directors. Cooperation between the student affairs or dean’s office and clerkship directors could result in the availability of excellent baseline prognostic information.

ICM performance: Basic proficiency in fundamental clinical skills learned during pre-clerkship clinical skills courses (ICM) is essential to their successful practice and mastery during clerkships and beyond. While it is intuitive that performance in ICM courses should predict clerkship performance, there is a paucity of literature supporting the predictive validity of ICM courses. Students who perform at a substandard level in an ICM course may be at a much higher risk of a failing Internal Medicine clerkship grade, although multiple-choice testing in an ICM course did not correlate with clerkship outcome. The lack of data in this area is somewhat surprising because ICM courses specifically focus on developing critical skills in preparation for clerkships. Further investigation in this area is warranted.

Use of a clerkship pretest

A test given on the first day of a clerkship (a “pretest”) can identify students at risk of poor performance. A clerkship pretest may offer advantages over USMLE Step One and preclinical GPA, such as ready availability, lack of student perception of prejudicial nature, and lack of a need for cooperation from the Dean’s office.

Use of professionalism information

Papadakis et al. described an effective system to longitudinally track professionalism deficiencies throughout the four years of medical school. Significant deficiencies in the third and fourth years predicted adverse licensure actions among graduates, while traditional cognitive markers such as grades and test scores did not. This research shows it is feasible to track professionalism issues through the first and second years of medical school and that problems identified in the clinical years were often preceded by deficiencies in the pre-clinical years. Such deficiencies may be amenable to early remediation, but that has not been clearly established. This represents another area of future multi-center investigation to refine generalizability and predictive validity.

Other intangible qualities of character and professionalism probably also predict clerkship performance, but little hard data supports their predictive validity or even how to adequately measure them. Such concepts as punctuality and reliability, work ethic, knowledge of one’s
limits, the ability to get along with others, and situational awareness are well-recognized characteristics of successful professionals that would logically lead to enhanced clerkship outcomes. It’s unclear how to measure these qualities, and it is even less clear how to design an intervention to improve on deficits that might be identified. Well-designed local or collaborative studies addressing these characteristics should be instituted.

In the physician charter for professionalism, the ABIM spells out a compelling need to reaffirm professionalism as the basis of medicine’s societal contract. In an era of renewed emphasis on the basic principles of professional behavior, the need to assess and monitor the professional development of medical students is apparent. Systems of professionalism assessment are optimally managed by a single responsible office, and tracked longitudinally. Clerkship directors should participate in such assessments, not only as a means of improving the early identification of professionalism issues within the context of their individual clerkships, but also as contributors to the longitudinal assessment of students. Wider implementation of longitudinal professionalism assessment and tracking would be useful to clerkship directors, and such systems should be implemented.

**Proper use of baseline information**

Avoiding bias: Medical school officials and students may be concerned that future teachers and clerkship directors could be unfairly biased knowledge of by prior performance, preemptively profiling students as academically weak. We should temper our enthusiasm for pre-clerkship prognostic measures by acknowledging the paucity of data and lack of predictive validity. Intervening upon some adverse pre-clerkship information has not been proven to improve clerkship performance. Moreover, students who struggle in the pre-clinical years may wish to start with a clean slate on their clinical rotations, so to be fair to students, we should use this information judiciously.

Confidentiality and disclosure: Proper use of baseline information includes protection of student confidentiality. Concerns about confidentiality and fairness may prevent medical school officials from sharing pre-clerkship information like college GPA, MCAT scores, preclinical GPA, and USMLE Step One scores with clerkship directors. If pre-clerkship information is used, disclosure outlining the nature of its use and protections limiting dissemination of prior academic data is important to reassure students that the process respects their privacy and is unbiased.

Protecting future patients, discovering important patterns: In their status as trainees, students participating in clinical clerkships have an important role in patient care as first-line reporters and patient confidants. Thus, any system of evaluation should take into consideration safety and effective patient care. While there may be reluctance to “poison the well” by sharing potentially adverse information about an individual student, the sharing of information between course and clerkship directors is justifiable when defined in the context of patient safety. Deficits in clinical competence should be tracked longitudinally, as isolated clerkship incidents may represent a pattern of repetitive error on the part of the student. In this role, the Office of Student Affairs or similar advisory committees should be engaged in tracking such problem students.

**Summary**

While not readily available to most clerkship directors, prior assessments of a student’s knowledge and prior faculty observations of professional behavior, clinical skills and non-cognitive performance are part of every student’s record that would be valuable to clerkship
directors to facilitate early interventions. Use of clerkship pretests can help when prognostic information is not available. However, the literature is not robust, and the utility of the information is unclear, so no specific recommendations for the use of pre-clerkship information can be made. Collaboration across disciplines and further study may lead to the development of useful prediction models to identify at-risk students with adequate sensitivity and specificity to justify early intervention.

Section 6. Evaluating Medical Procedures
David A. Rogers, MD, MHPE

Motivation for Evaluation

There are a number of reasons that support developing a medical student procedural evaluation program. A properly constructed evaluation program provides evidence that an individual medical student has mastered the essential skills that all physicians use. Further, evaluation tools facilitate the provision of feedback that is essential for motor skill acquisition. Finally, group performance evaluation information allows for thoughtful revisions to the curriculum to enhance learning.

The reasons not to develop a procedural evaluation program include a lack of familiarity with the process of instrument development or performance testing and limited resources available for the development of such a program. The goal of this section is to review the basic processes of evaluation instrument development and performance testing. Motor skill performance evaluation can be done with very expensive instruments like those that measure actual motion, but an effective medical student evaluation program can be designed with less costly measurement tools.

Developing Evaluation Instruments

The first step in developing an instrument is to see if one already exists. Procedures relevant to medical student education are sometimes also taught to other health professions students. For example, an individual responsible for teaching phlebotomists has likely already developed and used an evaluation tool designed to assess phlebotomy skill. Nursing or allied health textbooks may also contain these instruments. If an evaluation instrument does not exist, then one must be created. The procedure should be analyzed and divided into the key steps associated with the whole task. These steps should be emphasized in the curriculum and also serve as the framework for the evaluation instrument. An example of this type of analysis of a procedure performed by medical students has been published and could also be done with a group of local procedural experts. Once the key procedural elements have been identified, the next step is deciding whether or not to create a checklist, rating scale or global score. A checklist allows for the evaluator to indicate by a yes or no response whether or not a step has been performance correctly. A rating scale allows a determination of the extent to which a specific step has been performed. For example the evaluator may indicate on an ordinal scale that the performance was superior, acceptable, average, marginal or unacceptable. The final alternative would be of a global rating of the skill that involves an overall assessment of the performance and so does not include an evaluation of the individual steps of the procedure. Each of these options has advantages and disadvantages. Checklist responses would be most appropriate if judging whether each step of the skill can be performed either correctly or incorrectly. For example, medical students performing intravenous cannulation will either recognize a flashback of blood in the hub of needle or they will not recognize this step in the procedure. Rating scales
are appropriate if there are variations in the performance of the steps of a skill. For example, the angle of the needle to the skin in phlebotomy may range from perfect to unacceptable. Both checklists and rating scales are valuable in the provision of feedback because both allow for the identification of steps performed incorrectly and those performed correctly. Global assessment of performance by experts has been shown to produce reliable and valid measures of skill and is efficient but may be less helpful in reminding the evaluator of the specific steps in the procedure that require correction. Therefore, global ratings are most useful for summative evaluation where feedback is not provided to the student. An evaluation instrument may include both rating scale and checklist type responses and this has been done in the creation of the current gold standard of surgical skill evaluation. A similar instrument has been developed for assessing the types of procedures that a medical student might perform.

Evaluation tools have a number of important attributes that affect their utility. Validity is the most important attribute because it assures that the ability of interest is actually being measured. There are different types of evidence for validity that can be accumulated through the process of instrument development. Reliability is also an important attribute as it is the degree to which an instrument produces reproducible results. There are a number of threats to reliability in performance evaluation and these should be examined in procedural evaluation, as poor reliability will impact validity. Feasibility of the instrument is of significant practical importance because it assures that the instrument is actually used. Feasibility is enhanced through assuring that the evaluation instrument is concise and that instructions are clear. Evidence for validity, reliability and feasibility should be generated before an evaluation instrument is used for student assessment. This is particularly true if the instrument is to be used to generate information that might affect student progress.

Creating an Evaluation Program

A number of options exist in creating a procedural evaluation program. Of these, logbooks, direct, and indirect observation would seem to be most applicable to medical student evaluation. Logbooks are commonly used to allow medical students to record the number and types of procedures but unfortunately this does not provide evidence that actual learning occurred. Direct observation with criteria is generally recognized as the optimal form of performance evaluation. As the name would imply, this method involves the evaluator observing the learner perform the actual task and then evaluating the performance using an instrument that yields psychometrically sound data. This method does have the distinct disadvantage of requiring the physical presence of the evaluator. Faculty may not have enough time to perform this activity and non-physician raters have been used for this purpose with good results. Indirect observation with criteria would include a review of a videotaped performance. This method allows for evaluation of the task by multiple raters and fast-forwarding the videotape allows the assessment time to be shortened. This method would not allow for the provision of immediate feedback and so would be most appropriate for summative evaluation. An evolving option is to evaluate the procedural performance in a simulated environment. The standardized patient experience suggests that there is much to recommend in this option. However, the evidence of transfer of the skill from the simulated to the real environment has been mixed. This suggests that for most skills, evaluation of the performance of the procedure on an actual patient is the best evidence that the student has mastered this skill. Adequate practice in a simulated environment with formative evaluation and feedback should enhance learning so that performance on patients is done in a way that minimizes their anxiety and discomfort.
A Real World Scenario

The challenge:

You are presenting your annual report about the clerkship plans and a senior faculty member begins to rant about how medical students aren’t learning the procedures that most physicians need to know. You diplomatically acknowledge his concerns and promise to investigate the matter. You become convinced from your search of the literature and discussions with the curriculum committee that your senior colleague may be right. You gain approval to develop a curriculum that is designed to teach medical students how to properly close a simple laceration and plan to develop an evaluation program for this curriculum.

A step-wise solution

1. You search the health professions literature and textbooks in an attempt to locate an existing evaluation instrument. You find a list of the key steps for this procedure in an emergency medicine textbook but can find no completely developed evaluation instrument for this skill.

2. You do a Google Scholar search of the word “checklists” and are delighted to find a very helpful website dedicated to the development of checklists at http://www.wmich.edu/evalctr/checklists/.

You develop a rating instrument that consists of a checklist of the individual steps of the procedure and an overall global rating of proficiency (Table 6.6.1). Your local evaluation expert advises you to do this so that you can use the form for both formative and summative feedback.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.6.1 Simple Laceration Repair Rating Instrument</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procedural Step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Described body fluid precautions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gently evaluated the depth of the wound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Explained the procedure to the patient and obtained informed consent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Administered the appropriate local anesthetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Gently debrided and cleaned the wound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Selected the appropriate suture material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Selected the appropriate suture technique (simple interrupted, continuous, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Performed the suture technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Applied appropriate dressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Disposed on needles appropriately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Provided appropriate wound care instructions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please rate the medical students overall performance on this procedure:

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major Deficiencies</td>
<td>Significant problems</td>
<td>Proficient</td>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>Exceptional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section 7. The Use of Simulators in Assessment

S. Barry Issenberg, MD and Ross J. Scalese, MD

A common challenge for clerkship directors is to determine the most appropriate assessment tool for particular competencies that their students should acquire. In the table below we list several clerkships, clinical competencies, and some of the evaluation solutions traditionally available to educators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clerkship</th>
<th>Competency</th>
<th>Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Interpret heart murmur</td>
<td>Real patient (RP), simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OB/GYN</td>
<td>Perform pelvic examination</td>
<td>Standardized Patient (SP),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anesthetized RP, simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthesia</td>
<td>Perform endotracheal intubation</td>
<td>Cadaver/animal tissue, Anesthetized RP,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>Suture wound</td>
<td>RP, cadaver/animal tissue, simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Medicine</td>
<td>Perform ACLS</td>
<td>RP, animal, simulator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many other examples exist, but these illustrate the customary reliance on real patients for assessment of many important skills. More recently, however, ethical considerations and the growing concern for patient safety have appropriately limited the use of real patients as training and assessment “instruments”; it is no longer acceptable as a matter of routine to assess third- and fourth-year medical students’ ability to perform critical (e.g., intubation) or sensitive (e.g., pelvic examination) tasks on real (even standardized) patients.

Use of patient substitutes, such as cadaveric or animal tissue models, has its own challenges, not the least of which is maintaining an adequately realistic clinical context. In addition, availability, cost and, very importantly, ethical concerns have limited the use of cadavers and animals for medical skills assessment. Simulators, on the other hand, circumvent most of these obstacles and, thus, recently have come into widespread use for evaluation of learners across the continuum of medical education.

Definition and Characteristics

Now what exactly is a simulator? How is the term defined? Although we could address the use of simulations in the broad sense – including any approximation of an authentic clinical situation, such as mass casualty exercises or standardized patient encounters – our discussion here will focus more narrowly on simulators, referring to particular devices that aim to imitate real patients, anatomic regions, or clinical tasks. As described previously, when simulators are used for assessment the student must respond to the challenge as he or she would under real-life circumstances. Simulators for evaluation have several common characteristics:

- Students act as they would in the real environment.
- Students see cues and consequences very much like those in the real environment.
- The fidelity (exactness of duplication) of a simulator is never completely identical to “the real thing”. Some reasons are obvious: engineering limitations, psychometric requirements, cost and time constraints.
The complexity of simulated conditions can vary according to the needs of the assessment or level of the learner.

Simulators can take many forms and span the range from low- to high-fidelity. These include: simple three-dimensional but inert anatomic models, such as venipuncture arms and airway trainers; computer-based programs that simulate patient encounters; virtual reality “haptic” systems that provide visual and tactile stimuli for surgical and endoscopic procedures; high-fidelity examination simulators, such as Harvey, the Cardiopulmonary Patient Simulator, that provide very realistic physical findings but are not interactive; and full-body mannequins that provide physical findings and actually respond to user actions.

Assessing Domains and Levels of Competence

Several factors contribute to the increasing role of simulators as assessment tools. These include: improving technologies that allow for more realistic simulations, flexibility in controlling and standardizing the clinical task or scenario and, as mentioned previously, a greater awareness of the problem of medical errors and the resulting emphasis on patient safety. This has led to a recent worldwide shift in focus toward outcomes-based education as a response to public demand for assurance that physicians are competent. The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) describes six domains of clinical competence: 1) patient care, 2) medical knowledge, 3) practice-based learning and improvement, 4) interpersonal and communication skills, 5) professionalism, and 6) systems-based practice. Simulators may be used to evaluate these ACGME domains of competence during, for example, an Internal Medicine clerkship: patient care – using a cardiology patient simulator, demonstrate the ability to perform a focused cardiac examination and identify the presence of a third heart sound in a “patient” presenting with dyspnea; medical knowledge – using a full-body simulator during a simulated case of ventricular fibrillation, verbalize the correct steps in the algorithm for treatment of ventricular fibrillation; practice-based learning and improvement – using an airway mannequin that measures appropriate cricoid pressure, demonstrate the ability to use feedback from the simulator until a defined level of mastery is consistently obtained. (see also Chapter 6, Section 2, [Competencies])

Within each of these domains, one can assess medical learners at four different levels of competence, according to the pyramid model conceptualized by Miller. These levels are: a) knows (knowledge) – recall of basic facts, principles, and theories; b) knows how (applied knowledge) – ability to solve problems, make decisions, and describe procedures; c) shows how (performance) – demonstration of skills in a controlled setting; and d) does (action) – behavior in real practice. The ACGME Toolbox of Assessment Methods suggests that simulators are instruments most appropriate for evaluation of those outcomes that require students to demonstrate or “show how” they are competent to perform a skill.

Now in all clinical assessment there are three variables – the examiner, the patient, and the student. If we standardize the first two variables, we improve the evaluation, such that the student’s performance then represents a true measure of his or her clinical competence. Examiner training and the use of reliable evaluation tools allow for standardization of the ‘examiner’ component. An inherent feature of simulators is the ability to standardize many aspects of the ‘patient’ variable in the clinical assessment equation, thus offering a uniform, reproducible experience to multiple examinees. Simulators, however, do not comprise the entire assessment per se, but rather serve as tools to facilitate standardization and to complement existing evaluation methods. For example, simulators often serve effectively as one of several
tools used in the brief examining stations of an Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE).

**Assessing Process and Outcome**

Numerous assessment criteria are available to evaluate learners, and clerkship directors must choose whether the competency tested relates to a process (such as completing an orderly and thorough “code blue” resuscitation) or an outcome (such as the status of the ‘patient’ after the cardiac arrest). The following summarizes how one can assess processes and outcomes with simulators:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measure a Process</td>
<td>A case-specific checklist to record actions during student suturing on a skin wound simulator [see example 1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge a Process</td>
<td>A global rating (with well-defined anchor points) that allows an evaluator to reliably observe and judge the quality of suturing performed by a student on a skin wound simulator [see example 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure an Outcome</td>
<td>Observing and recording specific indicators of patient (simulator) status (alive, cardiac rhythm, blood pressure) after an ACLS code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge an Outcome</td>
<td>A global rating (with well-defined anchor points) that allows an evaluator to reliably observe and judge the quality of the overall patient status after an ACLS code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>Task-specific checklist of cardiac bedside exam and observation and recording of correct identification and interpretation of physical findings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Example 1: Measured Process – Suturing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Not Done or Incorrect</th>
<th>Done Correctly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Held instruments correctly</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaced sutures 3-5 mm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tied square knots</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut suture to correct length</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apposed skin without excessive tension on sutures</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Example 2: Judged Process – Suturing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Time and motion</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Many unnecessary or repetitive movements.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient time/motion, but unnecessary and repetitive movements.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear economy of movement and maximum efficiency.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. Instrument Handling</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Repeatedly makes tentative or awkward moves with instruments through inappropriate use.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistent use of instruments, but occasionally appears stiff or awkward.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid movement with instruments.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Having provided examples of assessment criteria to evaluate a process and/or outcome, Table 6.7.1 provides a list of available simulators that have been used in various clinical clerkships and characteristics that may assist in the decision to include one in a particular program. An important factor to consider is the multi-disciplinary use of simulators, so that their value is distributed across several clerkships.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulator</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Clerkship</th>
<th>Assessment Criteria</th>
<th>Cost (as of 8/05)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Patient Simulator HPS <a href="http://www.meti.com">www.meti.com</a></td>
<td>Full-sized, high-fidelity mannequin that functionally simulates all organ systems and responds physiologically to procedures and IV medications</td>
<td>Anesthesia Critical Care Emergency Medicine Neurology Internal / Family Medicine</td>
<td>Process – IV access, intubation, ventilation Outcomes – patient status following intervention</td>
<td>XXXX</td>
<td>Numerous studies demonstrate validity of simulator as assessment tool. Best used when assessing multiple competencies and used in a “theater” setting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Care Simulator <a href="http://www.meti.com">www.meti.com</a></td>
<td>Full-sized, high-fidelity mannequin that is more portable than the HPS and is programmed for more emergency scenarios. Less sophisticated physiological response to interventions</td>
<td>Critical Care Emergency Medicine</td>
<td>Process – IV access, intubation, ventilation Outcomes – patient status following intervention</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>Newer simulator that uses much of the same technology as HPS, but is designed to be more portable so that it can be used in numerous environments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PediaSIM &amp; PediaSIM-ECS <a href="http://www.meti.com">www.meti.com</a></td>
<td>Small child-sized, high-fidelity mannequin that functionally simulates the anatomy and physiology of a child and responds appropriately to interventions</td>
<td>Pediatrics Emergency Medicine</td>
<td>Process – IV access, intubation, ventilation Outcomes – patient status following intervention</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>Newer simulator that uses much of the same technology as HPS, but is designed to function and react different from an “adult.” The ECS version has more sophisticated physiologic responses to interventions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelvic Exam SIM <a href="http://www.meti.com">www.meti.com</a></td>
<td>Female adult-sized, high-fidelity pelvic torso that functionally simulates a variety of gynecological findings and automatically and objectively tracks user examination technique</td>
<td>GYN</td>
<td>Process – pelvic exam technique Outcomes – identification of abnormal findings</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>Several studies have demonstrated its validity as an assessment tool. Currently being evaluated by NBME for potential use in high-stakes examination settings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BabySIM <a href="http://www.meti.com">www.meti.com</a></td>
<td>Infant-sized, high-fidelity mannequin that functionally simulates the anatomy and physiology of a 3- to 6-month old infant and responds appropriately to interventions</td>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>Process – IV access, intubation, ventilation Outcomes – patient status following intervention</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>Available less than a year – uses same technology as HPS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AirSIM <a href="http://www.limbsandthinn">www.limbsandthinn</a> gs.com</td>
<td>Adult-sized, high-fidelity head and neck mannequin that functionally simulates a variety of airway emergencies and responds appropriately to interventions</td>
<td>Anesthesia Critical Care Emergency Medicine</td>
<td>Process – intubation, ventilation Outcomes – patient status following intervention</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>Several studies demonstrate validity of airway mannequin as assessment tool. Best used when assessing complex airway scenarios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimMan <a href="http://www.laerdal.com">www.laerdal.com</a></td>
<td>Full-sized, high-fidelity mannequin that is portable and provides functionally realistic anatomy for multiple clinical tasks and procedures</td>
<td>Anesthesia Critical Care Emergency Medicine Internal / Family Medicine Surgery</td>
<td>Process – IV access, intubation, ventilation Outcomes – patient status following intervention</td>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>Several studies demonstrate validity and feasibility of simulator as assessment tool. One of the most widely used high-fidelity simulators for a broad range of learner populations and levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulator</td>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Clerkship</td>
<td>Assessment Criteria</td>
<td>Cost (as of 8/05)</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AirMan <a href="http://www.laerdal.com">www.laerdal.com</a></td>
<td>Adult-sized upper torso, head and neck that provides functional anatomy and physiological signs of normal and difficult airway conditions</td>
<td>Anesthesia, Critical Care, Emergency, Medicine, Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Process – intubation, ventilation, Outcome – patient status following intervention</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>Uses much of the same hardware and software as SimMan, but focuses on airway management skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resusci Anne <a href="http://www.laerdal.com">www.laerdal.com</a></td>
<td>Adult-sized, medium-fidelity, portable task trainer that provides functional anatomy for critical lifesaving skills. Optional built-in assessment system that evaluates adequacy of chest compressions</td>
<td>Critical Care, Emergency, Medicine, Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Process – chest compression, intubation, ventilation, Outcome – patient status following intervention</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>Numerous studies demonstrate reliability, validity and feasibility of device as assessment tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CathSim <a href="http://www.immersion.com/medical">www.immersion.com/medical</a></td>
<td>High-fidelity task trainer that provides haptic feedback for intravenous access skills. Contains built-in assessment system that evaluates IV access performance</td>
<td>Critical Care, Emergency, Medicine, Internal Medicine</td>
<td>Process – intravenous cannulation technique, Outcome – successful placement of IV</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td>Several studies demonstrate validity of simulator as assessment tool. Advantage is built-in objective assessment system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey, the Cardiopulmonary Patient Simulator <a href="http://www.crme.med.mi">www.crme.med.mi</a> ami.edu</td>
<td>Adult-sized high-fidelity mannequin that provides comprehensive cardiac and pulmonary physical findings.</td>
<td>Internal/Family Medicine, Pediatrics, Critical Care, Emergency, Medicine, Surgery</td>
<td>Process – cardiac and pulmonary exam, Outcome – correct identification of abnormal findings</td>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>Longest continuous high-fidelity simulator with numerous studies demonstrating validity as assessment tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suture Simulator <a href="http://www.limsandthin">www.limsandthin</a> gs.com</td>
<td>Adult-sized arm that provides anatomic functional wound for suturing skills</td>
<td>Surgery, Emergency, Medicine, OB/GYN, Family Medicine</td>
<td>Process – suture technique, Outcome – quality of sutures</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Inexpensive task trainer that provides hundreds of assessment opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Female Pelvic Trainer <a href="http://www.limsandthin">www.limsandthin</a> gs.com</td>
<td>Partial adult-sized task trainer that provides functional anatomy of lower abdomen and pelvis, vaginal and rectal findings</td>
<td>OB/GYN, Internal / Family Medicine</td>
<td>Process – pelvic exam and pap smear technique, Outcome – correct identification of abnormal findings</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Inexpensive task trainer for assessing recognition of appropriate landmarks, vaginal and bimanual exam, cervical smear, dry catheterization, and digital rectal exam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast Examination Simulator <a href="http://www.limsandthin">www.limsandthin</a> gs.com</td>
<td>Partial adult-sized task trainer that provides functional anatomy of female upper chest and breast with normal and abnormal findings</td>
<td>OB/GYN, Internal / Family Medicine</td>
<td>Process – breast exam technique, Outcome – correct identification of abnormal findings</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Inexpensive task trainer that provides opportunity to assess breast exam technique (including lower neck, clavicle and both axillae), identification of anatomic landmarks, and pathologic diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episiotomy Suture Simulator <a href="http://www.limsandthin">www.limsandthin</a> gs.com</td>
<td>Partial adult-sized task trainer that provides functional anatomy of vagina and perineum with varying degree lacerations</td>
<td>OB-GYN</td>
<td>Process – episiotomy suture technique, Outcome – quality of episiotomy suture</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Inexpensive task trainer that provides opportunity to assess episiotomy technique (superficial, subcuticular, deep musculature) and identification of tissue layer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulator</td>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Clerkship</td>
<td>Assessment Criteria</td>
<td>Cost (as of 8/05)</td>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Line Simulator <a href="http://www.kyotokagaku.com">www.kyotokagaku.com</a></td>
<td>Partial adult-sized task trainer that provides functional anatomy of neck and upper chest including all landmarks for subclavian and internal jugular vein catheterization</td>
<td>Surgery Internal Medicine Critical Care Medicine</td>
<td>Process - central venous catheter insertion technique Outcomes – proper placement of central line (no complications)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Newer task trainer that allows assessment of central venous catheter insertion technique (and incorrect technique – pneumothorax, arterial puncture), identification of local anatomy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic Prostate Simulator <a href="http://www.limsandthings.com">www.limsandthings.com</a></td>
<td>Partial adult-sized task trainer that provides functional anatomy of male rectum, perineum and prostate</td>
<td>Surgery Internal / Family Medicine</td>
<td>Process - prostate exam technique Outcomes – correct identification of normal and abnormal findings</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Inexpensive task trainer that provides opportunity to assess prostate exam technique and identification of normal, bilateral BPH, unilateral nodule, uni/bilateral carcinoma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye Exam Simulator <a href="http://www.kyotokagaku.com">www.kyotokagaku.com</a></td>
<td>Partial adult-sized task trainer that provides functional anatomy of external and internal eye with normal and abnormal retinal findings</td>
<td>Internal / Family Medicine</td>
<td>Process – ophthalmologic exam technique Outcomes – correct identification of normal and abnormal findings</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Inexpensive task trainer that provides opportunity to assess ophthalmologic exam technique and identification of normal and 9 common abnormal retinal findings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear Exam Simulator <a href="http://www.kyotokagaku.com">www.kyotokagaku.com</a></td>
<td>Partial adult-sized task trainer that provides functional anatomy of external and middle ear with normal and abnormal findings</td>
<td>Internal / Family Medicine</td>
<td>Process – otoscopic exam technique Outcomes – correct identification of normal and abnormal findings</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Inexpensive task trainer that provides opportunity to assess otoscopic exam technique and identification of 10 normal and abnormal middle ear findings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinal Injection Simulator <a href="http://www.adam-rouilly.co.uk">www.adam-rouilly.co.uk</a></td>
<td>Partial adult-sized task trainer that provides functional anatomy and landmarks for lumbar puncture and various spinal injections.</td>
<td>Neurology Internal Medicine Anesthesiology</td>
<td>Process – lumbar puncture technique Outcomes – correct placement of spinal needle and collection of spinal fluid</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Relatively inexpensive task trainer that provides opportunity to assess technique of lumbar puncture and identification of critical anatomic landmarks. Fluid can be added to provide feedback regarding correct placement of needle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant Lumbar Puncture Simulator <a href="http://www.laerdal.com">www.laerdal.com</a></td>
<td>Partial infant-sized task trainer that provides functional anatomy and landmarks for lumbar puncture technique.</td>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>Process - lumbar puncture technique Outcomes – correct placement of spinal needle and collection of spinal fluid</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Inexpensive task trainer that provides opportunity to assess technique of lumbar puncture and identification of critical anatomic landmarks. Fluid can be added to provide feedback regarding correct placement of needle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many factors influence course directors' choice of evaluation methods for their clerkships. Simulators have assumed an increasing role in such clinical assessments and, ultimately, the decision to use simulators for testing depends on local circumstances, the needs of the particular examination, and the competencies under evaluation. These considerations can guide one in choosing from among simulators that range widely in terms of fidelity, cost, and features. In general, simulators are most appropriate for assessment of competence in performing clinical skills or procedures. Simulators provide standardization of the patient variable in clinical
examinations and contribute to more reliable evaluations of student performance in these domains. Simulators complement other clinical assessment methods, such as the OSCE, and allow one to measure and/or judge the wide range of processes and outcomes encountered in clinical medical education.

**Summary Recommendations**

- In keeping with principles of curricular alignment, let stated course objectives drive the use of simulators for assessment in your clerkship, rather than the other way around: just because you have a simulator than can be used to evaluate certain competencies, does not mean that you should use it in this way, if these competencies are outside the scope of the course or inappropriate for your learners’ level.

- To satisfactorily complete the course, learners will likely have to master several competencies, not all of which will be amenable to assessment with simulators; in general, demonstration of clinical skills or procedures is most suited to this method of evaluation. Be aware that your clerkship may require several tools to accomplish all the necessary assessments.

- Decide whether the competency to be tested relates to a process or an outcome, and then design an appropriate assessment tool that can be used in conjunction with the simulator: checklists are often employed to evaluate whether learners complete all steps of a process, while global rating scales with well-defined anchor points are frequently used to judge the overall outcome of the learners’ performance.

- If establishing a simulation or clinical skills center, or using simulators in your clerkship for the first time, consider acquiring multi-feature devices that can be applied across many clerkships/specialties. Besides the obvious improvement in cost-effectiveness when expenses are distributed among many users, obtaining one such (initially higher priced) simulator offers several potential advantages over buying multiple (less expensive) single-task trainers: presentation/assessment of a wider variety of clinical conditions or scenarios, often greater face validity (realism), and identification in the curriculum and evaluation of those broader core competencies that transcend the boundaries of individual clerkships.

**Section 8. Standardized Patient-based Assessment of Clinical Skills in Clerkships**

*Michael Ainsworth, MD and Karen Szauter, MD*

**Introduction: Why Use Standardized Patients to Assess Clinical Skills?**

Clinical skills assessment presents challenges distinct from those encountered in assessment of medical knowledge. Accurate and reliable assessment of students’ medical knowledge depends on use of rigorously designed examinations with blueprint-based topic selection and careful adherence to question construction. Such examinations supplement the less formal assessment of knowledge conducted by teachers in the clinical setting. Likewise, standardized patient (SP)-based assessment of clinical skills provides an objective component that complements the assessment done by physicians who work with students in hospitals and clinics. Analogous to written tests of knowledge, SPs-based assessments also require careful attention to examination blueprints, individual case challenges, and construction of scoring criteria.
Although there are logical overlaps between medical knowledge and clinical skills, evaluation of clinical skills often has limited correlation with measures of medical knowledge and problem solving.\textsuperscript{233}

Standardized patients are laypersons trained to accurately and consistently simulate a patient encounter for teaching or evaluation purposes, and are used in virtually all US medical schools for teaching or assessment.\textsuperscript{148, 234} Although there are technical distinctions between “standardized patients” and “simulated patients”, the term standardized patient is used widely in the literature and will be used consistently throughout this chapter. The value of SPs arises from ability to simulate a range of clinical encounters allowing teaching and assessment of skills that range from basic data-gathering in the medical interview and physical examination, to more complex communication or patient education skills.\textsuperscript{235-236} Applications range from instruction in the fundamentals of clinical skills (for example, in Years 1 and 2), to specialized examinations (breast, pelvic, and genital examination), to more comprehensive clerkship-based or interdisciplinary examinations.\textsuperscript{237-238}

Use of any SP-based assessment exercise requires a step-wise process of examination design and formatting. For clerkship-based examinations, these decisions should be based, ideally, on the clerkship’s goals and objectives, and should reflect the students’ learning experiences. For example, inclusion of specific problems and diseases (e.g., abdominal pain from GI pathology) on an SP-based exam should imply that mastery of this problem and recognition of this group of diseases was a stated objective of the course, and that students had opportunity to encounter the problem in their patient care experiences, reading, and/or other learning activities.

Decisions in SP-based Assessment Design

A decision to implement SP-based assessment in a clinical clerkship carries a commitment to decision-making in the following examination design categories.

1. Blueprinting: Design of the exam should parallel the clerkship objectives.
   a. Review the clerkship’s content goals and objectives to determine the patient problems (e.g., chest pain) and diseases (e.g., valvular heart disease) that should be emphasized on the examination.
   b. Review the clerkship’s skill goals and objectives (e.g., interviewing, physical examination, lifestyle modification counseling) to determine the activities to include in the SP-based exam.
   c. Insure students have sufficient opportunity to learn or practice the desired skills (through patient encounters or supplementary activities) before inclusion in the assessment exercise. Although SP-based activities often focus on assessment, the technique presents powerful opportunities for teaching clinical skills and providing formative feedback as well.\textsuperscript{239}

2. Examination construction: Determine, based on educational philosophy and practical constraints, whether to select a format that emphasizes a small number of relatively comprehensive patient encounters, often referred to as a Clinical Examination Exercise (CEX), or a larger number of relatively focused encounters, often referred to as an Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE). This labeling distinction is artificial, but reflects the trade-offs inherent in exam design.
   a. The number of patient encounters should ideally reflect the range of skills being assessed. Adequate sampling is essential to limit the effects of case specificity on examination reliability.\textsuperscript{149, 240}
b. The length of each patient encounter should reflect the complexity of the task. For example, a case which directs the student to complete a comprehensive interview and physical exam will require more time than one which is problem-focused. Examination formats can range from as brief as a few minutes (“Perform a history of present illness for this patient’s chest pain”), to as long as an hour or more (“Complete a comprehensive interview, physical and neurologic examination on this new patient with hemiplegia, discuss the patient’s most likely diagnoses with him, and conduct patient counseling on long-term care and lifestyle modification”). In practice, most SP-based examination encounters in clerkships tend to range from 10-15 minutes for problem-focused encounters to 25-30 minutes for more comprehensive evaluations. It is appropriate to acknowledge that little research has been done in this area, and most decisions regarding encounter length by exam designers are made empirically.

c. While the primary focus of an SP-based examination is the patient encounter itself, the exam format lends itself favorably to linking patient encounters with post-encounter exercises. Such exercises, typically lasting 5-10 minutes and occurring immediately after each patient encounter, most commonly include written notes, oral presentations, or written responses to questions about the preceding case. Since simulation of abnormal physical findings is not always possible by a standardized patient, students may be shown an exhibit (such as a photograph of an optic fundus or a tympanic membrane), which challenges them to identify a specific pathologic finding.

d. The most common method of student assessment in SP-based exercises is checklist-based ratings completed by patients after each encounter. Therefore, checklists must be created that are relevant to the case, of reasonable length, and include items scorable by patients. Long checklists (unless scored by a separate observer) or those that include items requiring medical knowledge to rate, may threaten the reliability and validity of the resulting scores.

3. Use of faculty: Involvement of faculty is a critical component of standardized patient-based assessment in a clerkship. Such involvement can range from case writing and exam development to participation in the assessment exercise itself. Faculty participation in the exercise can include direct observation and grading of the student during the patient encounters, or assessment of oral presentations or responses to questions during post-encounter exercises.

Resource Requirements of Standardized Patient-based Assessment

The clerkship director and involved faculty form the nucleus for successful SP-based assessment, typically by identifying relevant cases, determining performance standards for students, and creating appropriate checklists or criteria for student scoring. Yet, successful integration of SP-based assessment into a clerkship requires investment in resources that often stretch beyond the capacity of individual courses or departments. Valuable (often essential) school-based resources include identification of examination space, whether a dedicated assessment center or access to appropriate shared space, such as use of a clinical facility during non-patient care hours. The most valuable central component of an SP program involves professional staff who can assist with script creation and patient training, as well as assist with the logistic challenges of exam administration.
The Advantages of SP-based Assessment

Traditional clinical skills assessment in the clinical setting relies heavily on random observations or inference based on written records and oral presentations of patient encounters. The use of SPs to achieve systematic and direct observation of patient encounters overcomes four limitations of traditional assessment by clinical faculty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limitations of Assessment in a Clinical Setting</th>
<th>Potential Advantages of SP-based Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluator skill:</strong> Faculty who supervise students may not have the motivation, training, or skills for optimal evaluation</td>
<td>SPs can be selected for interest and aptitude, and trained to predefined standards of accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluator time:</strong> Faculty who supervise students have other responsibilities which limit their opportunities for direct observation</td>
<td>The sole focus of an SP encounter is clinical teaching and assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluator standardization:</strong> Faculty observe a range of student behaviors, and have varying standards for student performance</td>
<td>Skills to be assessed and standards for mastery can be defined in advance, and each SP portraying a case can be trained to the same standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sampling of Challenges:</strong> The random clinical problems encountered by students may not match the problems they need to master</td>
<td>Clerkship directors can select the range of problems an examinee encounters in an SP examination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Limitations of SP-based Assessment

SP-based assessment cannot stand alone or replace the judgment of clinical faculty in student evaluation. Although SPs can simulate some physical findings (e.g., neurologic abnormalities), evaluation of a student’s ability to detect physical abnormalities such as heart murmurs requires SPs with stable pathologic findings, or use of mechanical/electronic simulators to supplement SP encounters. SPs are ideally suited to scoring of medical interview and physical examination performance on dichotomous scales (done vs. not done) and can also be trained to evaluate technical correctness of many examination and communication skills. However, more subtle distinctions of performance, such as interview organization or sequence, and time management typically require the judgment of a physician. SPs should not be expected to evaluate students’ clinical reasoning or problem-solving abilities, which are best accomplished by direct student-faculty contact. For these reasons, face validity of SP-based examinations is highest when SP-based assessment is combined with the expertise of clinical faculty.

SP-based Assessment Costs

SP-based assessment expenses include direct and indirect costs (Table 6.8.1) related to exam development, administration, and infrastructure. Patient training and portrayal costs range from...
$15-20/hour for straightforward tasks, $20-30/hour for more complex cases, to $50+/hour for patients who serve as Male Urologic Training Associates and Gynecological Training Associates. Published cost estimates have utilized various methods of cost calculations, and therefore provide little generalizable information for estimating these overall costs.242

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.8.2. Estimating Costs for Standardized Patient Based Assessment Exercises</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direct costs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP portrayal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ Copying costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ Patient gowns and sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ Items used by the students during the examination, such as gloves, tongue blades, disposable tips for otoscopes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because a typical clerkship-based examination will involve multiple stations, and for larger classes will require more than one SP trained to each case, common estimates of direct (SP) costs for exams range from $50-100/student.242

**What Has the Research Literature Taught Us About SP-based Assessment?**

**Patient issues**

**SP Portrayals: Realism and Consistency**

Several studies have demonstrated the ability of well-trained SPs to simulate a clinical encounter so realistically that they cannot be distinguished from genuine patients, even when scheduled into the physician’s practice unannounced.243 Similarly, observation of SP portrayals suggests that an SP can consistently reproduce interview and examination findings more than 90% of the time.

**SP Reliability in Checklist Ratings (Inter-rater Reliability)**

Several studies have addressed scoring reliability of a single SP subjected to fatigue or long scoring checklists, as well as variation among different SPs simulating the same case. Scoring reliability is influenced by complexity of checklists, but within certain parameters (15-25 checklist items; <4-5 hours of portrayal with breaks), SP reliability appears to match physician raters. Most studies suggest that adding multiple observers to a case adds little to exam reliability.244
Examination issues
Case-specificity (Inter-case reliability)
A single patient encounter, whether genuine or SP-based, will not provide a reliable indicator of an examinee’s skills when the goal is to provide a comprehensive assessment of clinical ability. Four to six hours (or more) of total testing time is typically required to reach levels of reliability (generalizibility) expected for pass-fail decisions on high-stakes examinations. Exercises designed to assess less complex skills, or which focus on teaching and feedback are typically not as time intensive.

Validity
Assessment of validity of SP-based examinations is a complex issue, influenced by the content and structure of the exam, and by the perceived correlation between SP-based assessment and other performance measures. As mentioned previously, correlations between SP-based assessment and multiple-choice question examinations are only moderate, because these assessments measure skill sets that are only partially overlapping. Most measures of validity attempt to establish a relationship between SP exam performance and faculty clinical evaluations without establishment of a standard for comparison. While SP-based studies have shown that learners at higher levels tend to perform better than their lower-level counterparts (fourth-year students compared to second year students, or residents compared to students, for example), these studies do not establish a precise correlation between experience and performance. Other studies demonstrate the limitations of the checklist-based assessments in SP exams, which may not capture the subtlety of skills demonstrated by higher levels of learners. This is one reason why the decision to have SPs rate students (utilizing discrete checklist items) versus having faculty observers rate students (often utilizing global rating scales) is so challenging. Student perceptions of the scoring system may also influence performance. (for discussion of OSCE performance as a test, see Chapter 6, Section 12)

Incorporating SP-based Assessment into a Comprehensive Clinical Evaluation Program
While the use of SPs elsewhere in the curriculum is not directly under a clerkship director’s control, success of a clerkship-based SP program can be substantially influenced by it. Students’ acceptance of SP-based testing is enhanced when they have encountered SPs in a teaching mode earlier in the curriculum. Use of SPs by multiple courses also strengthens the practicality of developing stable school-level resources, such as a dedicated SP testing center and permanent professional staff for patient recruitment and training. Ideally, the skills upon which students are tested during clerkships are skills that have been stressed and reinforced through practice and testing in earlier courses.

The July 2004 addition of a standardized patient-based clinical skills component to Step II of the United States Medical Licensing Examination has raised many questions about the optimal use of SPs in the medical curriculum. It is too early to predict which, if any, factors will be helpful in predicting which students are likely to pass or fail this assessment.

A comprehensive listing of articles relating to standardized patients in medical education is available at http://oed.utmb.edu/SP/bibliography.htm
Section 9. Evaluating Professionalism
Shipra Ginsburg, MD and William McGaghie, PhD

Background

The Introduction to this chapter states, “Professionalism is expressed in each young physician’s character, reliability, honesty, ability to keep confidences, and other nonacademic qualities that embody ‘the good doctor.’ Professionalism is more than maturity and less than sainthood; it connotes promises of expertise and duty. In medical circles professionalism is usually conspicuous by its absence and taken for granted when present.”

Medical professionalism is a slippery construct because it can convey many meanings to different people. Some of the meanings are general, like altruism. Others are specific, such as punctuality. Components of medical professionalism are embodied in the three fundamental principles (primacy of patient welfare, patient autonomy, social justice) and 10 professional responsibilities (e.g., professional competence, honesty with patients) in the 2002 Physician Charter published jointly by the ABIM Foundation, ACP-ASIM Foundation, and the European Federation of Internal Medicine. Medical professionalism is also a curriculum imperative of the Medical School Objectives Project sponsored by the AAMC. However, despite assertions about its importance, recent scholarship shows that medical professionalism is difficult to measure reliably. Absent reliable measurement data, evaluating the professionalism of medical learners either for formative feedback or summative grading is a real challenge.

Despite these obstacles the Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME), the body responsible for medical school accreditation in North America, insists that clerkship directors and other faculty are responsible for evaluating medical student professionalism. The Standards for Accreditation of Medical Education Programs Leading to the M.D. Degree assert:

“The medical school faculty must establish a system for the evaluation of student achievement throughout medical school that employs a variety of measures of knowledge, skills, behaviors, and attitudes.” (p. 14)

“A medical school must teach medical ethics and human values, and require its students to exhibit scrupulous ethical principles in caring for patients, and in relating to patients’ families and to others involved in patient care.” (p. 13)

“‘Scrupulous ethical principles’ imply characteristics like honesty, integrity, maintenance of confidentiality, and respect for patients, patients’ families, other students, and other health professionals. The school’s educational objectives may identify additional dimensions of ethical behavior to be exhibited in patient care settings.” (p. 13)

In short, North American medical schools and their faculty, clerkship directors included, have no choice about evaluating student professionalism. It simply must be done for a medical school to keep its doors open. Yet there are several other reasons for evaluating medical student professionalism than just maintaining school accreditation. Readers should also know with more specificity why professionalism is so difficult to evaluate. The next two sections treat these two issues briefly.
Why Professionalism is Important to Evaluate

There are at least four reasons why clerkship directors should evaluate student professionalism.

1. Professionalism is a key feature of clinical practice as articulated in the Physician Charter and other contemporary writings. This is not a new idea. Nearly identical statements about the need for professionalism in clinical practice, beyond technical competence, are found in writings about medieval and renaissance medicine and medical practice in the ancient world.

2. Organizations that oversee clerkship education in all specialties insist, like the LCME, that student professionalism must be evaluated rigorously.

3. Students who display unprofessional behavior in medical school are much more likely to face disciplinary actions later in practice than students who behave appropriately.

4. Reports of unprofessional medical behavior that appear in the popular press remind the medical education community about its social contract with the public, including the occasional need to remove bad apples.

Why Professionalism is Difficult to Evaluate

Research and experience show that five problems are the main reasons why medical professionalism is difficult to evaluate.

1. Most definitions of the features of professionalism are fuzzy, indistinct. They tend to focus on enduring traits or subjective attributes of people (e.g., Edward is compassionate) rather than on overt, measurable behavior.

2. Medical professionalism is manifested by persons in specific clinical situations, what social psychologists call person X situation interactions. This means that evaluations of individual medical professionalism must be done by assessing a variety of behaviors in many situations, not just on a one-shot basis.

3. Problems in medical professionalism frequently originate from values conflicts. These are circumstances where the student or clinician must strike a balance between competing interests such as honesty vs. patient confidentiality. Appropriate professional behavior is easy to discern in the absence of conflict, yet clinical situations without some conflict are rare.

4. An individual’s resolution and judgment is manifest in the behavior s/he displays (e.g., telling the truth, withholding information, breaking confidentiality). The behavior we observe about an individual that is used for evaluation seems more objective than our inferences about the behavior. However, if all we evaluate is the overt behavior we have no way of knowing if the student truly comprehends the situation. Deeper probes are needed.

5. There is a pervasive reluctance among evaluators to transmit bad news. This is the widespread “MUM Effect,” not only observed in medical education evaluation but also in clinical practice and other endeavors. The “MUM Effect” must be acknowledged and addressed to assure honest evaluations of medical student professionalism.

A much more detailed and scholarly review about medical professionalism and its measurement has been published as a monograph recently. Interested readers are urged to obtain and use this resource.
How to Evaluate Professionalism

The Background discussion suggests that evaluating medical student professionalism is similar to Winston Churchill’s description of the 1940s Soviet Union: “A riddle, wrapped in a mystery, inside an enigma.” But clerkship directors are practical people who are responsible for evaluating and grading medical student professionalism every day, despite the flaws and uncertainties. What shall they do on Monday morning?

Specify Evaluation Criteria
A good place to start is a report of work done by Jon Veloski and colleagues12 that “… analyze[s] the measurement goals and the reliability and validity of the instruments used in studies related to the measurement of professionalism reported in the [medical education] literature over the past two decades” (p. 366). This work is summarized in Table 6.9.1, which is reproduced from the report by Veloski et al.258

Table 6.9.1 (Table 1) clearly shows that the attribute of professionalism that has been used most frequently to develop instruments for medical student evaluation over the past 20 years is Ethics, decision making and moral reasoning. This is followed, in order of decreasing frequency, by humanism, multiculturalism, and empathy down to self-assessment and mixed attributes. Table 6. distinguishes professionalism as one facet of [medical] competence (reported in nine studies) vs. professionalism as a comprehensive construct (reported in 11 studies). The table also points out other signs of medical professionalism that have been used for evaluation instrument development: abuse and harassment of students, housestaff; patient satisfaction; cheating; attitudes toward [medical] uncertainty; cynicism; and “turfing” (of patients to others).

Clerkship directors who are responsible for evaluating medical student professionalism must translate these broad and fuzzy evaluation criteria into measurable operational definitions. The operational definitions should include a situational component (e.g., truth telling in the outpatient clinic, oncology ward, MICU, etc.) that allow for tailored measurements in real or simulated circumstances. The goal is to isolate and measure facets of student professionalism that coincide with a particular clerkship’s goals. Professionalism priorities for pediatrics in Portland are unlikely to share ranks with radiology in Rochester. Variation in clerkship professionalism goals should be acknowledged and prized.

Measuring Professionalism

Once evaluation criteria are specified (evaluation “whats”) the responsible clerkship director will choose the best and most practical way to measure the professionalism outcome (evaluation “hows”). Table 6.9.1 identifies 16 measurement methods that can be used to evaluate student professionalism. They range from objective measurement methods including formal examinations, OSCEs, standardized patients, and simulations to more subjective measurement methods that are grounded in an evaluator’s perceptions and interpretations. Subjective measures include global and specific clinical ratings by students’ supervisors (attending physicians, fellows, residents); assessments by other clinicians (e.g., nurses, EMTs); patient ratings; peer assessments,259 self-assessments; and many others.
Table 6.9.1
Elements of Content Definition Used to Develop Instruments in 134 Studies Related to the Measurement of Professionalism, 1982–2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>No. of studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specific attributes of a professional</strong>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics, decision making moral reasoning†</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanism</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiculturalism</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deception in patient relationships, attitudes toward</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigent, care for</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes and communication</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality of patient data</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact with patients, appropriate/inappropriate</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional intelligence</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-assessment</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed attributes</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professionalism as one facet of competence</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Professionalism as a comprehensive construct</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other phenomena</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abuse and harassment of students, housestaff</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient satisfaction</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheating</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty, attitudes toward</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynicism</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turfing</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The list of attributes of a professional is empirical, having been derived from titles of the article, abstracts, purpose, or key terms provided by the reviewers. Each article was assigned to one category. However, the attributes in this list are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and the list is not intended to be exhaustive.
† The heterogeneous category “ethics” includes ethics, ethical decision-making skills, moral reasoning abilities, and related attributes.
Each of these methods of measuring student professionalism has strengths and limits depending on one’s evaluation goals and common situations of practice. Savvy clerkship directors will work hard to match evaluation tools with evaluation goals, recognizing that the fit is never perfect. They will also use quality control or audit mechanisms to routinely assess the reliability and validity of student evaluation data. High quality evaluation data, whether objective or subjective, is essential for both formative student feedback and summative student grading.

Descriptive evaluation, described in Chapter 6, Section 3, of this chapter, is especially well suited to measure medical student professionalism. In particular, the R-I-M-E Framework (student as reporter, interpreter, manager, and educator) is an excellent approach to capture instances of student professional behavior in a cumulative and consistent way during a clerkship. In reporter mode students must gather data about patients, use appropriate terminology, interact professionally with patients and staff, and fulfill their responsibilities consistently and reliably. As interpreters students identify and rank problems, explain patient problems, and formulate a differential diagnosis. The manager function has students suggesting diagnostic options and possible therapies. The educator role expects students to be self-directed learners and to share knowledge with the health care team. The authors of this section, David Carnahan and Paul Hemmer, report that third year students in their medicine clerkship are expected to master “reporter” skills and show evidence of progress toward the “interpreter” phase in order to advance. The “manager” and “educator” phases are best evaluated among fourth year medical students.

The R-I-M-E Framework provides many opportunities to collect and use descriptive data to evaluate student professionalism. Clerkship directors need to carefully consider the features of professionalism (i.e., criteria) they wish to evaluate and then build a R-I-M-E system that measures their intentions.

**Decision Making About Students**

Evaluation of medical student professionalism is done for a pragmatic reason, to make decisions about their advancement, promotion, or remediation. Decision-making about individual medical students is one of a clerkship director’s most important responsibilities. Judging student readiness to move ahead or keeping them behind is a tough job, frequently layered with emotion and doubt. Having a thoughtful, uniform, and systematic approach to decision-making about student professionalism makes the procedure predictable, manageable, and transparent. Such a system makes student and faculty roles and expectations plain and dispels anxieties about potential hidden agendas, grudges, and favoritism.

Thoughtful decision-making about individual medical students begins with an evaluation plan. The plan involves standardized evaluations so all students are assessed uniformly and fairly. It includes clear-cut evaluation criteria, measurement methods, student achievement standards, and mechanisms of data management and quality control. Such a system will have a uniform definition of professionalism for all students enrolled in a clerkship, a definition that is plain, public, and captured by evaluation tools. This results in no surprises for students and few complaints for faculty.
Section 10. Clerkship Examinations
Cyril Grum, MD

Introduction

End-of-clerkship examinations should be part of the evaluation process for all students in core clinical clerkships. These examinations should supplement clinical evaluations by attending physicians, preceptors, and house officers. Most clerkship directors subscribe to the philosophy that the evaluation of clinical performance should contribute the majority weight to the overall grade. However, end-of-clerkship objective examinations are an important component of a comprehensive evaluation process.

Purposes of Clerkship Examinations

Examinations motivate students to study. The assessment methods and content drive students’ learning more than any other single stimulus. Therefore, assessment methods should be matched to learning objectives. If it is desirable for students to memorize and recall answers, test memory and recall; to motivate students in their acquisition and application of knowledge, test knowledge and its application. For example, the National Board of Medical Examiners Subject Test motivates students to read and improve their knowledge base. This examination reinforces the importance of reading. It emphasizes that a sufficient knowledge base and ability to apply it to clinical situations is a critical part of clinical competence. However, multiple-choice tests cannot assess bedside history taking and physical examination skills, communication skills, or procedural skills.

End-of-clerkship evaluations are important to evaluate key features of students’ competence. Consider testing specific areas of knowledge, such as electrocardiogram interpretation, chest x-ray interpretation, or recognition of heart sounds, using a set of pass/fail quizzes at the end of the clerkship. Some clerkship directors require passing these quizzes as a course requirement, but do not use the scores in determining the final grade.

Examinations tend to segregate students (i.e., identify the top and bottom performers) to a greater degree than clinical evaluations.

In addition to evaluating students, examinations are helpful for evaluating the clerkship curriculum and the level to which a local curriculum meets national standards.

Assessment Options

National Board of Medical Examiners (NBME) Subject Tests
The NBME Subject Tests are available for all core clinical disciplines and are high-quality, psychometrically sound, clinical-vignette-based, multiple-choice examinations. Greater than 90% of students take the National Board of Medical Examiners’ Medicine Subject Exam at the end of the Medicine clerkship. This national, standardized examination should be supplemented by locally generated examinations that are tailored to the goals and objectives of the clerkship.

The NBME Subject Tests are national tests that assess a student’s overall knowledge in a clinical specialty. The Medicine Subject test reflects the Internal Medicine portion of USMLE
Step 2. An important advantage of the Subject Tests is that they have superb psychometric properties. The reliability (typically 0.75 to 0.85, Ripkey\textsuperscript{260}), validity and standardization of these examinations add to their desirability as an assessment modality.

Questions often arise regarding how the Subject Tests are developed and who writes the questions. Using medicine as an example, a committee composed of clerkship directors and residency program directors writes the questions. That is, educators who have extensive experience with students and residents determine the content and questions. The goal of the Medicine Subject Test Committee is to write questions that a first day intern in internal medicine should know. This is a person who has graduated from medical school and ready for a certain degree of independence, but still has senior residents and attending physicians to guide their practice.

The precise distribution of Subject Test questions must be confidential to preserve the test’s integrity. A description of the NBME Subject Examination Program can be found at:  
http://www.nbme.org/programs/SrvSubjectExams.asp

A general scheme of the distribution of Subject Exam questions is stated at:  
http://www.nbme.org/programs/subjexamsclin.asp

as well as a pdf file with some sample questions. It is clear that the Subject Test template and the learning objectives identified in the Core Medicine Clerkship Curriculum Guide\textsuperscript{261} are very similar. [The SGIM/CDIM Core Medicine Clerkship Curriculum Guide can be found at:  
http://www.im.org/AAIM/Pubs/Docs/CDIMCurriculumGuide/TableofContents.htm]

This should be no surprise as both the NBME and medical educators nationally feel that students should be tested about common problems that they are likely to see in an undifferentiated medical practice in the United States. The use of a national examination allows clerkship directors to gauge the performance of their students against national standards.\textsuperscript{262} The NBME scores the examination and reports scores to the school. The subject exam reports are sent to the chief proctor at each school via the web on a weekly basis. The chief proctors can download a pdf file of the results and send them to the clerkship director. In addition, the Subject Test program provides an item analysis, thereby allowing a clerkship director to identify specific areas where their students are particularly strong or weak. Fees for the 2005-2006 Subject exam administration are $32 per test per examinee. Fee structure is posted at:  
http://www.nbme.org/programs/subjexfees.asp

The exam must be proctored. An extensive “Information Guide” as well as a “Test Administration Handbook” is available as a pdf file:  
http://www.nbme.org/programs/medsch.asp.

It is also important to recognize what NBME Subject Tests do not address. Specifically, the NBME Subject Exam does not address students’ clinical skills, or professional or personal attributes. Although the Subject Test allows comparison with a nationally accepted standard, it does not specifically evaluate whether the local curriculum is effectively delivered.

In essence, a “Subject Exam” is an end-of-third-year examination. Since the Subject Test program was not specifically designed as an end-of-clerkship exam, this may pose some minor problems for clerkships that are given early in the year, but should not be a consideration for clerkships given in the second half of the junior year.\textsuperscript{248, 262-264} The Score Interpretation Guide that comes from the NBME with each medicine subject test results indicates that for Internal Medicine the mean score on the subject exams increases only 2.4 points over the course of the year (this data is based on the first time exam takers for the 2001-2002 academic year). The mean score is 72.6 for examinees taking the medicine subject exam in the first quarter of the
year and increases gradually to 75.0 for those students taking it the last quarter of the academic year.

The number of clerkship directors who use the NBME Medicine Subject Test has increased over the past 15 years.\textsuperscript{80, 204, 265} Reasons may include the difficulty and time commitment needed to produce a local examination that is valid and reliable, as well as the increasing match between the content of the Subject Exam questions and the core clerkship objectives. The NBME continues to express interest in working with clerkship directors to develop examinations that satisfy clerkship needs\textsuperscript{266} Clerkship directors often serve on NBME writing committees. The integral involvement of clerkship directors in the generation of the Subject exam, helps to ensure that questions are relevant and at the appropriate level.

The last survey of clerkship directors by CDIM in the spring of 1999, indicated that 83\% of the clerkships are using the NBME Subject Exam, representing greater than 90\% of all US third year medical students.\textsuperscript{204} Hemmer and colleagues reported in 2002 that over the past decade presiding schools using the NMBE Medicine Subject Exam has increased from 66 to 83\% whereas the clerkship using a faculty written examination has decreased from 46\% to 27\%. Since the publication of Hemmer's paper in 2002, these trends have continued. The 1999 survey also indicated that 80\% of schools set a passing score, which is required for successful completion of the clerkship. An analysis utilizing 50 clerkship directors by the National Board using a Hofstee method to set passing score indicated that a mean score of 60 for passing, with a standard deviation of 2. The range of passing scores in this analysis was between 53 and 64. This information is included with subject exam results. The exam contributes approximately 25\% to the student’s final clerkship grade.\textsuperscript{204} The CDIM survey indicated that approximately a quarter of the clerkships use written examinations developed by local faculty and a quarter use standardized patient exams. Clerkship directors typically allow students one additional opportunity to retake the subject exam if they fail it on the first time,\textsuperscript{204} but most do not allow additional retests after failing the exam for the second time. Students who fail the subject exam retakes are often given a failing grade for the clerkship and are prescribed some type of remediation.

The National Board of Medical Examiners’s Medicine Subject Exam is very convenient to use, has extremely strong psychometric properties and is relatively inexpensive to administer. These factors contribute to the fact that the vast majority of clerkships use them and has also led to a decrease in use of faculty-developed examination over the past decades. Clerkship directors have approached the National Board of Medical Examiners to improve the subject exam, especially to have more input in shaping the content of the exam.\textsuperscript{266} The National Board has responded by developing a process of flexible blueprinting which is anticipated to be available in future years so that clerkship directors will be able to tailor a subject exam to their local environment.

**Faculty-generated Examinations**

**One-best-answer Multiple Choice Examinations**

Faculty-generated written examinations to test knowledge and its application can be developed based on multiple-choice or extended matching formats. Both formats use patient-case vignettes. Attaining acceptable reliability and validity on examinations generated in-house is difficult.

Examinations generated by local faculty have the advantage of testing specific knowledge and clinical skills relevant to that particular clerkship and curriculum. Therefore, local examinations theoretically should have high content validity.
However, there are several potential disadvantages: the psychometric characteristics (especially reliability) are often poor, questions may be included that have not been previously validated, and question quality may be poor. Test construction and grading require considerable faculty time and effort, which is increasingly difficult to acquire. Furthermore, many faculty have not been trained in examination development and question writing and, therefore, cannot be expected to write high quality questions. Poor quality questions that do not reflect the important content often help test-wise students and do not assess their overall knowledge and ability to apply it. Finally, local examinations cannot be used to determine student performance against national standards.

Despite these drawbacks, having an examination process that includes both national standards as well as locally generated examinations is appealing pedagogically. Local examinations have “content validity” and may make students confident they are being examined regarding material their own faculty feel is important. In addition, the use of local examinations reinforces the educational mission of all medical centers and reminds the faculty that evaluation of students is a critical part of the overall teaching process.

If faculty will generate multiple choice examinations to test knowledge locally, an excellent manual exists that will help them improve the quality of these multiple choice questions. This manual entitled “Constructing Written Test Questions for the Basic and Clinical Sciences”, 3rd Edition, written by Susan Case and David Swanson is available as a pdf file at the NBME website: http://www.nbme.org/about/itemwriting.asp. This manual reviews issues related to technical item flaws and issues related to item content. The manual also helps staff to review statistical indices of item quality after test administration. An overview of the standard setting techniques is also provided.

The National Board of Medical Examiners also provides periodically item-writing workshops to help faculty construct better quality multiple choice questions. These are available by special arrangement and usually takes place at the host medical school.

**Essay and Other Open-end Question Examinations**

Faculty-generated essay questions and other open-ended questions have some pedagogic appeal. However, unless there are only a small group of students per rotation or faculty who are extremely motivated to grade examinations, the time-intensive nature of these examinations makes them infeasible. In addition, it is very difficult to ensure reliability with open-ended responses.

**Oral Examinations**

Faculty-administered oral examinations, once used frequently as end of clerkship assessment in internal medicine are now used rarely because they are not sufficiently reliable and require considerable faculty time to administer.

Oral examinations can assess students’ ability to reason and to problem solve, as well as assessing overall factual knowledge. Assessment of factual knowledge using oral examinations is often significantly less precise than using written examinations, whether they are from the National Board of Medical Examiners or locally generated. Furthermore, the logistics of administering an oral examination, as well as determining reliability and validity, can be formidable. Many factors contribute to low reliability. Typical oral examinations allow time for the student to be presented with only one or two clinical scenarios. The student’s ability to
perform well in these scenarios may be a reflection of whether the student encountered a patient with a similar problem during a clinical rotation. Although overall performance of a class on oral examinations may be a useful indicator of the class’s experience and level of competence, an individual student may score quite high or quite low on the examination, based on the randomness of clinical material rather than an evaluation of their ability. Oral examinations are often administered by many faculty members, leading to variability in examiners’ assessment of a particular student. Furthermore, very few faculty examiners have been trained in the process of administering oral examinations and often there is no standardization among the examiners. These factors all contribute to a very low inter-rater reliability. The time-consuming nature of the examination for faculty and students has added to their unpopularity. On the other hand, oral examinations often are a powerful motivating force for students to study and review core material.

If an oral examination is used, it would be wise to limit its scope and standardize it as much as possible. For example, students may be asked to submit a list of patient problems they encountered on a particular rotation. The faculty member limits the oral examination to questions about these specific clinical problems. Oral examinations are currently used much less frequently than NBME Subject Tests or locally generated written examinations. When they are used, they are usually weighted less heavily for determining grades than other examinations.

**Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCE)**

A clinical practical examination, an objective structured clinical examination (OSCE), assesses students’ performance regarding specific clinical skills, usually involving the evaluation of standardized patients. (see Chapter 6, Section 8, [Standardized Patients]) This assessment method is being used increasingly and is a viable method for assessing clinical and interpersonal skills that cannot be assessed using multiple-choice examinations. Over the last decade the number of clerkships using standardized patient exams has increased from 2% in 1989 to 27.5% in 1999. This mode of examination is increasing exponentially, largely in part to the addition of a clinical skills exam to USMLE Step 2. OSCEs are becoming increasingly popular to assess specific clinical skills at the end of clerkships because they are perceived as being more objective than evaluations received from attending physicians and house officers. The addition of an OSCE component to the USMLE Step 2 Examination, during the academic year 2004-2005, indicates both the popularity of and satisfaction with this examination technique. The presence of a USMLE Step 2 clinical skills exam will further amplify the development of OSCEs at all medical schools. Background research by the National Board of Medical Examiners prior to the implementation of the clinical skills exam indicated that the general public feels quite strongly that clinical skills are necessary for each physician and should be tested. A Harris Interactive survey was conducted by telephone within the US between December 12 and 16, 2002, among a nationwide cross section of 1,023 adults (ages 18+): http://www.usmle.org/news/Step2CSNews/Harris.asp. The survey concluded that an overwhelming majority of Americans consider good clinical and communication skills critical for physicians and believe students should pass an examination that tests these skills before receiving their medical licenses: http://www.usmle.org/news/Step2CSNews/newsrelease2503.htm

Students, faculty, and the general public have the perception that OSCEs test specific clinical skills that are necessary for each physician to possess. As a result, the face validity of the examination is quite high. The OSCE has high face validity because the cases can simulate
experiences the students have encountered during clinical rotations and core competencies that will be necessary for internship and beyond. OSCEs can be designed to test any particular facet of students’ clinical skills including ability to take a directed history, to perform various aspects of the physical exam, to interpret laboratory and x-ray studies, and to make clinical decisions about specific clinical problems. In its simplest format, an OSCE can present clinical case scenarios including laboratory data, chest x-rays, EKGs, and photographs of clinical findings, but not include standardized patients.

OSCEs have the disadvantage of being very labor intensive and costly because standardized patients must be recruited, trained, and compensated. Standardized patients can be individuals who are taught to simulate a particular disease or who have stable physical findings. Although many Internal Medicine Clerkships have added an OSCE as an end-of-clerkship examination, it may be less expensive and time-consuming to administer a cross-clerkship OSCE at the end of the third year. In addition, a centralized, multidisciplinary examination is likely to be of higher quality than department-based end-of-clerkship examinations.

Lessons from Research on Clerkship Exams

Locally generated examinations may be based on different premises and may test different characteristics than NBME Subject Tests. For example, a locally generated diagnostic pattern recognition examination, administered at the end of the clerkship, features brief patient vignettes that describe classic presentations of common diseases. Students identify the correct diagnosis from an extended matching list of between 16 to 26 diagnoses. The overall correlation with the NBME Medicine Subject Test is quite high, although about 10% of students performed about a standard deviation higher and 10% a standard deviation lower than on the Subject Test. This suggests that the students’ ability to recognize common diagnostic problems may be independent of their ability to perform well on a knowledge-based examination such as the NBME Medical Subject Test.

The similarities between the Subject Exam and USMLE Step 2 may allow for some inferences as significantly more research has been done on the USMLE Step 2 than has been done on the Subject Exam. The validity of the USMLE Step 2 Clinical Knowledge Exam has recently been examined by addressing the degree to which experts view exam content as clinically relevant and appropriate to Step 2. The underlying principle of USMLE Step 2 is to assess whether an individual can apply medical knowledge, skills and understanding clinical science essential for the provision of safe and effective patient care under supervision (i.e., a new intern on the first day of internship). Cuddy and co-investigators asked 27 experts to individually rate the clinical relevance and appropriateness of 150 questions. They demonstrated that 92% of expert judgments indicated that the item content was clinically relevant, 90% indicated that the content was appropriate for Step 2 and 85% indicated the content was used in clinical practice. The regression analysis indicated that the more difficult items and the more frequently used items were considered more appropriate for Step 2. The results indicated the majority of item content is clinically relevant and appropriate, providing important validation support for the USMLE Step 2 Exam.

NBME Subject Tests and end-of-clerkship examinations reflect cumulative knowledge, including that acquired from basic science courses and prior clinical experiences. Therefore, they are not pure assessments of the knowledge acquired during a particular clerkship. To determine what knowledge was acquired during a clerkship itself, assessment of prior knowledge or control for prior experience must be documented. In practice, this is usually done only for medical education research purposes. Clerkship directors recognize that students in the latter half of the
year are likely to have significantly increased knowledge, skills and attitudes compared to students early in the year. One reasonable approach, therefore, is to evaluate student Subject Test performance based on the timing of the clerkship, and use a “normative” method to compare one student with others taking the clerkship at the same time (see Chapter 6, Section 2). Literature on this subject has produced variable results. In one study, different versions of the NBME Subject Test were given on the first and last day of a medicine clerkship to all students over 2 consecutive years. Students’ mean scores were equally low at the beginning of the clerkship regardless of when they took the clerkship or which other clerkships they had previously taken. However, students in the second half of the year had greater improvement in performance at the end of the clerkship than their colleagues at the beginning of the year. The experience of many clerkship directors nationally has shown that students’ performance on the NBME Subject Tests and other examinations tends to be higher as experience increases during the third year. Since this reflects higher student achievement later in the year, a “criterion-based” system of evaluation would accept a rise in clerkship grades later in the year as an appropriate reflection of this. Furthermore, relating subject examination performance to patient experiences and, by inference, curriculum, has proven elusive: students having an ambulatory experience in third year did not perform better than those who did not on questions categorized by clerkship directors as “ambulatory” in content. 

A recent study has indicated that the NBME Subject Test might be one of the more discriminating indicators when calculating student grades. This study involved an Obstetrics and Gynecology Clerkship, which has many similarities to other clerkships. Student final performance was calculated by weighing clinical performance 60%, formal presentation 10%, oral exam 10% and the NBME Subject Test score 20%. Of these four indicators, only the NBME Subject Test score was normally distributed. The clinical performance score and the formal presentation scores were highly skewed, the oral examination scores was slightly skewed. The NBME Subject Test was the most highly correlated (r=.86) with the overall clerkship performance; much higher than the Clinical Performance, formal presentation score, or oral examination. The NBME Subject Test explained 74% of the variance in the overall clerkship performance. Although this study was done in an Obstetrics and Gynecology clerkship, there are lessons for all clerkships as clinical evaluations also tend to be highly skewed. Grade inflation has also been reported in the Internal Medicine Clerkship. The clinical assessment is only a marginal discriminator of final performance because of the high degree of clustering at the high end of the performance spectrum. This author also found a very weak correlation between the NBME Subject Test scores and all the other major categories of assessment tools that they use. This would indicate that different categories of performance indicators are functionally independent measures of clinical achievement.

In-clerkship exams have been assessed to see if they can identify students with insufficient knowledge during the medicine clerkship. This concept is similar to the in-training evaluation that is a common feature in internal medicine residency programs. In-clerkship tests have identified students who are at risk of failing an end-of-clerkship examination. Unfortunately, counseling did not improve final examination pass rates.

There is much interest in the relationship between student performance on the new USMLE Clinical Skills Exam and the USMLE Step 2 Clinical Knowledge Exam. Prior to the implementation of the Clinical Skills Exam, the National Board of Medical Examiners performed a study examining this relationship in 858 fourth year medical students participating in the 2002 Clinical Skills Examination Field Test and 6,372 international medical graduates who took the exam for the first time. The results show only modest correlations, ranging from .16 to .38, between scores from a standardized patient exam of clinical skills and those from the multiple-
choice Clinical Knowledge Exam. One should exercise some caution in interpreting this result because the stakes for the US students taking this exam were relatively low (it was not required for licensure as it is now). This study provides evidence that the Clinical Skills Examination provides information about examinees that is not available in the Clinical Knowledge Exam.

**Section 11 Writing Multiple-choice Questions**  
*Ruth-Marie E. Fincher, M.D.*

The purpose of this section is to assist faculty in constructing high-quality, multiple-choice questions (items) that evaluate students’ knowledge, and their ability to apply it to clinical situations. Improvements and innovations in multiple-choice item formats, especially extended matching, allow item writers to simulate real clinical cases more closely than previously. Learning to write multiple-choice items using the formats of the National Board of Medical Examiners (NBME) produces higher-quality items. Therefore, all faculty who write multiple-choice items for examinations should master the principles of item writing.

The NBME uses items that are "one best answer" (type A, or matching); therefore, I will discuss only these types. I recommend avoiding other types of multiple-choice items, such as K-type (1, 2, and 3 only, 1 and 3 only, etc), multiple true/false, or A-B-Both-Neither. You should also provide the reference range of laboratory values unless you are testing the students' recall of the values. Generally, the goal is to assess the students' understanding of any divergence from normal, not whether they know the normal values. Normal values are given on USMLE Step examinations and NBME Subject Tests. In addition to the following discussion on writing multiple-choice items, *Improving Student Assessment: Evaluation in the Basic and Clinical Sciences* by Case and Swanson is an excellent reference and it is available online (www.nbme.org/about/publications.asp)

**Multiple-choice, One-best-answer Items**

Multiple-choice, one-best-answer items require the student to select the single best response.

**One-best-answer Item Types:**

- **Single item stem** (Type A) consists of a single stem, usually with four or five response options. You may use three or more than five options.

- **Extended Matching** (Type R) consists of a set of 2 to 10 items, with 5 to 26 matching option responses.

Both item types can test recall or application of clinical knowledge. Strive to test application of knowledge rather than merely recall of information.

**Recall vs. Application of Knowledge Examples:**

**Example #1: Recall**

Which of the following is the most common physical finding in patients with pulmonary embolus?

- A. Jugular venous distension
- B. Right ventricular heave
C. S3 gallop  
D. Tachypnea*  
E. Unilateral leg swelling

This question tests recall of an isolated fact. In contrast, the following item requires the student to apply knowledge to a clinical situation, rather than simply recall a fact. (The correct answer is indicated by the asterisk - *)

**Example #2: Application of Knowledge**

A 66-year-old woman had the abrupt onset of shortness of breath and left-sided pleuritic chest pain 1 hour ago. She had been recovering well since a colectomy for colon cancer 2 days ago. Blood pressure is 160/90 mm Hg, pulse is 120/min, and respirations are 32/min. She is diaphoretic. Breath sounds are audible bilaterally, but inspiratory effort is decreased, S1 and S2 are normal, and jugular veins are not distended. Which of the following is the most likely cause of her acute condition?

A. Acute myocardial infarction  
B. Dissecting aortic aneurysm  
C. Pneumonia  
D. Pneumothorax  
E. Pulmonary embolus*

**Example #3: Application of Knowledge (Higher order)**

The following example tests higher order application of knowledge than the previous question.  
A 66-year-old woman comes to the emergency department because of dyspnea and pleuritic chest pain for 1 hour. Her blood pressure is 160/90 mm Hg, pulse is 120/min, and respirations are 30/min. Her lungs are clear to auscultation. S1 and S2 are normal, and no murmur or gallop is heard. Electrocardiogram shows sinus tachycardia and nonspecific ST and T wave changes. Portable chest x-ray shows poor inspiratory effort and clear lung fields. Laboratory studies show:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WBC</td>
<td>12000/mm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematocrit</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial blood gas (room air)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO₂</td>
<td>62 mm Hg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCO₂</td>
<td>30 mm Hg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which of the following is the most appropriate next diagnostic step?

A. Cardiac catheterization  
B. CT scan of the chest  
C. Echocardiogram  
D. Pulmonary arteriography  
E. Ventilation-perfusion lung scan*

The student must suspect the most probable diagnosis (pulmonary embolus) and determine the next appropriate diagnostic procedure.
Patients usually present with signs and symptoms, not a diagnosis. Therefore, write examination questions that replicate the process of clinical problem solving. Questions such as "Which of the following is true about polymyalgia rheumatica?" or worse yet, "Which of the following is not true about polymyalgia rheumatica?" do not elicit clinical thinking. They are a series of true-false statements.

**Constructing One-best-answer Questions (Type A)**

*The stem and question or lead-in statement*

The stem should be a clinical vignette, whenever possible, and consist of all or some of the following, in this order:

- Patient's age and gender (include race only if it is important to the question)
- Presenting symptom(s)
- Pertinent history (be sure time sequences are clear)
- Pertinent physical
- Pertinent laboratory findings

The question or lead-in statement at the end of the stem should be clear and answerable without having read the options for the answer.

Examples of good lead-in questions/statements are:

Which of the following is the most likely diagnosis? or The most likely diagnosis is:
Which of the following is the most appropriate next step in treatment?
Which of the following is the most likely explanation for the patient's findings?
Treatment with which of the following could have prevented the patient's condition?
Which of the following put the patient at risk for this condition?

Examples of poor lead-in statements or questions are:

Each of the following statements about_____ is correct except:
Which of the following statements about______ is correct?

Questions or lead-in statements such as these are imprecise and nearly always contain heterogeneous options (e.g., mixture of diseases, laboratory data, mechanisms of disease, treatments, complications).
The Responses (Options)

The stem should be longer any options, as demonstrated:

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

A. XXXXXXXXXXX
B. XXXXXXXXXXX
C. XXXXXXXXXXX
D. XXXXXXXXXXX
E. XXXXXXXXXXX

Good responses (options) should:

- Be homogeneous, i.e., responses should be all diagnoses, all tests, or all mechanisms of disease, etc. Do not mix categories of responses! This is a cardinal sin of item writing!
- Be approximately the same length.
- Have a grammatically correct ending to the lead-in statement or answer to the question.
- Not include "None of the above" and "all of the above."
- Not be tricky or picky questions. The goal is to assess knowledge and its application, not test-taking ability.
- Be alphabetized. Item writers have a tendency for the correct answer to be in one position more frequently than the others (e.g., “B”).

Example #4: Flawed one-best-answer item

A 7-year-old girl is brought to a physician’s office by her mother complaining of chronic abdominal pain, irritability and crankiness. Her mother also hints there may be family problems. Which of the following would be most helpful to aid understanding of this patient’s problem?

A. Elicit further information about the family problems and other potential stressors.
B. Perform a physical examination.
C. Reassure the mother that it is a normal phase her daughter is going through.
D. Refer the girl to a gastroenterologist.
E. Refer parents for marital counseling.

The flaws in this item include:

- The clinical findings in the stem are inadequate
- The stem does not pose a clear question
- One cannot arrive at the correct answer without looking at the options
- The options are heterogeneous
- The distracters (wrong answers) are not of similar length or complexity
- The wording in the stem is unclear. Who is complaining of pain, patient or mother?
Example #5: Better written one-best-answer item

A 20-year-old woman, accompanied by her mother, comes to the emergency department because she has had chest pain for 2 hours. The pain began while she was sitting at home, and was accompanied by palpitations, light-headedness, and difficulty breathing. Four months ago, while at a mall, she experienced the sudden onset of similar symptoms. She has had three similar attacks while shopping, each of which spontaneously resolved after 10 minutes. For the past month she has been afraid to leave the house because she feared recurrence of symptoms. Physical examination, blood glucose, and EKG are normal. Which of the following is the most likely diagnosis?

A. Generalized Anxiety Disorder  
B. Hypochondriasis  
C. Panic disorder*  
D. Simple phobia  
E. Social phobia

Constructing Matching Items (Type R)

Matching items more closely resemble actual clinical situations than other multiple-choice-item formats. Consequently they evaluate students’ diagnostic and management skills more accurately. Extended matching questions offer the opportunity to write items that cross disciplines because of the larger number of possible options (Examples 7 and 8). For example, an item about causes of altered mental status could have options that include cardiac, pulmonary, metabolic, psychiatric, and neurologic possibilities. This technique counters the tendency of students and faculty to compartmentalize knowledge by specialty.

Extended matching items require a computer-readable answer sheet that has more than the usual five choices (A-E). Some answer sheets allow up to 10 responses (A-J); others allow up to 26 options (A-Z).

Elements of a well-constructed extended matching set

- Theme
- Lead-in statement
- Option list
- At least two item stems.

Theme: Each matching set needs a theme, for example, chest pain, depressive symptoms, or abdominal pain. Identify the theme before writing a matching set.

Lead-in-statement: This statement tells the student the theme of the set and what to do. For example, "For each patient with chest pain, select the most likely diagnosis," or "For each patient with fever, select the most appropriate next diagnostic test."

List of options: Make a list of possible responses for your theme. There must be at least five responses, but the number is limited only by the number of options on the computer scan sheet. Forcing students to choose from longer lists of possible options more closely simulates real clinical situations. The option list should include only one option type (e.g., diagnoses, drugs). Options that cross disciplines make the set more closely resemble a real-life situation.
Item Stems: Clinical vignettes used in matching questions should be similar to those used in the stems of Type A questions. Each vignette in a set should contain the same amount and type of information. Most stems in R-type items are no more than five lines long. A knowledgeable student should be able to determine the correct response by reading the stem, without looking at the list of options.

Example #6: Extended matching item set

Theme: Fatigue

Options:
A. Cushing's disease
B. Acute intermittent porphyria
C. Congestive heart failure
D. Major depression
E. Epstein-Barr virus infection
F. Folate deficiency
G. Dysthymic disorder
H. Hyperthyroidism
I. Hypothyroidism
J. Mitral valve prolapse
K. Lyme disease
L. Bipolar disorder
M. Substance abuse
N. Vitamin B12 deficiency

Lead-in: For each patient with fatigue, select the most likely diagnosis.

Stems:

1. A 19-year-old woman has had fatigue, fever, and sore throat for 1 week. Her temperature is 38.3°C (101°F). Examination reveals cervical lymphadenopathy and splenomegaly. Leukocyte count is 5000/mm³ (80% lymphocytes, many of which look atypical). Serum aspartate amino-transferase (AST, SGOT) is 200 IU/L. Serum bilirubin concentration and serum alkaline phosphatase are within the reference range. (Answer: E)

2. For the past 2 months, a 50-year-old woman has been fatigued and “lacked energy.” She has gained 15 pounds in the same time interval. Physical examination reveals delayed deep tendon reflexes. (Answer: I)
Example #7: Extended matching item set

Theme: Chest Pain

Options:
- A. Angina pectoris
- B. Aortic stenosis
- C. Costochondritis
- D. Dissecting aortic aneurysm
- E. Gastro-esophageal reflux
- F. Herpes zoster
- G. Mitral valve prolapse
- H. Myocardial infarction
- I. Panic disorder
- J. Pericarditis
- K. Pulmonary embolus

Lead-in: For each patient with chest pain, select the most likely cause.

Stems:
1. For 1 hour, a 72-year-old man has had worsening chest pain that feels like "someone tearing my chest." The pain radiates to his back. Blood pressure is 160/90 mm Hg in the right arm and 105/70 mm Hg in the left arm. A murmur of aortic regurgitation, not previously present, is heard. (Answer: D)

2. For 12 hours, a 28-year-old woman has had anterior chest pain made worse by deep breathing or lying supine. She has had systemic lupus erythematosus for 4 years. There is a friction rub over her left sternal border. (Answer: J)

3. A 48-year-old man has recurrent episodes of burning chest pain located at the level of the lower sternum. The episodes last 15 to 45 minutes and are frequently relieved by antacids. The pain is often precipitated by lying supine or eating a large meal. (Answer: E)

4. A 60-year-old woman has severe burning, left-sided chest pain that radiates from the mid-sternum around the left side of the chest to the back. Touching the skin over the involved area lightly with a Q-tip causes an unpleasant, burning sensation. Lung and cardiovascular examinations are normal. The skin over the affected area appears normal. Electrocardiogram is normal. (Answer: F)

5. A 22-year-old man has had persistent chest pain over, and to the left of, the upper sternum for 3 days. He describes it as a "nuisance ache," aggravated by lifting weights. Blood pressure, and cardiac and lung examinations are normal. The pain is reproduced by pressure at the junction of the upper left thoracic ribs and the sternum. (Answer: C)
### Table 6.11.1. Item-writing Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guideline</th>
<th>Practical Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address important concepts</td>
<td>Follow an examination blueprint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write clinical vignettes whenever possible</td>
<td>Present information in order: age and gender, history, physical examination, laboratory data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Write a focused question or lead-in statement         | Should be able to answer without reading options. Ask: “Can question be answered without looking at the options?”
|                                                        | e.g., “What is the most likely diagnosis?” or “The most likely cause is:”               |
| Write homogeneous options                             | All diagnoses, all laboratory tests, all outcomes. It is easy to write homogeneous options if the lead-in is focused. |
| Alphabetize options                                   | This addresses the tendency for a certain option to be correct more often than others |
| Avoid ambiguous phrases                                | e.g., may, usually, frequently, rarely
|                                                        | How often is usually? Frequently? Rarely?                                              |
| Avoid absolute phrases                                 | E.g., always, never
|                                                        | These are almost always wrong answers                                                  |
| Avoid implausible or inconsistent options             | Options should be:
|                                                        |   - Plausible and not deceptive
|                                                        |   - Same length
|                                                        |   - Same perspective (e.g., all positive or all negative)                              |
| Avoid overlapping numeric responses                    | e.g., A. 10-25
|                                                        |   B. 20-40                                                                             |
| Do not use “all of the above” or “none of the above”  | Include more than one point in the same response if necessary
|                                                        |   e.g., A. Murmur, fever, fatigue rather than
|                                                        |     A. Murmur
|                                                        |     B. Fever
|                                                        |     C. Fatigue
|                                                        |     D. All of the above                                                               |
| Avoid unnecessarily long or tricky options            | Test knowledge, not ability to interpret what item means                               |
| All options should be the same relative length        | Correct answer is usually the longest                                                 |
| Be sure options are grammatically correct with lead-in| Grammatically incorrect responses are almost always incorrect                         |
| Do not repeat a word from the lead-in in the options  | Cues the correct answer                                                               |

### Constructing the Examination

As the clerkship director, you are responsible for the quality of the examination even if you do not write most of the items. Ensure that the individual items are high quality and that the overall examination assesses knowledge of the important concepts of the clerkship. Topics that are easy to write examination questions for may not be the most important topics to assess on the examination. It is helpful to follow these steps when constructing an examination:
• Develop an examination blueprint. The blueprint should list the topics to be covered on the examination (e.g., chest pain, fatigue, prevalence, specificity, ectopic pregnancy) and the domain to be assessed (e.g., definition, diagnosis, management, interpretation of data).

• Teach faculty how to write multiple-choice items consistent with the format used on the examination. Even 1-hour item-writing workshops are helpful.

• Ask faculty to submit items that follow the examination blueprint. Many of the items probably will be poorly written and will require considerable editing.

• Select the items for the examination during a test construction meeting where the contributing authors read their items aloud, followed by discussion, questions, improvements, and an accept/reject decision. Faculty are likely to resist the process because they must submit items far enough ahead of the administration date to allow time for review and editing, and because item writing becomes a “public,” rather than “private,” process. Remind the group the goal is to produce the highest quality items, not to defend one’s submissions. The process is worth the effort and produces higher quality examinations.\textsuperscript{286, 288}

If this approach is not feasible, edit submitted items and return them to the author for further input or approval. After you are satisfied with the quality of the examination, ask a colleague to review the examination critically prior to its administration. Ask the colleague to read the examination as if through the eyes of a student. Reviewing the examination without the answer key helps to highlight ambiguities that might otherwise be missed.

Summary

Written examinations are an important modality for assessing clinical competence. While many medical schools use externally developed examinations, such as the National Board Subject Tests, some departments develop their own clerkship examination. Examination items should cover important concepts and assess students’ ability to apply knowledge to clinical situations or solve a clinical problem. They should not primarily test recall of factual information, and they should minimize the likelihood that test-wise students will be able to answer items correctly without clinical knowledge or problem-solving skills.

Section 12. Setting Standards in Clerkship Examinations

\textit{Julia Corcoran, MD}

Clerkship Tests

Tests add a great deal to a clerkship. They serve several purposes – a motivator for student study, an assessment of student knowledge, an objective contribution to grade assignment and a tool for evaluating clerkship teaching. Nearly all clinical clerkships rely heavily on faculty appraisals of student performance for grade assignments; most also add a testing component. This section complements Chapter 6, Section 9 which describes available testing methods, and focuses on how individual exams are graded. Section 13 extends this discussion to how grades of specific examinations are combined with teachers’ grades into a summary clerkship grade.
Testing vs. Performance Appraisal

Testing can be more “objective” than performance appraisals in a clinical clerkship. Tests lack the “halo effect” that an energetic, youthful student can generate. They can also sample a larger portion of the knowledge domain, allowing the student to demonstrate a breadth as well as depth.

Performance appraisal by medical faculty, notoriously, have a limited range of responses, tend to be skewed toward the upper end of the scale and often lack specific descriptors or examples of the student’s clinical performance. Even when the appraisal form is well constructed (Likert-type scale of seven to nine, behaviorally anchored evaluation points), more than 7 faculty evaluations are necessary to balance out doves, hawks and indifferent appraisers. Furthermore, it is difficult to obtain a critique that can be used for feedback. “The best student I have ever worked with” doesn’t help the student constructively any more than the lack of negative critique for the struggling student. Clerkship tests can be used to pick out the good student from the poor student and to offer feedback rarely forthcoming from faculty appraisals of student performance. (for contrasting discussion of teachers’ evaluations, see Chapter 6, Section 3)

Reliability and Validity

For tests to serve the purposes noted in the first paragraph they must have reliability and validity. Reliability is a quality of a specific test. Reliable tests perform consistently (well or poorly) within and between groups of students. They correctly identify students who are achieving at, above and below an accepted level. Statistical models can help assess the reliability of tests (alpha), test items (p) and evaluators (inter-rater reliability). These statistical models help to determine how much of the variance in scores is related to student knowledge of the subject vs. test flaws and other unexplained sources. (for definitions of terms, see also Chapter 6, Section 2)

Validity is not a quality of the test score, but of the meaning and inferences drawn from that score. Older concepts of validity concentrated on validity of content (representation of the subject area), construct (is the test proper for the skill i.e. an essay to judge writing) and criterion (does the information correlate with other findings). The current concept of validity is that of a unified hypothesis. Validating a test is the process of collecting empirical data and logical arguments to support that our inferences (grades assigned) are correct Ultimately, validity is achieved when grades correctly indicate a certain level of skill or knowledge in the clerkship domain. Validating requires correlations and corroborations rather than straightforward statistical analysis. Kerfoot et al. present a flowchart for the iterative process of validating a test for students on a Urology rotation. An example of corroborative evidence for validity of a Pediatrics final examination is provided by a correlation study by Hijazi et al.

Testing Options: What, When, If and How

Tests should be appropriate to the situation, and several examples follow. In a 2-week or 4-week elective clerkship on a subspecialty service with a single student involved, it would be difficult to develop and validate a long multiple choice examination (MCQ). In that setting, a collection of short essays or an oral examination (constructed responses - CR) may be more useful at the end of the rotation (summative). In an 8-12 week rotation, however, it might be quite possible to develop and validate local MCQ exams, administer a National Board of
Medical Examiners Subject Test (NBME Shelf Test), create an objective structured clinical examination (OSCE) with standardized patients or an oral examination with faculty. (see also Chapter 6, Section 10) During longer clerkships, even first-day testing (formative) might also be possible in order to identify students at risk of failing the clerkship final examination. Hemmer et al.\textsuperscript{292} and Denton et al.\textsuperscript{210} have explored this approach in the Medicine clerkship. Early feedback increases detection, but not necessarily improvement in student performance. Nonetheless, identifying these students and trying to make sure they have the necessary preparation also adds validity to the process.

Table 6.12.1 summarizes the pros and cons of the commonly used test formats.

**Planning the Test: Blue Printing**

It seems rather obvious that tests should be planned to reflect the course. Documentation of that plan is referred to as the test blueprint. This documentation serves as evidence toward the validity of the test.

To develop a blue print, the faculty must establish what knowledge content is important, which skills are important and which domains are to be examined (e.g. book knowledge, clinical skills, technical skills, communication skill, professionalism), the level of cognition demanded (recall, application, problem solving, etc) and the relative importance of each element. The content of the examination should be linked tightly to the curriculum of the clerkship. For example, asking random Pediatric questions on an Obstetrics and Gynecology examination detracts from the validity and reliability of the Ob-Gyne examination by adding unnecessary variance. Student scores will depend on factors other than knowledge about Ob-Gyn. Blue prints should be developed for all tests, whether MCQ, CR or OSCE.

An example of a blue print for our Third-Year Surgery Clerkship midterm is found below. The percentage of content for each subspecialty was determined by the amount of time and objectives devoted to each within the clerkship. In addition, we surveyed our objectives in each of the subspecialty domains to determine where it fell on the Bloom’s taxonomy of mastery of knowledge: recall (remembrance or recitation of facts), application (able to apply knowledge such as interpretation of tables, etc) or problem solving (using knowledge in a novel situation to solve the problem, also called synthesis).\textsuperscript{61}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Locally developed</td>
<td>-Well accepted format</td>
<td>-VERY difficult to produce sufficient number of MCQ’s measuring higher order function without professional test writing, editing and vetting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCQ</td>
<td>-Can be adapted to the local content of the clerkship</td>
<td>-Difficult to keep the question pool from getting out to the students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-No “direct” purchase cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Easily keyed and graded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Straight forward to administer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBME Subject Test</td>
<td>-Well accepted format</td>
<td>-Cost (around $32 per student)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Good psychometric information available</td>
<td>-May not reflect the local curriculum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Graded for you (2 week lag)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Constantly changing question pool</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Helps to prepare student for NBME Step 2 written exam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Straight forward to administer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locally developed</td>
<td>-Accepted format</td>
<td>-Time consuming to grade (recommend typed into to computer to alleviate handwriting issues…)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructed Response –</td>
<td>-Easier to develop items to measure higher order function</td>
<td>-Difficult to key incorrect aspects of an answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>written</td>
<td>-Well suited to subspecialty elective rotations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locally developed</td>
<td>-Accepted format</td>
<td>-Hard to corral sufficient faculty to administer for large clerkship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructed Response -</td>
<td>-Easier to develop items to measure higher order function</td>
<td>-Hard to uniformly grade (inter-rater problems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oral</td>
<td>-Prepares student for ABMS-style oral examinations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Well suited to subspecialty elective rotations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective Structured</td>
<td>-Evolving into an accepted format on the clerkship level</td>
<td>-Requires appropriate facility and expertise to develop questions, train patients, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Exercise (OSCE)</td>
<td>-Prepares student for NBME Step 2 Clinical Exam</td>
<td>-Developing check lists (keys) to favor higher order function can be hard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Can be used in formative and summative testing situations</td>
<td>-Expensive to produce – more so for summative than formative testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Can test higher order function</td>
<td>-Difficult to get the reliability of a MCQ test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once the blue print is developed, it should be disseminated to the departmental curriculum committee to confirm that it reflects the intentions of the curriculum design. The faculty should review the blueprint for instructional design and item development. MOST importantly, the students should see the blueprint, so they understand the expectations of the clerkship examinations.
Table 6.12.2: Sample Test Blue Print: 60 question Multiple-Choice Midterm Examination in Third-Year Surgery Clerkship Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Recall (58%)</th>
<th>App (38%)</th>
<th>Prob Solv (4%)</th>
<th>TOTALS number (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>number of questions</td>
<td>number of questions</td>
<td>number of questions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.Surgery</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortho</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urol</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTALS</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Giving the blue print to the students is not equivalent to handing them the content of the examination. It does eliminate a good portion of the “what am I thinking” mind game and allows them to concentrate on learning/studying pertinent information. This, in turn, decreases the amount of variance in student scores due to factors surrounding content of the examination and increases the validity of the using the test scores in grading.

**Constructing the Test**

Once the blue print has been approved, developing items and assembling them into a test is the next task. This administrative work includes setting a time line and assigning topics to the subject matter experts – your faculty and collecting the items. Busy clinicians can be hard to pin down, but persistence pays off. The specifics of how to write well multiple-choice items and develop standardized patient cases are covered elsewhere in this text. This section concentrates on how to make the test happen. Because the NBME subject exam series is well known to CDs, this section strongly reflects my personal experience putting together a locally developed formative multiple-choice test and locally developed summative OSCE.

Concise instructions help the faculty members develop items that fit into the blue print. I have found a letter of intent useful. In it, I outline the subjects to be covered, the format to be used and send a copy of the pertinent course objectives and a similar item in another domain which can be used as a template if necessary. Lead-time is essential. Each year I start almost 6
months in advance and always seem to be working until the last week before test administration. Routine follow-up with electronic correspondence and contact with office assistants is helpful. Visiting the faculty in their office, operating room or clinic can also be important.

Once the items have been submitted, editing begins. The first round of editing includes checking that items match the blueprint and course objectives. The verbiage must be clear, without double negatives, double entendre and red herrings. Item flaws such as colloquial language, misspellings, and grammatical errors must be eliminated. Medical transcriptionists make good copy editors in this situation — they have heard the vocabulary but cannot read into the meaning.

The test items should then be put in order of administration and an answer key developed. I administered the test to the core faculty both to check the items and check the key. I, intuitively, chose not to use residents for maintenance of confidentiality of test contents, but they certainly could help.

These steps for collecting, editing, assembling and keying a test are the same regardless of the test format. Documentation of each of the events also feeds into the validity evidence.

**Administration and Security**

In order to decrease the variance in scores because of cheating, it must be sought for vigilantly and prevented. Cheating takes many forms — advance copies of examinations, direct copying of answers from an unwitting student or even cooperative cheating among a group of students. The best solution to this problem is prevention.

Once assembled, the paper tests should be kept under lock and key. I prefer to do all work on any given test on the computer “off the network,” so that hacking is less likely. Electronic copies of the test are kept on compact disc under lock and key. Constructed response and standardized patient situations are less likely to be affected than MCQ tests by advance leaks of test content.

When giving pencil and paper examinations, students should be seated in a well-lighted space with ample space between students. Tests should be numbered and counted at the end of the test to assure that no copies leave the room. Students should be informed that “passing questions on” does not help them or future students and that this type of behavior in NBME and ABMS examinations is considered copyright fraud.

Test scores when available should be reviewed promptly. A quick look at the descriptive statistics including the low score, high score, distribution of scores and mean will tell the test administrator a lot about irregularities. Scores should reflect the range of student abilities. Clustering of scores at a certain number, an unusually high number of students achieving high or low grades or a sudden change in the range of scores can indicate irregularities. When such numbers show up, the test should be reviewed for any errors in the answer key, the test itself or its assembly. If all is well with test and key, then the possibility of cheating must be entertained. Students who have performed well earlier in the clerkship should do well toward the end and vice versa.
Misadministration can cause irregularities, which should be documented by the exam proctor. Examples include pairing a wrong key with a test, loss of power during testing with projected or audio stems, loss of a standardized patient or a students’ response sheet, loss of data entered into a computer system.

The next step in testing is to record the scores and submit them for inclusion in the grading process. Scores should be reported to the students and to the faculty. Grades, and sometimes scores, should be reported to the Dean’s Office. Spreadsheets work quite well in place of an old-fashioned grade book. These sheets should be considered privileged data and kept under lock and key as well. Much like patient information, student information should be considered protected personal data.

Evaluating the Test

Different tests require different evaluations. As mentioned above, a quick glance at the descriptive statistics surrounding any test will give a rough guide as to its performance as an instrument to discriminate between students' achievement levels. The broader distribution curves will accentuate differences between students, as long as the source of that variance is the test itself and not irregularities. Statistical reliability analysis can shed more light on the examination’s performance.294

Cronbach’s alpha or the KR-20 are reliability analyses suitable for multiple choice examinations and larger OSCE examinations. Alpha is a measurement of how well the test assesses a single body of information. The test is tested against itself, internally – essential broken in half and the halves compared with as many combinations of questions as possible. The math is complex but can be done by computer programs such as SPSS, which can be place on personal computers. These stats are often provided by the school’s computer center when they score scan-able “bubble sheets”.

Acceptable alpha for classroom MCQ tests is in the range of .7 to .8. Alpha for high-stakes examinations such as the USMLE runs around .9. One way to increase the reliability of the test and raise alpha is to increase the number of items on the examination, rather than rewriting the questions themselves. For this reason, alpha for OSCE’s tend to be lower, in the range of .6, for a 12-station format.

Another way of considering evaluation of an OSCE is factor analysis. While alpha is used to assess whether a test covers a cohesive unit of knowledge, factor analysis can help determine whether multiple scales (read skills in an OSCE) are being sampled. Through a data-reduction statistical method, factor analysis determines which items act similarly, that is test a single skill (load on a single axis in the statistical parlance). Chesser et al. reported analyzing a high-stakes OSCE with factor analysis to help the faculty determine the pass-fail cut point.295

As an example, in our first two years of administering a summative OSCE examination in a multidisciplinary surgery clerkship, it took us a while to build up the check lists and clinical stations. The alpha we calculated was consistantly in the range of .48 to .53. We were concerned about what we were really testing. Factor analysis revealed to us that we had four axes. Looking at how the items loaded onto the 4 axes, we noted that we seemed to have items which grouped around skills in 1. physical examination, 2. clinical problem management, 3. communication skills and 4. motor skills. Knowing these qualities of the items, we felt we could
comment on the students mastery of the skills. Written testing was used to evaluate of knowledge content.

Another test evaluation method is item analysis. The performance of the item is measured grossly by its difficulty “p”, which is the percentage of students who correctly answer the examination. Items with \( p < .3 \) are items which students are guessing on randomly. Items with \( p > .8 \) are easy and most students know them. Items between these extremes are the items that help discriminate between students. The point biserial (p-bis) is a discrimination index reflecting which students correctly answer the questions, those in the upper, middle or lower third. A p-bis of >.20 indicates that a question discriminates well between high, mid and low performers.

Items that are too easy, too hard or non-discriminating add noise into the variance. If a test is purely to mark achievement, it can be composed of pure mastery questions with a \( p > .8 \). But if we are to use the test for assigning ranks (read grades) than discrimination should be sought.

**Determining Pass/Fail Cut Off**

Several methods to determine pass/fail points are available. Historically norm-referenced pass/fail schema were acceptable – that is, grading “on the curve.” A problem with norm referencing is that no one has made a decision about what should be known and must be known. Criterion-referenced schemas develop an absolute numerical pass-fail point. Different schema produce different cut off points.

When developing long, professional, high-stakes tests these methods are worth the investment of time, energy and money. In the classroom, some simplified combination methods are available – the Hofstee method and the Direct Borderline method (an Angoff variant).

The Hofstee method requires the faculty to choose a maximum percentage correct, that even if everyone achieved this score it would be acceptable for all to pass. The minimum percentage correct, that even if everyone achieved this score, all should fail. The lowest number of failures acceptable and the highest number of failures acceptable are plotted. The cumulative distribution curve is plotted against these points to determine the cut off point. This schema has elements of relative and absolute design and seems well understood by faculty and students. Cusimano and Rothman applied this technique and compared to other schema on a fourth-year summative OSCE.\(^{296}\) They found that it gave consistent and acceptable statistical and real data.

Downing compares the Direct Borderline method to the Nedelsky, Hofstee and Ebel methods in establishing pass/fail cut offs for two basic science MCQ examinations and finds that it performs favorably compared to the more established methods.\(^{297}\) In the Direct Borderline method the clerkship director/classroom instructor ask the question for each item whether the borderline failing/passing student would get the question correct – yes or no – add the ayes for cut off score. Unlike the Angoff method, probabilities and panels are not used making the Direct Borderline method achievable for the course director. Because the direct borderline method relies on a single or small number of faculty, it is particularly useful for a clerkship examination. At the same time that the faculty reviews the test and checks the answer key, the question can be rated for the pass-fail point of a borderline student.
Item Banking

Item banking refers to keeping track of test items in an orderly format. After going to the trouble of developing high quality test items, keeping track of them only makes sense. In addition to storing the item itself, statistical information about the items performance (p and p bis), when the item was used (clerkship, quarter, year) and qualities of the question (subject matter, level of knowledge mastery, type of question: MCQ, CR, OSCE). Item banking can be as simple as an Excel spreadsheet or complicated database set up by the school’s department of education and computer services. (I have the former…)

There are several benefits to this kind of organization of data about test items. By examining the performance of an item over time, outdated items can be removed and poorly performing items can be culled as better items are developed, increasing the overall quality of your test items in the bank.

One can create similar examinations that are not identical examinations. Using a test blue print and an item bank, one can pull different questions of similar difficulty and subject matter but which haven’t been used in the past 2 clerkships. This type of rotation of items increases the security of the test as no two tests are identical each clerkship but allows the faculty to give tests which can be documented equivalent.

If multiple clerkship directors, regionally or nationally, keep data about items in a similar manner, items can be traded between institutions so that your faculty need not come up with fresh items every year.

Summary

Objective testing is an important component in assigning grades to clinical clerks. Attention to detail of the test content, test format and test administration can add validity evidence. Evaluation of the test with the goal of continual improvement can decrease random variance, increasing reliability and adding validity evidence as well. The inferences we can draw in order to grade our students can only be as good as the tests we base them upon.

Additional resources:
• Gronlund, NE. Assessment of Student Achievement. Seventh edition. Allyn and Bacon, Boston, 2003
Introduction

The clinical performance of students on clerkship rotations involves a complex constellation of attributes and behaviors. These attributes and behaviors are not physical properties (e.g., height, weight) that can be measured directly. Rather, clinical performance can be considered a psychological construct, or theoretical concept, that provides a framework for interpreting and discussing the meaning of observed performance within a certain context. Another example of a psychological construct is “emotional intelligence.” This is difficult to measure, yet is accepted in popular culture and recognized in academic settings. Clinical performance is a construct in which knowledge, skill, attitudes, and values can be discussed; these latter terms denote specific domains - frames of reference that serve to focus observations and guide reflection.

In considering the issues involved in deriving grades from evaluations, it is important to reiterate the distinction between evaluation and grading (Chapter 6, Section 2). This section discusses issues involved in converting assessments and evaluations into final grades, and offers examples of how to do the conversion. Evaluation of the performance of an individual (student, teacher) or program (course, curriculum) involves critical reflection on observations made during the period of evaluation — reflection that considers these observations within the framework of the expectations of the evaluators (preferably that of the program). Evaluations of student performance are strengthened when specific observations are reported in detail and interpreted in the context of course requirements.

Grading, on the other hand, involves the assignment of rank to a set of evaluations; often the performances are classified across ordinal categories (Honors, High Pass, Pass, Low Pass, Fail or A-B-C-D-F), or expressed quantitatively as points or percentages.

There are many reasonable methods by which evaluations may be converted into grades, and each institution and clerkship may have needs that require unique solutions. To assist those responsible for developing solutions in the form of policy, some common issues are identified below and discussed dialectically (“point and counterpoint”). Specifically, the topics to be addressed are 1) whether those who evaluate students should also grade them, 2) whether evaluations of performances later in a clerkship or later in the clinical year should count more toward a student’s final grade, and 3) whether normative or criterion-based (fixed standard) approaches should be used in determining honors grades. Examples and descriptions of how these issues are being addressed at one institution (University of Utah School of Medicine) are included. Finally, there is a review of several approaches used in computing the final grade, and a brief discussion of some of the issues involved in grades that may be considered “Low Pass” or “Fail.”

Links Between Evaluators and Graders—Should Teachers Grade?

Question for clerkship directors: should teachers grade or simply evaluate?

Point: Those who evaluate should be those who grade.

At many institutions, evaluators (faculty, and often housestaff) are expected to submit both evaluations and grades, which are often documented in a single instrument. (see also Chapter 6, Section 3) There is “face validity” to this method (i.e., it seems valid), and though students
may dispute a grade, their complaints often appeal to issues of communication or observation (e.g., unclear expectations or infrequent or inadequate sampling of performance), rather than to an argument that this approach is fundamentally unfair. Similarly, faculty and residents have traditionally accepted the responsibility to grade students who have been assigned to work with them on clinical rotations. If this model is chosen, the clerkship director and departmental education committee will determine the percentage of each student's grade to be allocated to each level of teacher (resident, attending), and the final grade will primarily be a calculation of input from the graders.

Counterpoint: Those who evaluate should not be expected to grade.
The rationale for this approach is based on the view that there is some aspect in the relationship between the trainee and the evaluator that introduces bias, and thereby poses a substantial threat to validity. A recent study found that 60% of the variance in student performance ratings was attributable to the interaction between rater and student, and the dependability of individual ratings was very low (4%).

In deciding how to incorporate the recommendations of individual teachers into a final summative grade, the clerkship director must weigh the experience of the teacher, the kind and amount of contact with the student, and how much confidence there is in the individual assessments themselves. This last factor involves dealing with variance in teacher behaviors, and can be difficult to quantify. Some faculty may feel pressure to “inflate” grades, particularly in settings where they are giving feedback to students directly (“face-to-face”). Although not all evaluators succumb to the pressures to inflate grades, there is variance across the range of raters. On the other hand, some instructors may defend their practice of rarely, if ever, awarding a perfect score with the comment, “no medical student is perfect”; others may typically give high marks because they are afraid of discouraging the student if they do otherwise. Under these conditions, grades tell us less about the performance of the individual student than they do about the operational constructs and philosophy of the rater. This is a very serious problem, and must be addressed if the validity of evaluations is to be preserved.

We recommend two approaches to consider in a system in which the evaluators also grade: 1) to include a systematic and ongoing method of training raters (ideally in “real time”) to use your evaluation and grading techniques, and 2) to develop mechanisms to detect, identify, and modulate the extent of rater leniency or severity. With the growth of electronic and online evaluation, some computer programs may assist in this task, and it may be possible to adapt currently available software for use in your existing evaluation method.

Some clerkships have addressed these threats to validity by separating the processes of evaluation from grading. In these systems, evaluators are instructed to focus their efforts on producing detailed written documentation of their observations of student performance. All student evaluations are then reviewed by a grading committee that may include the clerkship director. This method seeks to protect the evaluators from the pressures of grade inflation, and to preserve the ability of the clerkship director to serve as student advocate.

Example of one method and discussion:

Regardless of whether evaluators are charged with the responsibility of grading, the links between evaluation and grading should be strong, and the process of converting evaluations to grades should be systematized under the auspices of the department; in some schools the dean’s office provides guidelines to insure inter-departmental equivalence. Resources should be directed to ensure adequate periods of observation of students by faculty and residents, and
to the timely collection of valid evaluations. The clerkship director may want to identify a minimum time of exposure (e.g., two weeks) that is required before a rater can be expected to submit an evaluation. However, the length of the assigned tour of duty may not be the most significant factor in determining whether a given evaluation is credible. Valid evaluations of clinical performance are predicated on valid observations of clinical performance. There may be substantial variance across raters in regards to their efficiency and effectiveness in observing their students—it may be that one rater can submit a credible evaluation after a period of only one week, while another rater may not be able to do this despite having been assigned 3 weeks with the team. If there have been several changes in evaluators over a given period of observation (for example, a change in supervising residents), it may be reasonable for the raters to submit a single evaluation that represents their shared opinion. Since students may eventually contest how grades are calculated, we recommend that the clerkship Handbook should only indicate the consideration in grade calculation, and that the department will allocate grading input based on these (see Chapter 6, Section 14).

When teachers do “grade” it is especially important to guide their observations. As a method for achieving consistent input from teachers, the Internal Medicine clerkship at the University of Utah uses formal evaluation sessions, which are held every 3 weeks during inpatient rotations (see also Chapter 6, Section 3). These meetings are moderated by the clerkship director (or an assistant clerkship director) and are attended by ward residents (postgraduate year-2 and PGY-3) and the faculty on ward service at the time. At Utah interns are not required to attend the sessions or to submit evaluations; their impressions are communicated through their supervising resident. Each evaluator is asked to verbally describe their students’ performance using the Reporter-Interpreter-Manager-Educator (R-I-M-E) framework, and to provide specific observations to substantiate their rating. Evaluators are directed to conclude their critiques by identifying a specific “next step” to which students’ future efforts should be directed. The vocabulary terms identified and discussed at the evaluation session are converted to numerical ratings; this is discussed in more detail in the section below.

Immediately after the evaluation session, the students meet individually with the clerkship director to review the written evaluations, as well as the verbal comments. Each student appointment is scheduled for fifteen minutes, and strategies for achieving the prescribed “next step” are discussed.

**Considering Student Progress Within the Course—Should Later Evaluations Count More?**

Question for clerkship directors: should later evaluations count more?

*Point: The final grade of clinical performance should be one in which each individual evaluation (grade) is weighted equally.*

Each observer has something to offer in the evaluation of a student. Not counting each evaluation toward the final grade risks diminishing the importance of each individual period of observation, in the eyes of both the students and the instructors. In addition, the dependability of the final evaluation increases with the number of ratings—the more evaluations included, the more dependable the grade will be.

*Counterpoint: The final grade should emphasize student performance at the end of the clerkship.*
In many cases, student performance is seen to improve over the course of a clinical rotation. It may be that the trajectory of student growth (the learning curve) may be more predictive of future performance than any individual point on the line. Students who start strong, but do not progress, may be at greater risk for future marginal performance than students who struggle initially, then “get it” and demonstrate rapid improvement. Certainly students who demonstrate declining performance raise concern. If each individual evaluation is graded and given equal weight, valuable information about student development may not be captured and reflected in the final grade.

**Examples and discussion**

This topic actually includes two separate issues; the slope of the learning curve, and the final level of performance. In addressing the first, it is important to know whether the specific evaluation system being used is responsive to student growth. In comparing a global numeric rating system with the R-I-M-E descriptive vocabulary, we found that the descriptive method was superior to the numeric system in demonstrating student progress through the nine-week inpatient portion of the clerkship. If any given evaluation method is relatively unresponsive to student growth, it would lack construct validity for the premise that students do in fact improve, this issue would be moot, and it would be important to include as many ratings as possible (assuming valid methods of observation and evaluation) so as to ensure adequate dependability.

In addressing the final level of performance that the student achieves, the clerkship director must also consider whether the same grading standard should be applied uniformly across the year. Data suggest that, particularly for the NBME examinations, students who are assessed later in the clinical year perform better than students who are tested earlier. However, this effect may not hold for all forms of assessment; a 2000 report describing an OSCE with case content linked to learning objectives in an ambulatory care clerkship did not demonstrate an effect linked to student maturation.

**Considering Student Progress Within the Academic Year — Should Later Grades be Adjusted for Time of Year?**

Question for clerkship directors: should the same grading standard for clinical performance evaluations apply in the first half of third year as in the second half?

Dynamic grading criteria (a system in which adjustments are made over the course of the year) require a different approach than static criteria. For example, at the University of Utah, in converting the R-I-M-E descriptors to numeric grades adjustments are made to account for the level of experience the student has had in the clerkship year to that point (Table 6.13.1). By the end of our clerkship rotation, a student’s performance must consistently be rated at the level of Reporter in order to receive a grade of “Pass.” Since we do not currently award grades of “Low Pass” or “Marginal Pass,” there is no numerical equivalent for sub-Reporter work (identified as the “Observer” rank in our system) for the final period of evaluation. If performance in the final three weeks (which is always taken in the second semester) is judged to be at the Reporter level, a grade of 2.5 (out of a possible 4.0) is given. If the same performance is observed in the first semester, the score is slightly higher (2.75). As shown in the Table, similar adjustments are made for each of the descriptors. For a grade of “Honors,” a rating of Manager is required. This converts to 3.5 (the numeric criterion for Honors) for the second semester (“meets expectations for Honors”), and 3.75 in the first semester (“exceeds expectations for Honors”).
Table 6.13.1 illustrates how a criterion-based (fixed standard) framework can still be used to equilibrate grades based on the time of the academic year; in other words, the standard is fixed within each half of the year. The table lists the numeric equivalents for a given descriptive rating for the first and second semesters of the Internal Medicine Clerkship. Intermediate steps between descriptors (e.g., Reporter/Interpreter) are used when student performance is deemed to be in transition between vocabulary terms.

**Table 6.13.1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>First Semester</th>
<th>Second Semester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observer</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observer/Reporter</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporter</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporter/Interpreter</td>
<td>“HIGH PASS”</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpreter</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpreter/Manager</td>
<td>“HONORS”</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manager/Educator</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educator</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normative vs. Criterion-based (fixed standard) Approaches

**Question:** should clerkship directors compare students to each other or to fixed standards?

**Point:** Honors grades should reflect the top x % of medical student performances, for any given year, irrespective of how strong their performances are (normative)

This approach is often favored by certain “consumers” of the evaluation and grading process — the deans who will write summary letters and the residency program directors who review them. Normative grading indicates where an individual student ranks in relation to their peers, although the confidence one places in this information should not exceed their confidence in the validity of the methods used to derive the ranking. (See Chapter 6, Section 2, for definitions.)

This method may also be favored by students if the evaluation and grading schemes are strict. If the top 20% of the class will receive Honors regardless of the individual score, this may include more students than under a criterion-based system.

**Counterpoint:** Honors grades should indicate the number of students who meet the stated requirements for Honors (criterion-based, fixed standard).

Students are more likely to endorse this practice when the criteria for Honors are believed to be attainable. It promotes an atmosphere of collaboration instead of competition, and may be more motivating. Criterion-based systems focus attention on course goals, and facilitate teachers and course directors in working as student advocates. If the criteria and standards are too “easy” and do not challenge the students sufficiently, or if student performance relative to the criteria is not rigorously assessed, there is a risk that so many Honors ratings may be distributed that the distinction of this grade is lost.

Many schools use nationally-normed subject examinations from the National Board of Medical Examiners (“shelf” exams). Although these tests are scored and reported normatively, their
contribution to the individual student’s grade often is criterion-referenced. Here are some examples of policies based on this approach:

“In order to be eligible for an “Honors” rating in the clerkship, the student’s score on the NBME pediatrics subject exam must be in the top quartile.”

“Students whose score on the NBME psychiatry subject exam is within the bottom decile will be considered to have failed the examination, and will receive a grade of “Incomplete” for this clerkship. Their grade will remain Incomplete until they have repeated the exam and scored above the bottom decile.”

Example and Discussion:

Grading systems may combine normative and criterion-based approaches, seeking to capture the strengths of each. In the Internal Medicine clerkship at the University of Utah, we prefer criterion-referenced methods in grading individual components of the overall grade (e.g., clinical performance evaluations, the NBME medicine subject examination, and formal case presentation). This provides a context for evaluators to assess and describe student performance relative to department goals, facilitates meaningful feedback to students, and primes the process of strategic planning with students as they consider how they will work toward achieving the prescribed “Next Step”.

At the University of Utah, a student’s final grade is computed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clinical evaluations</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCE</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBME medicine subject exam</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Case Presentation</td>
<td>Pass/Fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The clinical performance evaluations are provided by faculty and residents who have worked with the student during the evaluation period, as described above. R-I-M-E descriptors are generated in formal evaluation sessions and transformed to the numerical scale shown in Table 6.13.1. We use a normative approach in retrospective (end-of-year) evaluation of the clerkship itself. We consider the percentage of students receiving Honors (for each component of the course, as well as for the final clerkship grade) to be a useful and meaningful measure of the robustness of our combination of evaluation methods. We have confidence in awarding Honors for an overall grade if 20-30% of students each year achieve this, as defined by their performance across the array of criterion-referenced assessment tools. If less than 20% receive Honors, we retroactively adjust to a normative approach to identify additional students so that no less than 20% of the class will receive Honors (though this will also trigger a comprehensive course evaluation process). If more than 30% receive Honors, methods of observation, evaluation, and grading are reviewed, and new assessment tools and techniques are considered for the following year.
ACE Groups’ Use of Methods and Examinations

Clerkship directors may find some guidance from colleagues in other clerkship groups in the Alliance for Clinical Education (ACE) for how to calculate grades from data provided by clerkship directors’ groups.

In April 1996, the Clerkship Directors in Internal Medicine (CDIM) Evaluation Task Force conducted a survey of internal medicine clerkship directors as to the methods of evaluation that were being used in their schools. These findings (Table 6.13.2) were presented later that year at CDIM’s 7th Annual National Meeting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Method</th>
<th>% of Schools</th>
<th>Mean % of Grade (SD)</th>
<th>Range (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teachers’ Evaluations</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>63 (20.5)</td>
<td>10-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBME Subject Exam</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>22 (11.8)</td>
<td>0-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytic Examination (Free response)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20 (11.8)</td>
<td>5-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCE</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19 (78.5)</td>
<td>0-33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a 1999 follow-up survey, the CDIM Evaluation and Research Committee queried clerkship directors as to the types of quantifiable examinations they used, their satisfaction with each approach, and the weight they gave each method when calculating the final grade (Table 6.13.3). The response rate for this survey was 89%, and show that most clerkship directors used the NBME medicine subject exam and stipulated a minimum score. Satisfaction was measured using a 5-point modified Likert-scale (1 = very satisfied, 2 = moderately satisfied, 3 satisfied, 4 = moderately dissatisfied, 5 = very dissatisfied). These data were presented at CDIM’s 10th Annual Meeting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% of Clerkships using this method (n)</th>
<th>n/B</th>
<th>FACULTY WRITTEN EXAM</th>
<th>OSCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>83 (90)</td>
<td>27 (29)</td>
<td>28 (30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 (72)</td>
<td>66 (19)</td>
<td>63 (19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59 (2.21)</td>
<td>66 (15.3)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 (10.3, 0-50)</td>
<td>22 (10.2, 7.5-50)</td>
<td>15 (10.5, 0-33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerkship Director Satisfaction with Method</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to CDIM, national organizations of directors of other clerkships have studied this issue. Table 6.13.4 presents the results of a 2003 survey of the Association of Directors of Medical Student Education in Psychiatry (ADMSEP) which sought to identify the primary methods of student assessment in psychiatry clerkship programs at 141 accredited U.S. and Canadian allopathic medical schools.302
Table 6.13.4. Psychiatry Clerkship Grading Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Method</th>
<th>% of Schools</th>
<th>Mean % of Grade (Range %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teachers’ Evaluations</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>54 (10-100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBME Subject Exam</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>31 (0-100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Departmental Exam</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>22 (0-50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The duration of a clerkship may influence the selection of evaluation methods. A recent survey of 150 U.S. and Canadian clerkship directors in psychiatry (Table 6.13.5) showed that shorter clerkships were more likely to use the NBME subject test, and less likely to incorporate OSCEs or oral examinations.

Table 6.13.5. Psychiatry Clerkship Grading Methods in Relation to Clerkship Length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grading Method (% using)</th>
<th>Clerkship Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Four-weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBME</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCEs</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct observation</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral examination</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logbooks</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the use of the NBME subject examination has also been studied in the context of the surgical clerkship. The results of a survey of surgery clerkship directors were presented at the 2004 Annual Meeting of the Association for Surgical Education, they are included in Table 6.13.6, with comparative data from the medicine and psychiatry surveys.

Table 6.13.6. Use of NBME Subject Exam Across Clerkships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Surgery</th>
<th>Medicine</th>
<th>Psychiatry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevalance of use of NBME test (%)</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevalance of minimum score requirement (%)</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum passing score (mean, raw)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Contribution to Final Grade (%)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Failing Grades

The criteria for failing a component of the clerkship or the clerkship in its entirety should be clearly stated (see Chapter 6, Section 14). This is unambiguous when the criteria can be quantified (e.g., a score on the NBME subject examination less than or equal to 58, a cumulative score from clinical performance evaluations less than 50% of the total possible points, etc.). In addition, careful descriptive evaluations (e.g., “This student was consistently unprepared, unreliable, and interacted poorly with patients and with the other members of the team.”) can serve to trigger administrative action that can lead to a summary judgment of failure.
by an appropriate supervisory body (e.g., a departmental committee), even without requiring formal calculation of a grade.

**Conclusion**

Key issues in converting evaluations to grades include deciding who should evaluate and who should grade, how to account for student progress within the course, and what role normative or criterion-referenced approaches should play.

The assessment, evaluation, and grading of performance has been described by Pangaro in the context of the classical sequence of “observation-reflection-action” (see Chapter 6, Section 2). The process of converting evaluations into grades is the process of transitioning from reflection into action. Each institution and clerkship will develop individualized methods that best serve their specific needs, though assuring that good observations of students are made by faculty, residents, or any other evaluator, is essential. Valid grades can only be derived from valid evaluations; valid evaluations must be based on valid observations. Ensuring that valid observations are made is perhaps the most important factor, and also the greatest challenge.

**Section 14. Legal Aspects of Failing Grades**

*Thomas Jamieson, MD, JD, Paul Hemmer MD, MPH, and Louis Pangaro, MD*

The challenge of formally evaluating learners is among the most important and solemn responsibilities of both medical school faculty and institutional departments. Medical schools and their faculty are accountable to society and the most important grading decisions for clerkship directors are at the pass-fail threshold. Certainly, distinctions between higher grades may have consequences for students and those program directors who select interns. Nevertheless, society at large is chiefly interested in those departmental grading decisions that lead to a medical school's promotion (or progress) committee's consideration and review of student performance, possibly leading to dismissal (or “attrition”) from medical school. Medical school applications are declining in number in federal, state, and private institutions placing perhaps an even greater burden on clerkship directors and clinical faculty of identifying those who are not ready for the level of independence expected of a new graduate.  

The reluctance of evaluators to judge a student as deficient "on the record" inevitably creates a tension with an institution's duty to maintain acceptable standards in its graduates and, ultimately, to protect the public. While students may argue and threaten legal action if they are failed in clerkship rotations, to date there is little legal precedent to support them. While adequate notice and hearing requirements must be met, and the process must be fair and reasonable, the courts, based on United States Supreme Court holdings, have generally avoided imposing judicial trappings on medical schools or other institutions of higher learning.

The purpose of this section is to review principles for giving failing grades, with an emphasis on legal guidelines. The general principles of substantive and procedural due process may also apply to distinctions between higher grades, but generally, these have not been tested in the courts.
Background

Legal Concepts
A well worn aphorism of the American legal system is that "ignorance of the law is no defense". Whether legally informed or not, medical educators owe particular legal obligations, mainly constitutional protections, to their students and house officers in training. The Fourteenth Amendment expressly states, "... (no state) shall deprive any person of life, liberty, or property without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the law..." The United States Supreme Court has spoken clearly on the extent of the basic constitutional rights of learners enrolled in public institutions and has specifically articulated a standard for medical learners of procedural and substantive due process that we will now address.

Procedural and substantive due process
"Due process of law" has two distinct forms. "Procedural due process" is a constitutional guarantee of procedural fairness, which, at a minimum, entitles a party whose rights are to be affected to be notified, and, in some circumstances, to be heard. "Substantive due process" is a constitutional guarantee of protection from arbitrary and unreasonable action. Perhaps it is convenient to think of due process generally in terms of "why" measures are being taken against a student (substantive due process) and "how" those measures are being imposed (procedural due process). Clerkship directors need to be familiar with two landmark Supreme Court cases that go to the core of due process and should shape a department's approach to giving failing grades.

In Regents of the University of Michigan v. Ewing (1985), the United States Supreme Court accepted a medical school litigant's invitation to "assume the existence of a constitutionally protected property right in a (medical student's) continued enrollment". The case was brought by a former student who was dismissed after failing Part One of the National Board of Medical Examiners (now known as the United States Medical Licensing Examination), and was who not permitted a retake of the examination. The medical school's own promotional pamphlet stated:

"Everything possible is done to keep qualified medical students in the medical school. This even extends to taking and passing National Board Exams. Should a student fail either part of the National Boards, an opportunity is provided to make up the failure in a second exam."

In Michigan v. Ewing, the Supreme Court held that while denial of an opportunity to retake the exam (a historic precedent for an institution that had permitted 39 prior examination failures a retake) "may constitute evidence of arbitrariness" it was not probative (i.e., "diagnostic") in itself but only a single fact, among other facts, for the jury to consider. In supporting the school in their final ruling, the Supreme Court noted that the medical school considered the student's entire record in reaching the decision to dismiss, not merely the results of a single examination.

One implication of the Michigan v. Ewing ruling is that clerkship directors and their departments are entitled to consider the entirety of a student’s clerkship record in making a grading decision, and as importantly, should state explicitly that they have done so. Furthermore, the Supreme Court held that reasoned decision-making in academic matters is, per se, not arbitrary and capricious. Moreover, the burden of proof is on the student to show that a decision was not factually based and was made irrationally. Unless there is evidence that a decision was arbitrary or capricious, courts will not overturn faculty decisions. We strongly recommend that
departments have a committee to review all potentially failing grading decisions, and that all available sources of information about a student - the entirety of the student's clerkship record - be considered.

The ruling in the Ewing case reaffirmed the Supreme Court’s prior conclusions in University of Missouri v. Horowitz (1978) that enrollment in medical school is a basis for invoking constitutional protections of due process, and they also reinforced the principle of judicial non-interference in academically-based decisions. In Missouri v. Horowitz, the student was dismissed from medical school in her final year, after receiving negative evaluations and unsatisfactory clerkship grades in multiple clerkships during her third and fourth clerkship rotations. The medical school's Council on Evaluation (progress or promotions committee) had reviewed the student's performance throughout the final two years of medical school and had taken action to place the student on academic probation and notice prior to the decision to dismiss the student. The Court held that the medical school had certainly met, and even exceeded, the Constitutional requirements of the 14th amendment for procedural due process.

Importantly, Missouri v. Horowitz held that procedural due process requirements owed students for academic dismissals were less than those for disciplinary dismissals. In other words, for matters that are considered by an institution to be academic, which includes professional behavior, the burden of proof is on the student to show that due process has been violated. Whereas, if the institution considers that a student's problem is disciplinary rather than academic, then the burden of proof is on the institution. We recommend, therefore, that performance problems such as multiple, unexcused absences be considered academic, even if the student can fulfill his/her duties on those days when present. Saying that the student is "competent" but has a disciplinary problem, might cause confusion in the presumption of judicial non-interference in the medical school's judgment about what constitutes acceptable academic performance.

Indeed, student-perceived inequities alleging that testing and grading policies are unfair, or an allegation that dismissal is premised on an instructor's incompetence, face a daunting legal standard. While an egregious case of institutional ineptitude is conceivable, courts repeatedly offer a presumption of legitimacy to professional schools' decisions as to students' academic fitness. Further, courts appear to regard the grading of in-house examinations as a matter of academic discretion and typically do not apply or impose a formalistic standard. Strong policy considerations militate against the intervention of courts in controversies relating to an educational institution's judgment of a student's academic performance. However, if a student can demonstrate that a usual grading process was truncated, or ignored, a court may hold that an institution acted arbitrarily, in other words, that due process was denied.

Process: how much is due?

Courts have not attached extensive procedural requirements to failing and/or dismissing a medical student. Students may request, or even demand, such procedural accommodations as an open hearing, the presence of legal counsel, recorded proceedings, or at least a written record of Promotions (Progress) committee deliberations. However, such procedural amenities have not been held due in court decisions. In fact, courts have consistently been leery of the "undue judicialization" of an administrative hearing in the academic environment viewing this as largesse, a burden on institutions, and an improper allocation of resources. There may be exceptions, of course, if an institution has codified its own policy of procedural measures, or in the uncommon circumstance where a student is also facing criminal charges stemming from the incident in question. Perhaps perspective and summative clarity to the issue may be found in
the words of U.S. Supreme Court Justice Byron White when he noted that in an academic dismissal "the Due Process Clause requires, 'not an elaborate hearing before a neutral party,' but simply 'an informal give-and-take between student and disciplinarian' which gives the student 'an opportunity to explain his version of the facts".310

**Breach of contract**

Although lacking the formality of an expressed written contract, the "promise" between an institution and a student may be enforced under the theory of implied contract. The provisions expressed or implied between the institution and the student derive mainly from the official documents promulgated by the school. Courts may carefully examine student and faculty handbooks, policy statements, rules and regulations. Please recognize that courts may bind you to what you write down in your handbook. Also, importantly, an institution may be bound by the procedures afforded students in previous cases, even if the procedures are unwritten and even if the facts of the cases are somewhat dissimilar.307

For their part, students agree to follow an institution's rules and risk penalty - including suspension or dismissal - if they do not. Clerkships should be explicit that they expect students to read and follow policies and procedures that are written in a student's guidebook (whether provided in paper copy, or on a departmental web site). The institution, in exchange for the student's tuition payment, implicitly agrees to provide the academic programs and support services reasonably necessary for students to perform successfully. Although the traditional judicial deference to academic decisions persists, courts appear increasingly willing to hear cases involving aggrieved students under "contract", a legal theory which may be applied at both public and at private institutions. The emergence of contract as a cause-of-action serves to underscore the need for departments and clerkship directors to periodically audit written materials which outline policies, rules, and regulations and to actually do what they say they will do. In short, every administrator of an academic program must "read the document" of promulgated policies. The occasional failed student who prevails against an institution may do so by exposing the school for breeching its own procedural guarantees.311

**The Future? Shifting legal strategies by medical students**

In recent years litigation by some aggrieved students has broadened the basis for bringing a legal action against an educational institution. The time-honored traditional cause of action, a denial of basic constitutional due process rights, remains oft litigated but may now be only one of several legal theories advanced by a failed student as plaintiff.312 Defamation, educational malpractice, denial of statutorily conferred rights (such as the Americans with Disabilities Act, and Title VII, IX violations) and breach of contract are some of the legal theories broadening the list of allegations which may be directed at medical schools. (For further discussion please see Chapter 10: Working with Students with Difficulties: Academic and Nonacademic)

Whether actions based on these, or other legal theories will soften the judicial deference afforded medical schools is unclear but this does appear to be a developing area of law. Certainly clerkship directors need to be aware of the grading policies articulated in their own course books, handbooks, or other course guidelines.
Assigning a grade

A failing student may insist that a single evaluator unduly influenced a grade outcome. In settings where a faculty member (or houseofficer) is acting as the university's proxy, the faculty member fulfills one of the functions involved in an academe's "four essential freedoms." Universities have the "freedom" to decide "who may teach, what may be taught, how it shall be taught, and who may be admitted to study." Because grading is pedagogic, the assignment of the grade is subsumed under the university's freedom to determine how a course is to be taught. Therefore, a student should understand that individual faculty members may recommend a grade, but the responsibility for final grade determination rightfully (and legally) rests with the university (and, by proxy, the clinical department). Furthermore, faculty may need to be advised that they do not have a First Amendment right to expression via a school's grade assignment procedures. At the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences we inform and summarize the issue in our third year internal medicine clerkship handbook by noting,

"We guide the faculty and house staff in assessing how well you have met clerkship goals. Their role is evaluation; final responsibility for grading rests with the Department."

Faculty are often wary of recommending low grades, and their reasons include a fear of litigation. They can be encouraged to be honest in their evaluations - though not actually protected against litigation being instigated - by reminding them that departmental process is responsible for assigning grades, and that their own recommendation is simply that, a recommendation. Moreover, if is the "entirety" of the record which will be used by the department to determine the final grade, then the observation of individual faculty member is very unlikely to be the basis of the final decision, unless the comments clearly documented an obviously egregious breach.

Recent years have seen an expanding role for electronic communications in the evaluative process of students. Faculty must be aware that e-mail entries are not confidential conversations. In fact, just as every other entry in a student's file, e-mail is viewed as a "written document" and, therefore, e-mails are "discoverable" in a lawsuit. "Discovery" is a pre-trial device whereby one party can obtain facts and information about a case from the other party to assist in trial preparation. Importantly, institutions should not foster a culture of editorialized informal discussion in evaluative e-mails but rather one of passing of honest and properly worded responses.

Recommendations

The preceding discussion has outlined that while courts have generally deferred to institutions of higher learning in their reasoned judgments about the fitness of students to continue in their training, it is also clear that students are owed both substantive and procedural due process. As clerkship directors, this impacts our grading policies and procedures, which should be evident to students, teachers, and the institution. We provide some general guidance below:

Institutional policies:

General policies and procedures at the level of the institution are often implicit in the curriculum in the first two years. For instance, students are instructed about the ethical behavior and professionalism expected in relationships with patients in their very first year of school. Policies on cheating and plagiarism alike are, likewise, introduced early in the curriculum. These need
not be repeated in detail in orienting third-year students, but we do recommend a general statement during each orientation, and in the student's handbook, that ethical and professional behavior are expected.

**Consistency in Orientation:**
The clerkships' handbook becomes an important tool whereby students are informed about the processes to be followed in their grading. Both the content of these handbooks and the orientations that students attend at the start of each rotation (or, if relevant, at each clerkship site) constitute part of the due process to which students are entitled. (Please see Chapter 10: Working with Students with Difficulties: Academic and Nonacademic and Chapter 16: The Clerkship Orientation). We recommend that all orientation materials, including handbooks, be reviewed and endorsed by a departmental committee, that includes the Department Chair, and also agreement by the on-site clerkship directors who may be responsible for the dissemination.

**Clerkship-Specific Expectations:**
Clerkship directors need to be explicit about expectations specific to their own rotations. In the first two years, for instance, showing up for lecture is not mandatory, but in third year it typically is—this should be explicit. Other examples include, but are not limited to, expectations for taking night call, the number and promptness for submitting written histories and physicals, and the rapidity with which basic textbook material should be mastered.

**Working with Teachers:**
As part of the faculty development process (see Chapter 8: Faculty Development) teachers should learn how to apply departmental expectations to the evaluation of individual students. This will avoid the concern of a student that the evaluation was arbitrary. As much as possible, summative evaluation should be based on multiple teachers (or, in the case of private practice rotations with a single physician, on multiple, documented observations. Faculty should learn how their evaluations contribute to, rather than determine, a final summative grade by the department, so that they will not withhold from the department any observations about the student which are concerning.

**Reviewing the Entirety of the Record:**
Clerkships benefit from having a regular education committee to review the clerkship records of performance for students who are in jeopardy of receiving a failing grade. We recommend that a group decision, reviewing the entirety of the individual student's clerkship record, is an established way of guaranteeing procedural due process. Clerkships are allowed to decide what materials are to be the bases for these decisions, and this may include evaluations (including "recommended grades") from teachers, examination scores, and 360° evaluations from nurses and others. Consistency is strongly recommended, since once a department has established an expectation for what materials are to be reviewed, this may well constitute the precedent for judgment about other students in the future.
Introduction

According to the Liaison Committee on Medical Education standard ED-30,318 “The directors of all courses and clerkships must design and implement a system of formative and summative evaluation of student achievement in each course and clerkship.” Providing feedback to students is one of the most important responsibilities of an educator. Without feedback, students can only gauge performance by trial and error. Frequently the students learn about problems at the end of an educational experience when it is too late to make corrections. Students can better meet expectations and develop the desired knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors when given timely, constructive feedback. Feedback should follow directly from formative evaluation. The purpose of feedback is to reinforce appropriate behaviors and to correct mistakes and misconceptions. Conveying specific observations and insights about students’ performance guides them in enhancing future performance toward meeting or exceeding expectations. This section will outline recommendations for the practice of feedback based on established principles.319-322

Basic Elements of Effective Feedback

First, create a climate of mutual trust and respect. The teacher and students should have common goals. Effective feedback takes place in an appropriate location that offers privacy. Second, make sure students clearly understand the expectations for the clerkship. Review the goals and objectives and the criteria for evaluation. During the educational experience, students usually want to know about their performance as it relates to a projected grade and what steps are necessary to reach the next level. Third, effective feedback is timely and occurs on a regular basis. After a specific incident, provide feedback as soon as possible after the event occurs. Sometimes students may not realize that feedback is taking place. Labeling feedback as “feedback” will avoid this situation. Be supportive when giving feedback. Consider using the “feedback sandwich” by giving constructive feedback between positive behaviors at the beginning and end of the session. Keep in mind when this technique is overused students begin to hear a compliment and think “Uh oh, what’s coming next!”

Feedback is presented as information; it is formative, and uses verbs and nouns. In contrast, evaluation is presented as judgment, tends to be summative, and uses adverbs and adjectives. An example of feedback is “Your differential diagnosis did not include leukemia which is important to consider in a patient with easy bruising.” An example of evaluation is, “Your differential diagnoses are inadequate.”

Guidelines for Structuring Feedback

The following steps help ensure that feedback is effective in helping students improve their performance:

- Solicit feedback from students. Ask students to self-assess their performance in the various areas that are to be evaluated, as well as what skills they should further develop. Feedback can be solicited from students by asking questions like, “How did things go?” or “What went well?”
• Share your actual observations with students regarding the skills, attitudes, or behaviors that they are performing well.
• Help students identify specific areas for improvement and suggest next steps to improve performance. For example, “If you had an opportunity to do it again, what would you do differently?”
• Ask students if they understand or have any questions about the feedback. Using interactive feedback has two helpful benefits: it allows students to verbalize the problem, thus “saving face”; secondly, it creates an opportunity to see if students have any insight into how things are going – this is very useful information especially if students lack insight.

**Characteristics of Effective Feedback**

Effective Feedback should be

- Timely and take place close to when the event occurred. Consider postponing giving feedback if students are under a lot of stress such as post-call, just before an exam, or when ill. One should also postpone giving feedback if he or she is angry or lacks adequate time to provide thoughtful feedback.
- Given in an appropriate location – not in front of others unless giving general feedback to a group.
- Descriptive and nonjudgmental. Talk about “what” the students did, rather than “who” they are. Focus on the behavior and not the person.
- Based on direct observations of specific skills, attitudes, or behaviors rather than generalizations, interpretations, or assumed intentions.
- About decisions and actions, not assumed intentions or interpretations.
- Reinforcing what is done right.
- Focused on areas that students can control or change.
- Ensuring the students improve while maintaining their self-respect.
- Limited to what students can use. Avoid “feedback overload” caused by providing too many suggestions during a session. Instead, make two or three important points and schedule additional feedback sessions to address other areas for improvement.
- Given in such a way that students understand it and know how to take the next step.

**Examples of Feedback**

A student presents a patient during rounds or in clinic. The presentation includes the pertinent information, but was lengthy and disorganized. Comments on the structure of process will be presented within brackets. In the appropriate setting, ask the student how he or she feels about his or her presenting skills [soliciting feedback from the student]. Tell the student that you are giving feedback about the presentation on that particular patient [labeling feedback]. “The presentation included all the pertinent information [positive feedback]. To improve the organization of the presentation, omit the extraneous information [be specific about the information that was not necessary to include] to make the presentations more concise and focused [suggestions for improvement].” Ask the student if the feedback was helpful and if he or she has any questions [making sure the student understands the feedback].

After observing a student’s physical exam on a child with congenital heart disease, first ask the student how they felt the encounter went. If the student expresses concern about not hearing the heart murmur, say “Talking to the child about her new puppy seemed to make her more comfortable in the beginning [something done well]. After you examined her ears, she was crying and you were not able to hear her heart murmur [something that could have been done
better]. Try listening to the heart first while the patient is calm and quiet before looking in the ears [action plan]."

Challenges in Giving Feedback

**Students who do not respond to feedback**
First determine why the students did not incorporate the feedback. Did the students not recognize they were being given feedback or are the students resistant to feedback? By always labeling feedback, the problem of students not recognizing the feedback can be avoided. Sometimes students do not fully understand how to incorporate the feedback. Asking students if they understand the feedback usually addresses this issue. Students who are resistant to feedback can be challenging. One strategy is giving “feedback about the feedback.” The process is the same as giving feedback with an emphasis on the importance of incorporating feedback. (see also Chapter 10: Working with Students with Difficulties: Academic and Nonacademic)

**Issues regarding professionalism**
Have a clear understanding of the issues before meeting with students. Request that the individual(s) who raised the concern about students’ professional behavior document the issues in writing. Meet with the students and ask them to describe what happened. For example, after a hectic night on call, a student makes the comment, “I have good news, Mr. Smith died.” The resident makes the attending physician aware of the student’s unprofessional comment, and the attending physician contacts the clerkship director to address the student’s lack of professionalism. First, ask the student to tell you what happened from his or her perspective. The student may have meant that Mr. Smith does not have to suffer any longer. The issue is one of communication and not professionalism. Giving feedback about behavioral problems provides an opportunity to truly help students gain insight into how they are perceived by others. Always document in writing what took place during meetings regarding professional concerns. With serious professional or behavioral problems, strongly consider having the Associate Dean for Student Affairs attend the meeting.

**The angry student**
Before attempting to give feedback to angry students, the cause of the anger must be addressed. For example, “you seem angry; would you like to talk about it?” Sometimes students are so angry that their behavior is escalating to the point of being inappropriate. When this happens, taking control of the situation is critical. There are several strategies to consider. Tell students that they first need to calm down and get control of their anger before the situation or concern can be discussed. In some situations, a more aggressive approach may be necessary. Even though the facts of the students’ concerns may not be clear, address their inappropriate behavior. For example, “Since I have not worked with you in the clinical setting, I cannot comment about your clinical skills. However, based on this meeting, I can make several comments about your professionalism.” After making the statement, pause for the students’ reaction. Be prepared to answer the question “What do you mean?” This is the opportunity to give the students feedback about how to handle these types of situations in a more professional manner.

**Feedback About the Clerkship**
In addition to having a feedback session at the end of the clerkship, periodically obtaining feedback from the students during the clerkship experience is also important. By soliciting
feedback, students’ concerns are frequently identified before major problems develop. Be open and receptive to their problems and even criticisms. Consider scheduling a time to meet with the students or spend a few minutes before a conference asking for feedback about how things are going or if there are any concerns or problems. Students are more likely to be open or honest in a group than individually. Group feedback gives you an opportunity to determine whether the issues are related to one or a few students, or if they are of a more general concern.

**Changing the Culture for Feedback**

One of the most common complaints clerkship directors receive from students is “I never got feedback.” Changing the culture about feedback may be one of the most challenging endeavors for educators. With the increased clinical demands on faculty and the eighty-hour work week for residents, finding time for feedback is becoming more difficult. Consider encouraging faculty to have “feedback rounds” once a week instead of teaching rounds. It provides the team an opportunity to talk about what went well in the care of the patients for that week, and in the case of an unexpected death or transfer to the intensive care unit, the team could explore what, if anything could have been done differently in the care of the patient. Having feedback rounds provides an opportunity to address any issues or concerns the team may be encountering and for the attending physician to obtain feedback about his or her role. With weekly feedback rounds, the attending can also meet individually with the students and residents to give feedback.
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